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Abstract
Non-invasive nuclear magnetic resonance (N/NlR) spiii transfer te( Illi(llles were
applied ltl vivo to stu(dy chemical reaction rates. Previolls tiidics t y)ically
modeled in rvivo reactions as simple two site systems with only cheimical exchainge
acting to influence the spin states. In complex biological systems thellre is evi(lence
that heteronuclear and homonuclear dipolar coupling occllrs as well as pllysical or
physiological separation of reacting systenis into compart m entll. I ldition,
multiple site exchange is likely in most pathways. These ef'f'cts on te NMIR
(eterminedl flux were analyzed and foundl to intro(lllce sigllifllcant, tchnlli(tlue
dlependent errors. A transient spin labeling methodl was use(l that Ilinimlizes the
errors and( gives reliable quantitative unidirectional exchange flilxes.
Creatine kinase (CK) catalyzes the 3 1 p exchange between phosphocreatine, PCr,
and ATP. The CK reaction can be used to calculate the micromolar quantities of
ADP in mammalian muscle if the reaction can be shown to be in equilibrium. 3 lp
NMR studies of the molecular flux (PCr -- >ATP) through C have been
performed by several groups with conflicting results that challenge the conventional
role of CK in muscle and suggest that the reaction may not be in e(lulilibriunl. The
blood perfused cat soleus was studied at rest and under gradce( levels o stea(ly-
state stimulation designed to increase total cellular ATPase activities more than 1(-
fold. 1)The forward and reverse fluxes were found to be equal. 2)The [ATP] was
foulnd to remain constant throughout the range of electrical stimulations, [P(r]
(:eclined and [Pi] increased stoichiometrically to steady-state levels that (lepended
on the stimllation rate. 3)The NMR derived rate c)onstant, which is a mleasure of
the ratio of lnidirectional chemical flux to NR visible sullbstrate concelntration
increased with stimulation; however, the flux was found to remain constant. This
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result is contrary to reports where the CK flux was found to vary significantly with
small changes in ATPase activity and PCr/ATP in heart and amphibian muscle.
These results exclude the kind of requisite functional coupling between
mitochondria and the myofibrills implied by the 'PCr shuttle' model, but are
completely consistent with the properties expected of C in a homogenemous
solution. Resting [ADP] was calculated from the C equilibrium to be 15uM at
rest, rising to above 140uM with stimulation. If the myokinase reaction is assllmed
to be near equilibrium, [AMP] will be less than 0.1 uiM in the resting soleits. T'lhese
low levels have important regulatory implications for metabolic pathways.
Finally, a method was developed to spatially encole reaction kinetic illfornlation
arnd produce NMR images sensitive to chemical exchange. Microscopic images were
produced reflecting chemical exchange as a function of spatial position. These
images demonstrate a means of investigating kinetic heterogeneity and
c(m lpartmnentation of reactions that occInI in 1t)th living all( nn-liviiig systenlis.
Thesis Siperviso)r: Martin J. IKushmerick, M.D.,Ph.D.
Title: Director NMR Research, Brigham anld Women's Hospital,
Associate Professor of Physiology and Biophysics, Department (-of Radiology,
Ilarvar rl Medical School
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
The usual assumption linking iin vitro biochelistry to cellular iology is tat
chemical reactions in cells can be reproduced i vlit-ro. It is often taken for granted
that living systellls ehave as well i ixe( soltlti(otlls Ie(atilse. l(r l('k (' a
satisfactory measulrellent techniclue, this byl otlliesis as reil aine l ( llteste(l.
Recently, nuclear magnetic resonance (NN1R) lhas evolve(d fronm an il l'itro
analytical chemistry tool to an exciting method for st,ll(lying bioclhelnlistry Iion-
invasively in living tissue. Compounds containing Iplloslhllorlls (:11 ') are esle(cially
slited to NMR investigations. Phosphloenergetic st ldilies of illta(act, intsc(le have
produced several important results characterizing c;langes i the relative levels of'
key 31p containing metabolites during physiological pertulrbationls (58,22,93,25,1()9).
The molecular flux through specialized biochemical pathways can be obtained
using NMR by "labeling" the magnetization of a substrate and observing the
transfer of the labeled magnetization to the prod(uct (spin transfer). It is possible
to obtain dynamic physical chemical information concerning the maintenance of
steady-state and functional relationships between the fluxes and function. Studies
measuring the molecular flux of the creatine phosphokinase (C,') catalyzed
phosphoryl transfer between adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and phosphocreatine
(PCr) have received the greatest attention (43,10:3,93,88,2).
Interest in the C reaction stems from its central role in maintenance of
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nearly constant levels of ATP in excitable tissue and the bilil!y to calcllate the
NMR invisible ADP levels from the CK equilibrium. That the C catalyze(l
exchange is one of the few reactions observable in living cells by NNIR is also likely
responsible for the large number of studies. UInfortunately, rates of exchange
published by several groups measuged in identical preparations of perflsed heart
muscle show tremendous variation; conclusions, based on these (lata, challllgiig
the classical role of creatine kinase are controversial. Additionallvy, several sttl(lies
have questioned the equilibrium of the CK exchange thereby invalidating
calculations of intracellular ADP (43,103,2,13,14,97). The failuire of pr)eviotis
investigations to accutrately chlarlacterize, in living miils(cle. tlie (c lheiicl excha t.lle
b)etween ATP and PCir; and the nee(l for accit rate fillix iorina'lll.tio i tio (lelel tile
role of C in muscle an(d study the inflllence of its sllst, rates onl oxi(lalive
metabolism, has stimulated this research.
Essential to meaningful interpretation of NMR spin transfer kinetic (lata is:
a) a correct mathematical description of the chemical- system. 1)) a collelllte
account of all nuclear spin interactions, and c) consi(leration of' the fun(lalllieltal
limits of sensitivity of the NMR technique. Drawing on the history of sutccess of ir
vitro NMR rate measurements, physiologists and biochemists have applied NMR to
living tissue and interpreted data based on oversimplified models. The most
obvious complication characteristic of most tissue is macroscopic heterogeneity of
cell type that prevents understanding of celllular level processes.
The data obtained from intact tissue consists of a global average of the many
fundamentally and functionally different cell types composing muscle andl other
organs. tUnfortunately, NMR measlllrements of chemical species at the millimolar
concentrations characteristic orf most metabolites have intrinsically low signal-to-
noise ratios (SNR's). Reliably fitting this clata to complicated models is
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problematic. Conflicting data is often attributed to mysterious "NIMR invisil)e
pools" or ill-defined "functional metabolic compartments." The ptential for
nuclear interactions in enzymatic reactions that transfer spin without cheinical
exchange has also been ignored. Specifically, dipolar interactions, commonly
encountered in biochemical studies, have not, been included in tissue ilodels. Tis
study begins by extending the early work to include a more realistic accoult (ol- tlhe
complex interactions likely to be present in physiological NNIR splin trallsfer
studies. Realizing that a complete biochemical and physical descrip)tion of the
system is unlikely, a specific protocol for molecular flux mea,slirements is descril)e(l
in Chapter 3 that has a minimal dependency on the (cetails of a olld(lel. I'lle
technique is calibrated and applied in Chapter 4 o o the kill(etics of ('l in
stimlllated skeletal muscle. Finally, to address the isstue of tissule heter(geneit y a
metho(d of obtaining microscopically resolved chemical flux infornlllation anl
thereby rolducing a chemical exchange image is proposed in C'hal)ter 5.
1.2 NMR Applications to Mammalian Muscle Phosphoenergetics
Chemomechanical conversion of chemical potential energy to work in mutscle
occurs over a large dynamic range of chemical activity. Mamimalian skeletal
muscle energy utilization can transiently increase nearly a hundredfold between the
resting and stimulated state. Maintenance of a high rate of energy usage re(lItires
regulation of oxidlative metabolism to provide adequate chemical potential energy
in the form of high-energy phosphate compounds, ATP, and PC'r. Trallsfer,
addition, or hydrolysis of phosphate groups on these molecules are the ba,sic
reactions of cellular energetics. Cells can nmodulate the extent of storage or
expen(litlire of enlergy by variation of the free energy of ATP hyd(rolysis. At a given
pH:
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(1.1) AG = AG ° - RT*{ ln([ATP])- ln([ADP]*[Pi]) }
The sensitivity of AG, and the phosphorylation potential {PP=
[ATP]/([ADP][Pi])}, to intracellular content has been well establishe(l in itro (8()).
Qtuantification of [ATP], [ADP], and Pi levels following metabolic excursions allows
tlhe determination of IG and provides a measure of cellular energy status.
Examination of the living system is essential to test the relationship between
the i't v.itro and the in tidvo state. Experimental procedures designed to measllre
'odnl(itionls i, , rivo rely on rapid fixation and freezing. I'he inlability ot' t lcese
tellni(llles to aeqltately preserve the levels of key metabolic control variable(s),
AD\l) Pi, an(l NAD/N.ADH among others, is documented (1,82) and has led to te
(levelopient of non-invasive techniques for intracellular metabolic monitoring.
i11 the 1970's NMR was applied in vivo and shown to Iprovide a lniqle, allbeit
lilnitet(l oppolrtunity for metabolic studies (58). The NN/MR visible iso(tope 31 
accults for 1()00'7 of the natllrally occurring phosphorus and allows ni(liue
visualization of the relative concentrations of ATP, PCR, Pi, and in certain
preparations a number of other metabolically important compounds, for example;
pl hosphoethanolamine, glycerolphosphocholine, and ribose phosphate. Studies to
dlate have generally been directed toward measurement of relative metabolite levels
f'ollowing physiological perturbation.
An enormouls fund( of literatulre has cleveloped with resllts of NMR stullies
(lpantifying 31p containing compoulnds in different organs iunder a variety of
con(litions. These studies have provided a few lnexpecte( observations of
phosphatlite mnetabolite concent rations that have yet, to be alequately explained.
Non-NMNR stiudies ha(d previously set [ADP] in the range of 500-1000 uM (111).
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Becaulse ADP in resting muscle cannot be directly measured by NR, its
concentration is thought to be below 100 micromolar (uM). Inorganic phosphate
(Pi) levels in properly perfused tissue ancd intact organs were found to be
significantly lower than the levels predicted from freeze clamping experiments (1).
Both o these compounds are thought to have important regulatory functions andl,
perhaps more importantly, their levels allow precise calculation of CIG for ATP
hy(lrolysis within the cytoplasm. Together, the overestimates of Pi and ADP have
led to calculatedl values of the cellular phosphorylation potential and AG of ATP
hydlrolysis, Equation 1.1, that underestimated the energy potential of muscle.
T''l ,11 Pltlro e( nlllatic st, l(lies of' the phosphate converting enzymes, c(reatinle
kinase all(l a ctoimyvosin ATPase, show marked sensitivity of' catalytic activity to
ex perlinental condlitions (124,29). Accurate reproduction of intracellular conditions
Or sl)stirate levels is not possible, thus the value of in vitro studies in predicting in
,1.1io eactionl (lynanmiec is unknown and the role of the many possible controlling
slll)sta, nces equivocal. (Considerable effort is presently focused on accurate in vlir'o
leterni inaitio of' cellIlar elnzylme kinetics.
Under certain conditions, NNIR can be used to measure unidirectional
molecular exchange fluxes. Together with the NMR determined metabolite
concentrations, flux determinations allow the study of reaction dynamics.
Recently, the effects of chemical exchange on the NMR signal have been exploited
in vitvo (3,5). In 311 NMR the importance of chemical exchange cannot be
ulnderstated. In Figure 1.1 a tvpical Ilp spectra is shown from a perfused soleils
preparation as described in C(hapter 4. All compounds with visible resonances
exhibit exchange phenomena that dramatically affect the characteristics of the
spectrum. Downlield the Pi resonance is located at a frequency dependent on the
pH of the intracellular milieu as described in the first 31 p study of living cells (99).
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The Pi resonance frequency is the weighted average of the two distinct frequencies
of the 31 P's in the conjugate acid-base pair HPO- 1 and HPO 4 2 in "fast" proton
exchange. Measurement of the Pi resonance provides a non-invasive measure of
intracellular pH.
'he resonances ldue to *, an(l /3 ATP phosphates are in "fast and
"'intermediate" exchange with the divalent cation magnesium, (Mg++). The NMR
olbservatioll of tile chemical exchange between the ATP and Mg++ allows the
dleternlination of a lower limit for skeletal muscle intracellular [g++] of 0.5mM.
At this concentration over 937( of cellular ATP is in the form of an ATP-Mg
c<olplex, wlichl is the tlle sil)stralte (,' Illany ATP , itlizing reactions (80).
l'he ;\ TP resonances illustrate that "speed" of the exchange is relative to the
r-atio o( the resona.lce frequency difference between the product and reactant, (w1 -
W,), andl the characteristic rate constant k 12, which is inversely proportional to the
lifetime of' state 1. If' (wl - w)/k 12 >>1 the exchange is said to be "slow" and two
l)eaks i.t wI a nl( w,2 will be seen. If ( I - w,)/kl<<, then the exchange is "fast,"
a.(ld olle pIeak is observedl at a frecllqency that reflects a weighted average of W 1 and
W,,. The broader -ATP resonance is in the intermediate range where the single
peak of fast exchange is increased in width. At slower exchange rates the peak
broadens out and separates into two relatively long-lived species at wl and w2 (slow
exchange).
The A1'P phosphate is involved alditionally in "slow" exchange with the
PCr resonance through CK. Competing reactions involving the r-P of ATP must be
considered in some cells and include the Pi transfer through cellular ATPase's (120)
an(l ADP aSp exchange through adenylate kinase (AK) (21). If the near equilibrium
condition for ('K and Al- reactions can be established, indirect monitoring of the
NMIR invisible species ADP and(l IP is possible using the corresponding
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equili lriulm relationships.
Accurate measulrements of ATP <--> PCr exchange rates are necessary to
establish the validity of the near equilibrium assumption and to compare the
properties of the enzyme in vitro to those observed in vivo. NMR kinetic
measllrements will also pro-vi(le evilence of linkage between C(I flux and ATPase
activity., which is a issule in the identification of the role of PCr in muscle.
Thoulgh only a limlite(l number of reactions can be studied, spin transfer can
provide thermodylnamic and flulx infornation i'rz Uilvo which is unique and
important.
\'Vl ll he ( )rr(,t Ill()('i ( f tle (c henlical exc lagle i kown, addl(itioinal
inforulation can b)e ol)taine(l Iy ) pert tlrbillg the metabolite levels, pH, and
temllperattlre of the system. Variations in the NMR (determined flux can be ascribed
to metabolite changes an(/or variations in the catalytic activity of the enzyme
itself. In the studies oltlined in Chapter -4 phosl)horyl transfer through C in
nmaiallllnliail slow-twitch mnlscle was examline(l. A- variety of systenm stresses were
applied to confilrl that the ezyme dlynamics i the integrated living system were
identical to those found i vitro.
The expectations of the quality of NMR spin transfer data should be
tempered by the difficulty in obtaining high accuracy from a fundamentally
insensitive measurement technique. I)etermination of realistic in vivo resolution
limits and optimized methods of data collection was an additional goal of this
research.
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1.3 Background Principles
The phenomena of nuclear magnetic resonance was predictedl anl observed
more than 40 years ago (6,15,16,108). Initially a probe of nuclear structure, the
spectroscopic method has since been used for such diverse studies as oil exploration,
flow quantification, thernlography, chemical reaction stu(lies, ancl medlical imaging.
Well developed classical ad (Illantunlll escrip)tions have )een ptublished in
hiilucldreds of papers an.ll textbooks. The fullndamental physics have beenl workedl ()llt,
ancl only expressiotns iseflil for extelsionl of the basic theory to exchanginlg
biological systems will be repro(-luctd here.
se(t il(o)st co()nmn1lilv as an na lyt'ical chcii istryv tool. NNR1 relies () I t he
inagneti(c l()111ellt, It. (ol nullclei with net angilar Illonellllltiin. .. In1 the presence of a
static magnetic fiel(l, 1-l, allowed spin states are define(l with small energy
difl'erences prop(ortional t,o the field strength. For nuclei with spin (Ila.ntlim
nilumber 1/2 (incllilinig 11, 31p) there are two allowed stiates with an energy level
sl)aciung of r =- *lo*h, where h is Planck's constant. The enlergy associate( with
it is proportional to the field strength aidl tinv relative to the the termal kiinetic
energy which works to e(lilibrate the spin states. At, HI= 1 Tesla (T), Emag/Eki n
* 107. It is because the energy (cifference is so small that the NMR technique is
relatively insensitive and predominantly limited by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
In blk matter containing nuclei with magnetic moments, the slight difference in
populations of the states gives rise to a net polarization, Mo , aligned( parallel to Ho
at eqluilibrium. At 25 0°C ee of water has a net magnetic moment of approximnately
5x10-11 Joules/Tesla.
Typically, coordinates are assigned with the z axis parallel to Ho. Following
pertulrbation of No10 from its e(lilibritim orientation, the transient behavior is
described by the classical Bloch eqliatiouis (15,16).
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a) Mz = R*(Mo-Mz) + *(Ni x H)z
(1.2) b) M x = -Mx/T, + *(M x H)x
c) My =-My/T. + *(M x H)y
Where H is the total external magnetic field cnpolsedl o( ) l a ( l ll(tlig excitation,
a radiofrequency (r.f.) field. H 1 applied l)erpeldicllar to o110. R=l/T, and /T.
refer to environment specific spin-lattice and spin-sl)i r elaxationl rates resplectively.
Hl(t) applie(I Iorthogonal to 1 '()r , sort tirl(e. (tis(ec.) t .a a , te'rnque ', will tip
the nlagnetization, about tlle axis  of Ill tr(ollgli all a llgle -e111 *, * t. he
resonance fre(luency, w, is related to nuclear ropertlies and the fieldl stlrength by,
W=-l*H o. After the r.f. excitation the component o Inmagnletizat,ion l)ar,allel to H-o,
M z, will return to eluilibrillm as:
(1.3) r/[(t) = Nlo[ - (l-cos(i)exl)(-t*R))]
From this "relaxation" behavior the characteristic T of the system can be
obtained revealing, in many cases, information about the local chemical
environment. It will be shown below how slow chemical exchange will alter this
simple behavior allowing extraction of reaction information.
Typically Mz is monitored at time t by nearly installntaneouslllv tippi1ng it ito
the x-y plane with a 900 pulse where it precesses aboult H k at its Larmor
frequency, . A current is induced in a conducting coil surrolunl(ing the object by
the time varying magnetic field produced y the precessing imagnetization. The
time varying curlent is the measured NMR signal, (t). Follrier tra.llsformnatioI of
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the signal results in a frequency doniain spect rum with an a pplroxin1atelyi
Lorentzian absorption mode (Real) lineshape, S(w). (w) is the characterist,tic
resonance peak of NMR spectroscopy. Fromn the height or area of thle esonance
peak obtained from a living system, concentrations of the niuclei can be
determined. The metabolite concentrations are related dtirectly to the resornanlce
peaks. Only nuclei within mobile molecllles are accolnted for in the typical
spectrum, and species bound to structlral elemenlts (bolle 3 1P) (or large
macromolecules (phospholipid) will not p[)rodle sharp'l) esonal('e linles.
Additionally, ligands (adenosine phosphates) residing on macromolecltles (ATl'Pases,
actin) for times long comnpare(d to tlle T.) relaxation t iiie will ,ill )e llnc(lte(tc(l. ll tlis
most basic application NMR provi(les a ieans of' lon-llvasively d(eterliiiilng tile
relative concentrations of mobile metabolites that have unli(llle r'eSonllanllcs.
1.4 Chemical Exchange
The first theoretical formulation an(l practical al)licationll o NR to tlhe
studly of chemical exchange came less tllhan 8 years after the d(liscovery of' the
phenomena itself (50). In 1958, Harden McConnell investigated the effects of
chemical exchange on the NtMR signal and generalized the original Bloch equations
to include "spin transfer" between exchanging species (90). Chemical exchange
could be monitored either by effects on transverse or longitudinal relaxation. The
McConnell equations described the general case and pre(licted how the effective T,
or T 1 values would reflect exchange. Gutowski an(l others focused on transverse
magnetization effects and monitored rate constants by the linewidths of the
exchanging resonances (51). These "T., methods" were most applicable to fst
exchange, which is characterize( by state lifetiimles less than approximat,ely I
second. At slower rates the linewi(lth increase dllue to exchange becomes negligible
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compared to the natural linewidth. This limitation is esl)ecially il)lortant in
biological tissue where linewidths are practically limited to 0.()5 hertz l)er
megahertz (ppm). That the linewidth quantitatively measured fa't excllange was
confirmed in several published studies comparing the NNMR derived( rate constants
to those obtained using non-NMR methods (85,52,64).
This study focuses on a second approach, following d(irectly fromn the
McConnell equations, that allows monitoring of "slow" exchange pro(eesses Lby
effects on the longitudinal magnetization (z component) of one distinct species, NI,
following perturbation of another, M. Several metabolically important recti(llsj, a
have rates falling in the slow range. To (late. the Inost, S(icesstll a l)pliati()l, ()'
NMR rate measurements in vivo have been for '31P slow exc(hange reac(tiolns
through creatine kinase (43,103,93,88,2.) adenylate kinase (21), andl arginine kinlase
(20).
Slow exchange methods can be implemented in two-dimensi(onal sc hemlnesl,
whereby complex, multi-site exchanges can be visualized in comptilex sl(,c(tr:l (1()).
In systems of few resolvable resonances these methods have i)een shown to e less
efficient than the one-dimensional techniques described below (19).
The original McConnell expressions describing the dynamics of a perturbed
spin system undergoing two-site chemical exchange are most commonly used (9()).
However, a slightly different formalism will be used here to stress the important
distinction between the chemical flux, T.j, from chemical species X. to species X..
I I J
and the magnetization flux, ,ij from M i to Mi.. The first assumption is that the
IJ 1 J
measured magnetization in a fully relaxed system, M i , is proportional to the
chemical concentration, X. = c*Mr . Also chemical steady-state will he asslImed
with all X.'s constant in time. The steadv-state chemical flux then is related to the
magnetization flux by
-20-
(1.4) , = r- *(M i /Xi)= kij*M i
The ratio of the true chemical flux to the chemical concentration is a
constant for a given steady-state system. This ratio will be referred to as te NIMR
lerived rate constant, kij.=ij/X.. k is only a constant with respect to
magnetization; perturbation of the spins has no effect on the chemistry. Note that
nothing has been implied about the reaction mechanism andl thatll, k will i ot
incclssaliIv e constant for different stea(dy-state coli(litiolis whelre r. a i(I X. Iinay
ij l
take on (lifferent values.
Following perturbation, the magnetization of species i lma;y be re(lllce( froim
its e(lllilibrilllll value, M to Mi. Though the chemical flux. T, remains inclianged
0
the magnetization flux is reduced by
(1.5) ij - o(Mi/Mi )= k.ij*M.
i.. is still related to the chemical flux through k.. and the equilibriumntJ Ij
magnetization, M.
0
The original modified Bloch equations described the balance of nlagnetization
flix to an(l from species i through exchange together with the restocration of
equilibrimll through relaxation (90).
(I.6a,) (Mi/(t - Ri(NJi -t) -NMi*kij +Mj*kj
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(1.6b) (IMdj/dt = Rj(N-ljo-.) -Mlj*kji +li*kj J j j j i 1 1J
The conditions for slow chemical exchange to be measurable by NMR spin transfer
are:
1) At least one product and one reactant have NIR distinguishable resonances.
This requires a minim um species lifetime r= 1/k > 1/(w 1 - J,).
2) The ratio of r/T 1 should be approximately 1. The slowest reactions measurable
will depenl o 1 T. Svstellls with state lifetimes miuch longer than T will Inot le
Iprac(tic(ally m-easllralble.
The NMR dlerived riate constant k.. is often referred to as the "pseudlco" first-
order rate constant becatuse of the units (see-1). For many reactions this seemingly
simple constant masks the actual higher order rate constant and the details of the
enllzvyati reaction since it simply reflects the steady-state chemical flux per nllnit
NM1R visible substrate. k.. often contains a dependency on NMR invisilble
substances and contributions from non-exchange effects. In Chapter 2 this
limitation is addressed together with the theoretical and practical efficiencies of
NMR kinetic experiments.
The two-site model was later extended to describe n-site exchange (116,45). In
addition to chemical exchange and lattice relaxation, dipolar coupling is a
significant mechanism of transferring magnetization. To include homonuclear and
heteronuclear dipolar coupling in exchanging systems, the modified Bloch equations
can be further generalized to include the important cross relaxation between spills,
a. Other treatnients have llumped exchange and dipolar interactions into a single
cross-relaxation effect (102); however, it is lseful to separate the processes to use
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the results to test specific system models. The time dependence of M z for the ith
species is given by
0( io _[0((.. io/lio)-ji)*(Mjo Mj)]
I = A * (NI - NI) or
R 1+ ]kij a 21-k 2 1 31-k 31...anl-knl
a1 2-k 1 2 R 2+ ' kij .
0 13-k 13 23-k 23 R 3 + E kij
oln-kln2n-k2n R n + "knj
I - -
w here
(1.10) kij = ,j/NAio0 0J, 
Now A is not symiiietric ;11(l is inot niecessarily d(iagonalizable. However there rle
special ca.ses of l)i (cllli(';li llll)rtlavice where the systeim of eiations cnl I, e
solVe(l or at least,, simllliliec . 11' e(ililillri llll is asstllle fo(r all exchanges tlllrollh()oll
thle systemi Nl. * k.. = . k . a :i, l the c.ross relaxation terms are relatte Iv' tll,(
j J)( .)
relati)nshiilp o - ..*.( . . .\ I)co'(lles svmi metric and can e diagoifnlizeul.IJ I J i0 r
(1.8)
(1.9)
11
M 1 - M
0
M 2 - MC
M 3 -M 3
0
M -M
n n
(A i cmpact rorm, ()lll
u
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The real eigenfiietions can then e readily olbtaineld. The well-known solution has
the form:
(1.11) (Mo- M) = D*E
F'or the commonly treatecd two-site exchange, Xa <-- > X the solution is:
(1.12) Nil(t) = C(1 *e xt + CI*e X t t
x e e S(1) -().5*[(kl,.+klb) (;) [(kla-kb))2+ -tkkb]1 2
,,('I (,=)[][(-X(l)+kt)(M a -N/ )-k((Mllb -(Mb )]/(k-X1)
ln(l - l= k + l/T 1 and klb = kb + /T 1
I prlinciple, a single ertllrbation of the silli systell will allow monitoring of
the tinme depen(lencies of the longitudinal magnetizations. A converging least-
squares analysis of the response will provide a complete determination of the
elements of A, a..'s. Note that it is not possible to separate the cross relaxation .ij iJ
from the aij's. and the characteristic rates of the system will be composed of
mixtuires of lattice relaxation, dipolar cross relaxation, and chemical exchange. In
plractice uinless the eigenvalues all differ by at least a factor of 4, a solution of the
systeni is not possible (81). To extract the individual k..'s in a n-site exchange, n
selective experiments are required (45).
The generality of the above expressions should! he appreciated.
Col[ artinelllIs of NMR indistinguishable nclei are accounted! for by simply
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superimposing solutions for tile individ-llial c ompartments. Diffllsion processes
occurring on the spin transfer time scale are given by equating kij of each a.. term
to the (diffusion constan t)/(interco(Il)artmnent distance). Heteronuclear and
homonuclear interactions without chemical exchange are treated with k=0. These
cases will be made clear in ('hapter 2 in specific examples.
1.5 Spin Transfer Experiments
There are three basic classes of perturbations that can be applied to a spin
syvstem in one-(limensional Folurier transfornl spectroscopy: a) non-selective
I)l(o;a(ll,)l I (I ('itatli()oll "hllar( I)llIse. I)) tl'e(lll(' (c selecti e ex('itltioll p,)IllsI s, an( the
c) frelluency selective saturation pulse, "soft pulse." UTsing combinations of these
pertllrbations, p1ractical kinetic methods fall into two classes, steady-state
experiments and transient experiments.
STEADY-STATE SATI RATION TRANS ER: In the steady-state
experiment, o a two-site exc(hallge ( l < -- > X, ) fst (des(ribed by F'orsel and
Hoffman (39,4()), a low power ([tl*-I <<: 1-u)) r.f. magnetic field is applied
perpendicular to the static field at the resonance frequency of M1, w1. The field is
applied for a time, t, to remove the net magnetization of the selected resonance,
M=0O, I-=0), and to equilibrate the exchanging states (t s > 3/(R+k)). For 31 P
in it'vo spectroscopy at 146 Mhz, R=l/T 1 has a value of approximately 0.3
seconds and for commonly studied reactions, k ranges fromn 0.3 to 0.1 see - . A
saturation pulse of from 5 to 7 seconds is re(lIiire(d to establishl stealy-state.
(1.13) M 2=0O=R 2 *(M9 - M,)- 1
O
Transfer of saturation occurs through cheimical exchlange redi(cing the magnitude of
Mo. In the absence of cross relaxation, (=()), the steady-state solultion is
(1.14) N1,, = M, /(i + k2l/R)
sat o
A similar reduce(l expression is obtainedl in n-site exchange in the absence of cross
relaxation wheni all u)llt one of the resonances are saturated (39). The chemical flux
is obtained from the prodl ict X)* k l=T2.
For steady-state experinients it is useful to (lefrine ,.ij as:
(1.1) ai =ij /(l i = ijj/H i
rF gives the relative magnitudes of chemical exchange magnetization transfer to
relaxation recovery o-f mnagnetization.
Isolation of te ::exchange terms, k.. from ., requires a.n indelendlent
(letermination f . o(r [.L +ik.. T'Iwo plractical imll)lellt, atios ()' ,the stea(ly-state
experiment are typically lse(l in two-site systems. The frst Inet,hol follows the
approach of the system to steadly-state by using increasingly long periods of
saturation, tsat at wl Figure .2c. This procedure will be referred to as SSA. The
initial conditions for Equation 1.6 used in the SSA experiment are that complete
saturation of a single resonance occurs instantaneously, Ml(t=()) = 0, an(dl that the
other resonance is unpret,lurbe(, NIM(t=())=M(t<O). The apl)roach of Nh1 to
steady-state is monitore(l by a ,3 (egree pilse to sample the z magnetization ad
follows:
(1.1;) _M,(t,)=M. + ( M, )ex{-tt *(k,1+R))
sa Sat 'a2,
From (lata obtained for several values of t,sat the paramnleters NI., k,, an(l R.) are
obtained.
In the second type of experiment, SSB, thle steadly!-state value of N, is
measured with and without r.f. satluration of' Ml , Figure 1.2d. Frml Equlla.tion 1.1l'
the value of c2 1=k,)/R 2 is obtaine(l. Secondly. tlle relaxation Ihelhavior of NI,(t) is
measuredl in an inversion recovery experiment whlile N 1 is ciltimlotslv satllluted,
Figure 1.2(1, to obtai R separate froml k. Withl thlle inlitial c(n(tlitioins followilg
saturation, M=0, and M(t=0)- M.) *cos(/d) for a inlverting l)lse angle 2*i,,
Sat,
Equation 1.6 has the solution
(1.17) M,(t)= {,, *{1 + cos(I-l)ex(-t(+ l))
sat
The effective relaxation rate is determined, R, + kl, anl lise(l together with
k,,/R,, to olt,ain separately, k,, R, and the fllxes T1.1 ,l, * al(1n
21 1-*k'1
o
TRANSIENT SPEIN TRAiNSFER: The tralnsient kiietic experilment is
performed by measllring the evolution of M(t), described by Eqllation 1.8, following
a short (t<<R or K) selective perturbation, Figure 1.2a,b. Typically, a single
resonance is inverted and the "inversion transfer" used to determiine k (30). Rate
constants can he obtained by fitting the data to the complete solutions, Equation
1.11, or by using linear approximations. Figuire 1.3 illustrates the behavior of an
5l/1 <---> /, exchanging system following selective inversion of NI11 using a pulse
sequence such. as that described in Figure 1.2b. The exchanlge process transfers
inverte(l magnetization from MN1 to M, , reduicing M, from the e(llilbrillm vallle.
Simll ltalneoisly, the competing process of spin-lattice relaxation. R,,, acts to restore
equilibrium con(litions. The exchange effectively increases the raterate of M relaxation
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by transferring relaxed, non-inverted spins from lM.,. wllicll increases t he
longitudinal component of M1 together with the lattice relaxation effects.
The SSA, SSB, and transient experiments have been applie(l irn 1,11r, to
measure biochemical reaction unidirectional fluxes. Considerably mo)re effort has
been devoted to studies using the SSA experiment primnarily )e(alise ot' its relaLtive
ease of implementation and data analysis. Considering the wide variation ill
observed kinetic data obtained frlom similar pre parati)lIs elp)rte( t by several
institutions, it is useful to reconsider the assumptions re(llire(l fr appllicability of
the methods and the simplified solutions. In 3 1p stu(lies(f (1K exchange silnl)le
tw()- or, more recently, three-site exclhalge has b)een a,,sslnleI. ).lt 1l,(' )'eell
analyze(l treating the tissue as a single well-stirr'e(I colnlmrtllent withoillt spin-spin
interactions or diffusion. Additionally, ideal initial condlitions were assillle(I in
previous studies allowing simplified solutions to Equation 1.8. 'I'The facto)rs
contributing to the inability of previous /',1 rvtlo sttl!ies t ot)btain I'epr)lll(ible
results have been identified by examining the effects )on the lerive(l kinetic lata of'
1) fundamental signal-t(onoise limitatiomis. 2) poorl(y efine(l p hysical illtera;ctionls.
:3) unknown biochemical pathways. 4) heterogeneouls metabolite compipartnellts.
and 5) non-ideal initial conditions. These factors are discussed in chapter 2.
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1.6 Figure Legends
Figure 1.1: 31 p spectra obtained from perfused soleus at 1-45.6 Mhz. 16( free
in(luction decays (FID's) were acquired following a 900 pulse a-l average(I t,o
produce the spectrum. 90 degree pulse = 25usec, recycle dlelay = 12 secol(Is, 15hz
of line broadening was applied to the FID prior to Fourier transformal,tioll. Rai(
chemical exchange is occurring between mono- anld di-hydrogen phosphlate an(l
-T'P an(l Nlg+-%ATP, reslulting in single reso()lances at, lre(lllell(i'S e(ltial to t(
weiglltedl averages of the two states. The slow l31P exclhallge I)etlweell i'('r a tl(l
-.-ATP can be observed by a magnetization transfer exp)eriment,.
Figiire 1.2: Generalized spectrometer pulse sequence for chemical exch lallge
exl)eriments (top). By setting the appropriate delays to zero, seclellnces f'or slpecific
exp)eriments can be obtained. a) 1-3-:3-1 binomial selective iversion Irecovery
secqulence. b) 1-1 binomial selective inversion recovery. In all inversion tralnsfer a1,(l
inversion recovery sequences, spectra are obtained for variable D2 delays. c)
Selective saturation sequence, type A (SSA). Saturation occurs dring time D1 at
either one (obs) or two (obs and dec) frequencies. Magnetization of non-saturated
resonances are sampled with pulse P2 as a function of variable D1. d) Type 
saturation experiment (SSB). An inversion recovery sequence 180-D2-9() is
performed during continlous saturation of a single resonance at the (lecoiipler
frequency. P1 and P2 are set for 90 (legrees and D4 is set to zero.
Figuire 1.3: Examples of transient, selective inversion to monitor chemical exchange
between two NMR visible sites NIl <-->M1). At time, tO, resonance M is
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selectively inverted and the return to equilibrium followed by sampling the z
component of magnetization, y axis, with 900 pulses at increasingly long times
following inversion. Chemical flux from M 1-- >M 2 carries inverted spin and reduces
the signal of MI. Top: Simulated data from complete solution of the modified
Bloch equations. Bottom: Data obtained from the isomerization reaction of valilllu
(100rmM in D-Chloroform, 40 0C). See Chapter 2 for details.
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CHAPTER 2
LIMITATIONS OF in vivo
SPIN TRANSFER EXPERIMENTS
2.1 Introduction
To derive precise chelnical llix infornlation fromn any reacting system ulsing
NMR magnetization transfer, prior definitior of all ongoing bliochemical an(:l
physical processes is necessary. Only in such circumstances can the correct
forlnlilatioiI of the mo(tiftle(t lloc(h (qllations e Inlale. In liviig systeilns this
prccondition will all ost ilever e hI l'll le(l. The task is to ) fol'l lliate testable
modlels describilig the silspected d(ependencies of the hemical flux and 2)
experimentally attempt to exclude the models. Interpretation of the results will
(-depend upon the sensitivity of the results to errors in the mo(lel. This i turn
depends on wliich of the two classes of experiment are chosen.
.umssUling that the exchaiiginn g system has been define(l correctly and
completely with the appropriately mo(lif ied Bloch' equations, there are several
problems associated with implementation of the theory that limit the sensitivity of
the method beyond fundamental limitations imposed by the signal-to-noise ratio.
Though either the transient or steady-state experiment as outlinedl in Chapter 1
can measure two-site exchange, there are significant differences in efficiency and
sensitivity to specific models. For a given acceptable error in the molecular flux it
is (lesirable to minimize the experimental time to assure stability of the living
preparation and obtain maxiinal temporal resolution. An analytical approach to
this problenl was developed and a comparison of the mnetho(ls is shown elow.
The two classes of experiments also liffer in their required initial conditions.
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It is frequlently assumedl that ideal initial conditions are easily estal)lished
experimentally. It will be shown that this is not the case, esl)ecially i io, an(-l
that proper interpretation of data requires collsideration of the inethodl of
establishing the initial spin state.
2.2 Fundamental Limits
As was stresse(l above, NMR measurements are inherentll illsensitive. Te
principle limitation is the intrinsic signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). At the high
frequencies (60400() NMhz) used for spectroscopy, the noise frolll a living sanlj)le is
dominated by .Johnlsonl noise when the probe (lesigll is oltlinlize(l (()). Tle c(oil-
sanfple interaction can Ibe nmod-eled as an in(llictively cclllple iletwVrl s sllcoll in
Figure 2.1. An analysis for the SNR from such a systeim wvs dtlevelopet(l for a
homogeneous r.f (Hi =constant) excitation incorporating solution of' Maxwell's
equations in a homlogeneous conducting object (72). This analysis all le
generalized for t,he non-homogeneous field, Hl(r)=-/Bl(r), prodll(e(('e 1)y r.f surface
coils. The time lolmain SNR (peak-to-peak signal)/(rnis noise) flrom an object of
conductivity a becomes
NL/H 0Ho]B/i)dV
(2.1 a) SNR(t) - --------
[2owoT(R'+Rc)l 1/ 2
where R' = (/-4) / (A/i) 2dV. Note that (B/i) and (A/i) are the ratios of the r.
magnetic and vector fields at r to the current in the coil and will, in general, be
spatially varying.
In a homogeneouls H1 field King (72) showe( t,hat
N 1/ 2I1 2 *Vsam ple*(B/i)
(2.1 b) SNR(t) --
[A~wT(R+Rc)]I / 2
where N is the number of signal averages andl is Iropolrtiolnal to the total
experimental time, w is the bandwit tll. i tlhe (oil andll samlle tenllleralttllre
(assumed equal), R and R ' are the coil aldl the eqllinvalen, lseries resistanlle of the
samiple. R' can e alcullate(l f'roin a te vector ptellial,a .\/i.
In the frequency (lomain t he approx'linately llreitzian resonallncll(' peak will
ha.ve a peak-height, to rmns noise ratio, SNR(%9s). related t, ti ile (olmlnin bv
(2.2) SNR(w) =g*sN(w) =SNR(t,) [, 1-'(rx)(-t,~1, 1 ))] :
The factor g varies between 2.5 andl( 5.() (I 1), nll( t is the 1I11) a(c(ltlisiti(on tile. An
ill)mprovement in SNR can be olbtained by integrating tlle Foulrier t ransformed
signal over n data points betweten - to +-w1. The peak area will have a squ are
root of n increase in SNR.
Figure 2.2a shows a 3 1p time domain signal (free indultion decay, FID) from
a perfused muscle obtained at 145.6Mlhz (Chaplter ). With N= averages the PCri
peak height in the unfiltered spectrulm has a SNR of 100()(). igiire 2.21). The }'ID
,nlilitu(le consisted of superposition of signals fronm all 5 31 p resonances;
approximat,ely 50', of the amllitllle is from) the l('r resonance. The overall
SN1,- (t, of the FID is 10 and thle SNR (t) for P('r is 5. clquJation 2.2 predicts that,
the SNR in thle frequency droiain, SN R(w), will be etween 150:) and :3()() {
5*12*(2.5 to 5)} using a T. of approximlately :3()ii (! . .n( t a> >To, Figure '.21).
The acquisition bandwidth was 1()000hz. silu :r Ilt(clled filter (explonential liile
broadening = natural linewidth) Figure 2.2c show,, :l ol)timnal SNR= 1(0. These
figures illustrate the quliality f data typlical ol i/, rl;jo experiments where tle
SNR(w) is typically limited t values tetweetl 75 ar1l 20()).
To approximate tle SNR andl illslie a satisfactory coil dlesign. the Q of the
coil is melsured with a netwolk analyzer or reflectc('ll('e 1)ridge (125). Q re'flec(tsl the
ratio of peak energy in the oil's mnagnetic field t(l tile energy (lissipalte( per ycle.
The Q of an empty coil of inductance. , an(d series resistance,(, is given by)' the
expression
(2.3) Qo = L/Re
When the electric field is properly eliminated from the sample with a Faraday
shield, dlielectric losses can be neglected. With the sample inside, the coil Q will be
reduced by inductive losses to
wLA 1 wL
(2.4) -- = =--
(w2 KL L1/R +R) (WKL,/R +1/Qo) R' + R
L c, R and Ls, R" are the series inductalnces an(l resistances of the coil and effective
inductance and resistance of the sample. The factor is a geometric coupling
constant describing the flux linkage between L, and L; c ranges between 0 and 1;
in a roper design Kh is above 0.8 . The SNR can then be expressed -in- terms of Q's
by noting that the integral of (B/i) is l)rol)otional to (Lc/Vc)1/2,
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N 1"2(w2)V(L/V )1 /2
(2.5) SNR N - -- N1/'2(w/')[QlVS*fflI/
[oLc/QI] 1/ 2
where ff = Vs/V c, the coil filling factor. In this form the SNR can le seen t.
depend on the square root of QI, which is relatively insensitive to for large
values of Qo
Maximizing SNR is always important in NNMR. Equations 2.1 and 2.5 lhave as
key paramleters under the control of the experimenter the sample volume V tlle
numbher of signal averages N, the field strength Ho-=w/, and the coil geonetric
factors determining (Bl/i), (A/i) and the filling factor ff. For sectroscoply of
relatively homogeneous tissue V is limited to small samples. rhe nimber o' signal
averages is proportional to the duration of the experimlllent an( will genera,lly be
dictated by the viability of the living preparation. Ideally, thle mainfield( streltlll,
H0o, will he optimized at the highest value achievable;: however, s)ect(rom'llle r
nlagnets are limited at present to fields less than 15 1'. o mlailmlize \ an(l !/i
the samplle of homogeneous tisslle should be as large as possible an t r.f. (oil
wound tightly around the sample. This process will also ol)tilmize . ai( f' to
approximately unitvy. For te lat a of Figulre 2.2, H=8.5'1' \ = ((cc. N= 16.
T=2.5 01°, an(t .=1o10()()()()z.
Coltrar.ly t ) popil,lnr Ieli (. at frequencies al()ve a plllo)x ilnlately 25 NI llz t ll'e
is little to, gainl in SN Iy I,llil(tillg coils witl (tQ llloacdrld gleltel t llal al )ro.()xilllmltelv
20)() if thle ,sa,1mple v(-ollllllm is 1,reiter thatll n,>tproximately Il'll3 . It is lwaYs
desirable t Inaxilllize ; toweverl, for fixed( Ql e(llmati()ns 2..5 a ll 2. 1
,I 1111o;1ded, e(inils 2' Intid 2.1
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show that the dependency becomes very weak
(2.6) SNR(t)- [Vs*ff/(wnLs/Rs +1/Qo)l1/ 2
The term representing sample noise, wLcen/R s, is approximately 0.05 and only
weakly dependent on w. This follows from the fact that R s increases nearly linearly
with . Increasing Qo from 200 to 400 (an extremely difficult task) raises the SNR
only 14%.
It is always desirable to maximize Q 1. This unfortunately can only be
achieve(l by (changing the geometric coulpling constant, att the exl)ellse ()' a
(lecreased ftlling factor. In a coil where the sample losses are na(le t,o domiinate )by
re(ll('cing R anl llsing low loss components to achieve Qo-20()0, Q is set by the
electrodynamical properties of the sample itself.
2.3 Relative Efficiencies of the Steady-State and Transient
Experiments in the presence of noise.
Given an accurate model describing the chemical system, the efficiency with
which kinetic information can be extracted will be determined by the sensitivities
to noise of the experimental technique and the data analysis process to noise. The
SNR per spectrum is determined by the coil-sample interactions independent of
which technique is used. For a given coil and sample configuration there will be a
fixed SNR per signal average, snr-=SNR/N. The integrated resonance peak from a
noisy spectrum is a single data point acquired in a time N*ta where ta is the period
of a single acquisition. The question is, what methodl shoulc be ulsed to obtain the
rate conlstants to a given accuracy in a minimum of time?
To use the general theory to extract rate constants and fluxes, magnetization
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(ata must be fit to the cormplete solutions of the modified Bloch equations.
Equation 1.9 can be solved for a transient experiment, Equation 1.12, or the
simplified expressions of Equations 1.16 and 1.17 used in steady state SSA or SSB
experiments. The fits require nonlinear curve fitting with several parameters.
Methods of efficiently performing this task have been suggested (81); however, at
best these procedures are useful for in itro data with high signal-to-noise-ratios
(SNR's). The problern of fitting noisy data unambiguously to multiparamleter
models is often not possible unlder the best of circumstances. Fortunately,
approximate values of the parameters in the nonlinear expressions can always he
olbtainel bv carefll linearization. T'his was aptlliecl to 1H NMR transient
exl)erimlents 5,i tiro (23).
For two-site exchange X <--- >X 2 following selective inversion of NM'1, the
b)ehavior of the relaxation functions for times t< < T 1 +/K can be approximated
frolml Equa.tion 1.7 as:
(2.7a) '2M1/'t z Ral(Ml -Mt) 12 (M/N'11 ) + @21 (M 2/M 2
0 0 0 0 0
(2.7b) IM/t o .2 (MI/M 1 )- @1 (M/M9)
0 0 0 0
The initial condition M 9(t=O) = M9 eliminates relaxation effects from 2.7b. If
o
the reaction is assume(t to be near chemical equilibrium, r=12 =T1 . 1, = 21 , the
o o
simple forms are obtained.
(2.8a) .AMI/.t , (1 - M 1/M 1 )(M1 R l +'2 )2 =(N 1 -M)(Rl+k12)
o o o o
(2.8b) IXM,/-At -(M 1 - Ml )(12 /il )=-(vl1 -M 1 )k12
o o o ~~o
Figure 2.3 illustrates how flux information can be obtained from magnetization
transfer data. It is important to note that when using the initial slope of the non-
inverted resonance the resulting kinetic constant is independent of T 1 . This will
only be trlle for early times when NI(t)--M 2 .
Suppose the Xi<--> X2 exchange was not near equilibriumnl. Equation 2.7
can be rewritten in a general form as
(2.0a) XM/t ~t R(M -l)
-E 2j +
i
j
j
Since only M,, is different from its equilibrium value, = ,ij- , i not equal to 2. The
stea(ly-state assunllption requires that the net flux by all paths is zero, therefore:
(2. f0a) __xNlI/_t [,(Ml -MI)
o -E lj (l-Mi/N i )
I
(2.10b) AM,/.At 
j
P2 +P 12 -12o(1- Mi/M 1 )
i;i
It is important to note that only the non-inverted resonance, MI,, can be used
reliably to determine flulx in the absence of equilibrium. The inverted resonance
will have its relaxation rate enhanced not only by exchange processes (M 2-- >M1)
but, in addition, any other potentially unknown exchanges (Mj-->Ml); relaxation
of M 1 is not ni(lely influenced( by the single 2--> 1 pathway.
-7Pt 
( .2. 1) 1.) - t -
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To compare qualitatively the relative efficiencies of the steady-state and
transient experiments, simulated magnetization transfer data was generated and fit
to the ideal solultions. Random noise (Gaussian) was introduced using the
conversion factor 5.0 for the ratio of peak-to-peak to rms noise (11). N points were
used to fit the solutions (N=9 for transient, N=5 for steady state, N=3 for
linear), where N was chosen as 2 times the Iiumber of parameters minus 1. Time
intervals on the approximately exponential relaxation f.nctionis were taken as:
(2 .11) rn = T,*[-(l+f)exp(r/T)/(2-n)I + 
wlere f = (1 - 2e - ) = .96 was ulsed based on an interplllse dlelay of 4*T 1. The
three points used in the linearized fit were equally spaced between 0 and /(1/k +
TI).
:The experimental time to acquire the 9. 5, anld 3 points was calculated as
f'ollows: In all experiments, relaxed spectra were obtainedl Iusinig an interpulse delay
1f' 4*T'
.
The transient dlata were fit to the forml A + B*e-i\t + C*e-X2t . To
complete one set (9 points) of a transient experiment requires a time
S
(2.12) t t = T1 [9*4- (9-j)ln(l+exp(4*tjl/T)/9)]
j=1
The SSA experiment (Figure 1.2c) requires a saturation pulse, D1, of
increasing duration as described in Section 1.5. The experiment is repeatedl for
saturation of the complementary resonance to obtain both forward and reverse flux
informiation. Data for the steady-state experiments were fit, to the form y=A*e- B* t
+C. The total time for an SSA experiment is
4
(2.13) t - 2*T *[5*4 E (5-j)ln(lI+exp(4*tj, 1/Tl)/5)]
j=1
Similarly the SSB experiment (Figure 1.2dl) uses 5 points: however, a constant
saturation pulse, D1, is typically applied and the interpulse delay, D2, is varied.
The time for both corn plementary inversions in the SSB procedure will always be
longer than that for SSA and is given by:
(2.14) tssbtssa + l()(tpresat, +-* T)
In ,lpractice the totlal timine for a stealy-state e xperimntl , will e alprloxiliately
a I'actor of '2 longer than pre(licte(l becaluse of the ineed for a coniplementary set of
saturation data to use as an experimental control. If saturation of M1 occurs at a
frequency, w relative to M, then the complementary experiment must be
performed at -w1 relative to MI. This complemlentary experiment is relquirecd to
correct for unavoidi)le distortions of the spectrum and(l particularly (listortions in
the stealdy-state miagnitulde of N., arising from inon-ideal components of the
saturating pulse power spectrum. In the calculations below an idealized saturation
pulse is assumed where a complementary saturation is not required.
For the linearized transient experiment (Figure 1.2a,b) separate inversions are
required for each of the exchanging species with 3 different 180-00 delays, D2's, per
peak. A single broad-band pillse on the fully relaxed spectrum is also requlired to
obtain NM1 and MI . The experimental time is,
0 0
(2.15) tli n = [4*T 1 + .5*(1/k + T)]*6 + 4*T 1
The sensitivities of the rate constants to the fit parameters were calculated
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using Equation 1.12 for the complete transient experiment, Ecqtlation 2.8 and the fit
y=mX+b of the M, data for the linearized experiment. The SSA and SSB
sensitivities were calculated Equations 1.16 and 1.17 ssuming a fit to Y=A
+Bexp(-CX). The simplified results in termns of the fit parameters are
(2.16a) 5*[q t +i7= ]} la
(2.16b) la = k*[(am/m)2 +(aM +b )(I -M 1 )'] 1 2linear o
(2.16c) Ok = (1+ C/A)-L[ab +(B/(A+C()) 2 [((/A) \'+( ]1 '
(2.16(1) k [k'2(,/C,) + (C*Mi /Mi )2 [(o/o) 2 + A2// ]]
Four sets of simulated data were generated (Appendix) at each of 5 SNR
values and the data fit to the exact solution forms using a Marquardt-Levenberg
non-linear least squares algorithm (86). The standard errors in the fit parameters
were used in Equation 2.6 to obtain Figure 2.4 which shows a plot of the average
standard error in the rate constant for the 5 NR values. The SNR is proportional
to the square root of the normalized total time, plotted logarithmically on the
abscissa. Clearly, the error in the fitted parameter k can be significantly higher
than the noise per point would predict. More importantly, the technique with the
greatest accliracy (lepenuds on how long one is willing to wait. The non-linear exact
methods will eventually give the correct value to a high degree of accuracy if the
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SNR is made large through time consuming signal averaging, most often limited by
the sample stability.
Figure 2.4 also demonstrates that use of the initial slope as a linear
approximation of the transient behavior offers a time efficient method of obtaining
the kinetic data. The fixed systematic error intro(luced by the linearization
procedure is analyzed quantitatively in Chapter 3.
It is useful to examine the sensitivity of the steady-state experiment as a
function of the kinetic parameters being evaluated. Assuming that T 1 in the
absence of exchange is known, Equation 1.13 gives the relationship between the
measured signals before and after satllration. Figre 2.5 a o e is  te steady-state
change in M1 following saturation of M, (Equation 1.13) lotted as a function of
k*T I. As the exchange rate increases M1 approaches zero and there will be little
sensitivity to small changes in k. Curve b was obtained by differentiating Equlation
1.13 and illustrates the change in fractional error, 0a/, in k as k*T1 is increased.
The minimum occurs for k*Tl= 0.5. Fortunately. the range of p)aramleters follll
in 31 p studies of CK are near the optimum. T 1 's are betweein I and seconds, ald
k frequently falls between .08 and 1.0 sece-
2.4 Practical Approximation of Initial Conditions
The comparisons made above assumed that the necessary conditions for
simplification of the modified Bloch equations were ideally satisfied. For the
transient experiment selective excitation of a single resonance in a time short
compared to the relaxation and exchange time is required. The steady-state
experiment requires saturation of a single resonance in a sillilarly short time. In
both cases, to achieve selectivity, a low power r.f. magnetic field is applied for a
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relatively long period of time. In many cases the excitation field, Bl(r) will be non-
homogeneous.
The power spectrum of a pulse of length T o is given by To*sinc{ii*To*(W-Wo)}
with a width at the first zero crossing of 1/To Hz. This is not an ideal excitation
function for a spin system where, in eivo, line broadening of resonancesis due,
primarily, to local main field inhomogeneities. If the spin system response was
linear there would be a distribution of excitations as a function of fre(llency.
Selective inversion may produce a 180 ° pulse at wo; however, there will Ie a
distribution of flip angles about· wo identical in form to the pulse power spectrum.
This is equivalent to the problem of excitation with a non-homogeneous lI tlield
discussed below. Similarly, if saturation is obtained at w insufficient saturation
will occur for all spins where local field inhomogeneities shift their resonance
frequency away from the saturation frequency. Figure 2.6 is the proton spectra of
water as a function of the duration of the applied excitation pulse. The amplitutde
of the pulse was adjusted to achieve an approximately 900 pulse in each spectrulm.
Clearly, the excitation band narrows as the pulse width increases, an(l the
assumption that all nuclei are selectively excite( or satulrated is incorrect.
The problem of irradiation with a weak H field was analyzed, in the absence
of chemical exchange, by Redfield (110). Incorporating off resonance effects he
showed that following application of a low power irradiation at a frequency , the z
magnetization of nuclei with resonance frequlency Wo =*Ho approache(l ,
'sat (Ho0 -/)[(Ho /) 2 +H 12 ]1/
(2.17) ----------------------------------
Nio1 R(Ilo-w/-R)2 + R 2
'0 1 0 Rb C l("
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This result applies for long irradiation times where previous perturbation
theory results broke down. Note that if the transmitter frequency corresponds to
the resonance frequency of M i, its amplitude is reduced to 0. If the transmitter
frequency is not near i. the H - w/-y terms dominate and M. = M, no
saturation. H must be increased in power to adequately saturate the entire spin
distribution, yet not produce significant reduction in signal from the remaining
spectruml. In a two resonance exchange system, adequate satlration of spins off
resonance by one half-width ( 1/2 the width of the resonance peak measured at, 1/2
its maximum amplitude) deposits 11% of the full saturation power at the center of
a secon(l resonance 1.5 full widths away and 4 %, of full satllratio n power at
freqlllencies 2.5 full widths.
Use of low power pulses to achieve selectivity will cause difficulty when
environmental broadening of the resonance is significant compared to the natural
linewidth. At 146 Mhz T, values for 3 1p containing metabolites range from 2() to
100 msec. The natural widths of these resonances [Aw=I/(ii*T.,)] are less than 20
hz. Published spectra from in vivo studies display linewidths in excess of 80 Hz.
Therefore, environmental broadening appears to be the dominant broadening factor
in vivo and the limitations of the frequency selective pulses must be considered.
The behavior of an exchanging spin system in the presence of a low power H1
field was investigated further using a numerical solution of the modified Bloch
equations (Appendix). A finite difference Runga-lKutta integration scheme was
modified to include automatic step size scaling for efficiency in computational time.
In Figure 2.7 the z magnetization components are shown as a function of time in a
weak H field (1 Gauss). The nucleus is taken as 1H in a 0.1 T main field,
T.,=ln0msec, and T lp=T1 The'important observation is that even before the
excited resonance reaches saturation, exchange via spin transfer begins to reduce
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the magnetization of the non-excited resonance, X 2. The initial conditions of the
SSA method require that M. is instantaneously saturated and that M is unaffectedJ 1
at t=0. Figure 2.7 demonstrates that for large a (fast exchange) this will not be
the case.
The limitation illustrated in Figure 2.7 will also hold for long pulses used for
selective inversion. In the transient experiment as the pulse width approaches a
length r - 1/k significant transfer of magnetization will have occurred during the
establishment of the initial state. In Figure 2.7 inversion was complete at
approximately 10 msec. The condition of M(t=0)=Mo can no longer be made for
the non-inverte(l species, andl the simplifications to Equation 2.7 are no longer
justified. With resonance lines typically > 0.5 ppm in width this limitation will
place restrictions on k values, for accurate NMR measurement, to less than 10 see -1
at approximately 100Mhz.
H1 INHOMOGENEITIES: In the theoretical formulation of the modified
Bloch equations it is assumed that the excitation due to H(t) is uniform
throughout the system. Typical in vivo experiments are performed using surface
coils where this is not the case. In a non-exchanging system the transient
experiment is identical to a T1 measurement. Several studies have been published
analyzing errors in T1 due to H1 inhomogeneities. Results claiming significant
effects (42,66,87) and no effects (36) have been published. In an exchanging system
additional factors enter the analysis which were addressed in this study both
theoretically and experimentally.
In the transient experiment, a non-uniform H 1(t,r) applied to a spin system at
the resonance frequency for a time r will result in a distribution of flip angles
a(r)=H(t,r)-r. Note that H1i is no longer constrained to be perpendicular to Ho,
though only perpendlicular components will influence the spin system. The
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add(itional issue of resonance offset due to main field inhomogeneity can effectively
be included by noting that nuclei off resonance will have a reduced flip angle about
the "effective" r.f. field of *H*rp . Phase errors can be neglected when identical
coils are used for receiving and transmitting. In these cases the system can be
treated as a collection of discrete spin groups each within a homogeneous Hl(r).
The modified Bloch equations become:
(2.18) m = j
Thile solutions from E(llationl 1.9 each have llniqu(e initial conlitions for i. (ldue to
spatial ditferelwes in ttil(r). SIl)erimpl(-osing the solltions gives:
(2.19) Ml(t) = (a.)et*X\ + (,bi)e-t\) + 
i i j
The I)re-exponential terms contain all spatial dependencies due to the position
dependent flip angles. The exponentials, however, cont ain no dependence on
position. The rate information contained in the pre-exponentials can be extracted
by noting
(2.20)- -
Cai+ 1i X-XI
b i X-k21
(2.21) -
ZCai+ Z bi
In the absence of chemical exchange, x 1=X2 (see Equationi 1.12), the system reduces
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to the standard inversion recovery form. The prediction is that the exponential
time constant will reflect true T, in the presence of excitation field
inhomogeneities. A similar, though more cumbersome, separation of coefficients will
occur with the multiexponential forms obtained when exchange is present.
This result was tested and verified experimentally with the probe
arrangement sh)wn ill Figure 2.8. The single loop coil has a field profile that
decreases in nlagnitudle approxinmately as l/r. The precise vector profile is
presented in stanclard references (61). T 1 measurements were made using an
inversion recovery sequtence (2*2 °-r--l °) in two experiments. 31P (10%c phosphoric
acid(l) and -H (water') saiipiles were l)laced i at if'l'erent, sI)atial positions with
different H-tl field charact,eristics and the relaxation times measured. For the 31P
samples, the pulse power was set to deliver a 900 pulse when the sample was
positioned at the theta=1800° position; power was held constant for all positions.
The results, listed in Table .1, show that the T 1's (+/- standard error) measured
at all positions agree(d with the mean value. At theta = 0 the sensitivity of the
measurement was extremely small dlie 1) to the irelatively small B/i given in
Equation 2.la and 2) to the small readout pulse.
For measurement of proton relaxation times a do pulse was adjusted to
optimize the signal from a semi-infinite water phantom replacing, temporarily, the
sample vile. This power adjustment is similar to the one performed in in vivo
experiments with surface coils. With the pulse power fixed, the sample holder was
restored and the T's measured as a function of theta. In Figure 2.9 signal
intensities are plotted for six spatial positions. Though the relative phases vary, as
reflected by the sign of the data, the exponential rate constants are the same.
Table 2.1 shows that again the Tl's are invariant with position. These results are
in agreement with several reports in the literature and the arguments given above
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(36), and allow the general statement to be made, that relaxation, or similarly
transient kinetic measurements, are independent of H1 field homogeneity.
In the steady-state experiments, Hl(r) calculated from Equation 2.17 will give
values of Msat that are variable within the sample. Each location will require a
different minimum time to reach a true steadvy-state saturation. Fortunately, in
locations of incomplete saturation the fact that Hl(r) is small means that the coil
sensitivity to signal from those locations is also small. This follows from the
proportionality of H(r) and B/i. In such a case Msat(r) will be weighted by
Hl(r)/Hmlax
2.5 Incomplete Description of Physical Processes
DIPOLAR INTERACTIONS: To extract chemical flux information from
magnetization transfer data all processes contributing to the time changes in the
magnetization must be accounted for. The nuclear magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction (Nuclear Overhauser Effect, NOE) is a process of transferring
magnetization without chemical exchange. NOE interactions between Mi a nd like
(homonuclear) or unlike (heteronuclear) nuclei can occur and have an effective rate
proportional to (Mjo- Mj)*aji, where a.. is the dipolar coupling constant between
M i and Mj, often expressed as the NOE factor, N= aiR.
The generalized interaction matrix, Equation 1.9, was derived to include both
homonuclear and heteronuclear NOE. In the transient experiment the effect is
manifested by an increased effective relaxation of the inverted resonance and an
apparent decrease in the transferred magnetization to the non-inverted resonance.
In a saturation experiment the interaction causes a more rapid relaxation of the
non-satlurated resonance so it appears as if less transfer had occurred, thus an
underestimate of the rate constant. To predict the magnitude of this underestimate
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consider the steady-state result following saturation of NM) in the presence of
homonuclear NOE between M 1 and M2 ,
(2.21) M 1 = 0 = R( - M 1)- P12+ aM9
O O0
The "effective" rate constant is given by
(2.23) a19 = a12(1 - (N/a1 )N'12 /M 1 )/(+VNM2 /MI )
Figlure 2.11 shows a pl)Ot of the error term in F(iiation 2.22 for ilreasilg N fo
three different values of a.
For the frequently studied 3 1 p compounds both homonuclear (31 __ 3p) and
heteronuclear (H-- 31P) NOE's have been measured in living preparations.
Homonuclear NOE's have been reported anecdotally and( as incidental finidings (88).
In tissue extracts no significant NOE's have been measiured (7). Several groulps
have reported heteronuclear NOE's 12n ivo f'or ;lp PCr and ATP (10()3.28). In a
steady-state experiment, the effective rate constant (expressed as a) in the presence
of the heteronuclear interaction to a species M3 is
(2.23) a=a(l+a132 /(RiR 3))-1
Using the heteronuclear NOE factors given by Nunnally (103), of 0.44 for PCr and
0.35 for ATP, and assuming T(H)--T(3tP)I second the effective *a measured
by the steady-state technique will be less than the actual a by approximately 16%
andl 11% respectively.
The dependency of the transient experiment to NOE interactions differs from
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that found for the steady-state technique. If initial slopes are sed in a transient
experiment, all dipolar terms except those from the inverted resonance drop ot,
Equation 1.9. Therefore, heteronuclear dipolar coupling will not effect the transient
results. The initial slopes for the inverted and non-inverted resonance I)ecome will
reflect the hononuclear NOE as:
(2.24a) ---------- = R 1 + k12
(M 1 -M 1 )
0
(2.24b) - - -(k, - a)
(M 1 - M 1 )
0
EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLE: NMR spin transfer measurements of tile slow
intramolecular conformational exchange in iazeppan (Valitlm, 7-chloro->1.3-
dihydro-1- methyl-5-phenyl-2H-1,4-benzodiazepin -2-one) have been perfolmed
previously (23). The study revealed a homonuclear NOE between the exchanging
resonances of the first order dipolar system. This system was used as a model to
clemonstrate possible complications in in vivo studies where first and second order
NOE interactions are poorly characterized and generally neglected.
The isomerization of valium (100mM in D-chloroform) was examined by 1H
NMIR at 360 MHz, Figure 2.10. The Overhauser interaction is seen to increase the
effective magnetization of the non-inverted proton following a selective inversion of
diazepam at 0°C, where negligible conformational chemical exchange occurs, Figure
2.9b. Equation 2.24b predicts this behavior for k 12=0. At higher temperatures
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(400C), Figure 2.10a, the expected transfer of magnetization can mask the
competing NOE and eventually dominate. Multiparameter fits of typical inversion
or saturation transfer data to analytical solutions of the modified Bloch equations
based on models neglecting NOE will converge incorrectly on simple double and
single exponentials respectively.
The inversion transfer studies were performed at 0, 20, and 4o0 °C. The NOE
was determined from the initial slopes at 00 as 0.30+/-0.0.5. At 200°C the produllct
k*T 1 was calculated as 0.50 +/- 0.02 and compared to that obtained using the
steady-state technique of 0.33 +/- 0.05. This error was predicted for the NO of
0.3() by Equation 2.23. In Figure 2.11 the fractional error in tlle ro(llct k*Tl is
plotted as a function of the NOE factor (a/R) for the steady-state experiment,
Equation 2.23. As a increases the error due to neglect of the dipolar interaction is
recluce(ld. Inversion transfer and saturation transfer experiments performed at 40
°C gave equivalent values of k*T 1 to within experimental error.
SPIN-LATTICE INTERACTIONS: The steady-state experimlent (an be
performed on two-site systems in significantly less time if' tle T l' of the
exchanging nuclei (in the absence of exchange) are known. Only two data points
are required with and without equilibrium saturation to determine k*T 1 from
Equation 1.12. Knowledge of T 1 then allows calculation of k. This requirement,
however, is difficult in practice to fulfill. It is often assumed that T values
measuredl under normal physiological conditions using a single complete SSA or
SSB experiment can be used for subsequent studies following physiologic
perturbations. T 1 relaxation rates are sensitive measures of the chemical
environment, and they are difficult to measure accurately. 3 1p T 1 values in vitvo
are in the range of 0.9 - 5.0 seconds at 30 °C; however, there is tremendous scatter
in the published values. T 1 values for PCr in glucose perfused rat hearts at 37 °C
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vary from 1.6 to 5.4 seconds at 146 Mhz (41,89); there is clearly a difficulty in
obtaining accurate T 1 values. Kuhn et al (74) showed that there are significant
errors in T values obtained using weak r.f. saturation off-resonance in a
saturation-transfer experiment and that values obtained should be corrected. In
the previous heart studies T 1 was assumed constant and flux calculated directly
from k=a/T 1. Errors in the T determination are probably the major cause of the
tremendous variations in published steady-state magnetization transfer derived
chemical fluxes measured in identical systems.
Two likely factors accounting for variability in T1 measuements are
temlperature and lpH. That 3 1p relaxation times vary with pH was dlemonstralted
over the physiological range (47). Most sensitive were the Pi and -ATP T 's which
varied as much as 100%T following a 1 unit change in pH in the 6.5 to 7.5 range.
The pH dependence is very sensitive to paramagnetic chelates and the applicability
of these results to in vivo systems poorly understood. It is not unlikely that
common experimental protocols of hypoxia, arrest, and increasing work load vary
the system pH.
Temperature effects on the relaxation rate are well known and follow directly
from the Solomon-Bloembergen relaxation expressions (17). Proton relaxation
measurements have been used for in vivo thermography, which has demonstrated
significant temperature gradients within normal tissue (31).
The temperature dependence of T 1 in common 31p netabolites was measured
in solutions containing .5mM Pi', 5mM ATP, 6mM MgCl, 20 mM PCr, 100mM CI1,
20 mM MOP's buffer at pH 7.0. The results shown in Figure 2.12 demonstrate a
strong relationship between thermal energy, and relaxation, especially for the P.
resonance (- 0.2 sec/°C). Note that in the physiological temperature range the
relaxation rate for the relatively small P. molecule gets shorter with increased
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thermal energy while the T 1 of the larger ATP and PCr increases as their faster
tumbling rate becomes further from resonance where energy transfer to the lattice
is most efficient. The Tl's -ATP and PCr have similar qualitative behavior to that
found for water protons; however, their sensitivities are significantly higher (0.06
and 0.04 sec/°C) than that found for water protons (0.005-0.01 sec/°C). 31p
relaxation times for Pi, PCr, and -ATP obtained from the soleus at 22 and 30° C
are indicated in Figure 2.12 alongside the in vitro data. At 300 C the measured Tl's
(mean +/- standard error) for soleus are: T =3.8 +/- 0.7 sec, T 1 =L4.2 +/-TPCr Pi
0.3 sec, T =3.0 +/- 0.5 sec, and at 220 C, T 1 =P3.4 +/- 0.8 sec, T 1pi=4.4ATPPCr Pi
+/- ().8 sec, TA =1.3 +/- 0.5 sec. It is important to note that the T 1 value for
the -- ATP resonance is higher than values from previous studies (13). The above
vallues were obtained using the transient inversion transfer method whereby it was
possible to separate exchange processes from lattice relaxation. Chemical exchange
with PCr will increase the apparent relaxation rate of ATP and lead to erroneous
T 's if ignorel.
In spite of large stanldard errors the in viuvo data demonstrates the identical
qualitative temperature dependencies as that found in vitro. The absolute values
are strongly determined by the properties of the solutions. These data suggest that
1) in vivo relaxation time will be a strong function of temperature and must be
considered following any perturbation that may alter metabolic rate or circulation
sufficiently to effect a local temperature change. 2) correction for temperatulre
effects can be made using i vitro calibration curves. The unexpected behavior of
Pi is probably a result of chemical exchange effects; however, the precise
mechanism was not investigated. The characteristic time associated with Pi
relaxation will be effected by the rapid on/off rate of the protons on the mono- and
diphosphate moieties. These rates may approach resonance 145.6 x 106 sec-1 at
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higher temperatures.
2.6 Improper Models
Valid interpretation of the NMR data relies on the assumption that the
nmodified Block equations correctly describe the system. The in vivo reaction must
be properly (lescribed both in ternms of the biochemical pathway and the spatial
lhomlogeneity of the kinetic parameters or physiological compartments. Previous
kinetic models have assumed simple exchanges between two or more NMR
distinguishable components. For the enzyme catalyzed reaction these treatments
are1' iln (le(llate.
t31OC'H1ENJtICAL MODELS: For the simplest X 1<-->X. slow exchange
without dipolar coupling the modified Bloch equations can be written in terms of
fluxes fron Equation 1.6 as :
(2.25) 5 1l = R *(Mto-MI)- '12 + 21
Monitoring M1 before and after satulration of M, (,1=0) allows calculation of a 12
from Equation 1.14. Prior knowledge of X 1 and R 1 gives the chemical flux, T12, as
(2.26) r 12 = a1 2 *Xl *R 1=k 1 2 *X 1 =[ 12 /M 1 ]*X10o 
Note that the assumptions made were that steady-state saturation was achieved
andt only X 1 <--> X 2 exchange existed.
In the transient experiment only the assumption that an equilibrium exists
between X and X2 is required. For selective inversion in a transient experiment
the behavior of the non-inverted resonance follows from Equation 2.10b as:
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I/12 r 2
0
(2.27) ------------- -------- -------- = k12
(M 1 - M 1 ) M X1
o o
Therefore, in the simple systeim both the steady-state and transient experiment give
an NNIR derived rate constant equivalent to the chemical first order rate constant.
Enzymatic reactions typically involve multiple substrates and the formation
of several intermediate activated( complexes prior to formation of products. For
several enzymatic reactions, i(ill(lilg creatine kinase, the rate leterminilng stel) is
the interconversion of enzymne-substrate complex to enzyme-product complex.
Ulnfortunately, even the simple enzymatic scheme X1+C+E <--> XCE <-->
XDE <--> X.,+I)+E requires assumptions that complicate interpretation of
magnetization transfer data. Typical Michaelis-Menton kinetic analysis fixes only
the total enzyme concentration and ignores the reverse flux. In this equilibrium
system all chemical species are cnstant in time. Pertllrbation of the spin system is
similar to an isotope exchange where free and bound enzyme concentrations do not
change. Chemical equilibrium for this reaction sequence gives:
X l k l M 1 k l
0
(2.28a) --- = --
XEI [E][C]k1 ME1 k 1
0
XE2 k 2 ME2
(2.28b) ----- =
XYE k_, ME1
0
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X 2 k 3 M9
E9 [E][D]k_3 ME2
' E2~~~~~
Without making assumptions about the NMR
substrates denoted as E1=X 1EC, E2=X9ED and
Equation 1.9 becomes:
visibility of the enzyme bound
neglecting dipolar cotupling, A of
(2.29) A=
0Rl+k l
-k
1
0)
(REl+k2+k _1) -k,
-k, (RE2 +k 3+ k _2)
0 -k3
Saturation of /l,) (loes not reduce the system to the same simple forms unless
additional assulmplti)ns are nmade. The main one is that ME from X, b(oind in the
EXI) complex is saturated either by having the samle resonance freqluency as
unbound MI or by the process of rapid equilibrium X\DE<-->X,+D+E. Rapid
equilibrium of the free substrates and the enzyme complex is commonly
encountered in this form of reaction (112). Solving first for MEl using Equation
2.29 and Equation 1.9 with initial conditions ME2=O=M 2:
(2.30) ME1= (ME1 REI + Mlkl)/(k+kl+REl)O 
With ME1, Equation 1.9 is used again with Equation 2.29 to solve for Ml,
(2.28c)
k3
k'
-3
0
- k_3
(R,+k_3)
-kI
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M1 k,)k1
0
(2.31) ------- 1--------- x [l+(k(l+kl/R)+REl)/kl] -
M1 Rlk_l
Here the desired flux, P2o0, can be included by assuming chemical equilibrium
2 9 =k9 *ME=k2*(kl/kl)*Mlo, then
O
(2.32) M1 /M 1 = 1 + (2 /(R 1M 1 ))/[I + (k,(l+kl/Rl)+Rl)/kl ]
O O O
In many applications, the bracketed term is im lltilliedl )y , \II *R 1 t obltain an
apparent flux. The apparent flux will nly reflect the true flux when the
denominator is unity. However, in cases where M 1 in the complex relaxes quickly as
in the case of enzymes with active paramagnetic components, RE1 can be quite
large and even for rapid equilibrium (k l>k,2), RE lnay be > >kl and the
apparent flux will be an underestimate of the actllal flux.
(2.33) (T, - r )/ 9 = [1 + (ko(1+kl/R)+REl)/kl]
.actua Tobs actual
Note that the assumption here was that only the unbound M 1 is present in
sufficient quantities to be NMR visible, (kl/kl< .1).
The transient experiment will also be affected by the enzymatic step if the
enzyme bound M 1 is not detectable and in large quantity. In such a case
(2.34a) Ml = - + -
MEtl = 1 - -I + -2 + (2.34ib)
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Then using chemical equilibrium
(2.35a) ----------------------------^
(1-ME 2/ME2 )t=O 1 + XE/X
If the rate limiting step is XCE <--> NDE and X 1> >XEI
then ME1 = MEl and
M 1
(2.35b) ------------------ -, [1-(1 + X1/XEl)' ' ~- -2
O O
(1 -M E2/ME2 )t=O
When ME1 is NMR detectable. N1 totai=ll + N11ME and the initial slope will refle(t
the true flux 92o as
·
Mt+MEl
(2.35c) ----------------------
(1-ME2/ME2 )t=O
A single NMR fllx niclslreillent loes not ield information about the
reaction mechanism or the slte(cilic nmodlel. For example, an XI+C<--->X.,+I)
system couldl not be (li.t illli.lt'( I l'rrOm thIle nlore o('mplicated enzNnle-sll)stra- te
model above in any sigle NN11?I expteri ient. Only )y changing the chemlic:al
equilibrium and remeasill ti, Ill' illux a a fllnction of changes in the c('Itl:l
concentrations of the clleli(:l c I ics (cil the nlodel e tested. Perturbations to
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the chemical equilibrium of the muscle cell were used to test biochemical nlodels in
vivo and will be discussed in Chapter 4.
An incomplete account of all reaction pathways is potentially a serious
problem when studying complex systems likely to be encountered in ivo. Suppose
a third NMR visible species, X3 , was involved in the assllme(l simple two-site
system Xi<-->X,<-->X3 . Solution of Equation 1.13 for steadylv-state satlllration
of M1 and M 2 give respectively:
(2.36) M1 /M = 1 + 1 2 /(R1 M1 )=1 + 12
o sat o o
and
(2.37) M /Mls = 1 +a1[1 - (1/a23 + (MO Ro)/(M 3 R 3) + 1)]
o sat 0 0
Assuming accurate knowledge of the T 's, (R 1,R2), the apparen,t flx NIl*kl
for the forward exchange XS--- >X will be the actual flux, however, the reverse
flux X2 --- >X1 will be reduced by the error term in Equation 2.37. The fractional
error in the flux from Equation 2.37 is
(2.38) (2ot -0 b)/oo -= [((1 + 1/a 32 )R/R 3 )M2 /M 3 + 1 -1L
In this system a steady-state saturation transfer experiment will give apparent flux
values that are in error and lead to the incorrect conclusion that the forward and
reverse fluxes are not equal. Reports from 3 1p studies of heart using steady-state
saturation methods have suggested a mismatch between the forward and reverse
CK flux (103,13). If the assumed two-site exchange is extended to include transfer
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from -ATP to either Pi or other potential sites, Equation 2.37 explains this
discrepancy when these pathways are significant.
Forsen suggested that a three-site system can be treated like a two-site
system if the third site is continuously decoupled with a saturating r.f. field at 
(39). This method was implemented in rat heart studies and the forward and
reverse rates were found to be equal (104). Initial slopes from a transient
experiment performed on the same three-site system are not sensitive to the extra
site as long as selective excitation is applied to only a single resonance. In practice
it is probably useful to employ both methods. The saturation technique is easily
imnplenlented and can be used to identify all sites of significanlt transfer with atc-
relaxation relations, k*T 1 in the range 10 to 0.1. The transient metho(l can then
be used for quantitative determination of the flux.
COMPARTMENTATION: The heterogeneity of cell types within a tissue,
and the intracellular structural divisions within cells, gives rise to the possibility
and often the reality of macro and microscopic compartmentation of biochemical
compounds (56,98). The NMR parameters are also spatially varying as evidenced
by the spectacular contrast in NMR images which rely for contrast primarily on
large variations in relaxation times within tissues. The effects on the NIR derived
fluxes of physical separation of reactions has been recognized as a potential
complicating factor in data interpretation (103). Quantitative predictions of the
effects, however, have not been made.
In Figure 2.13 two simple compartmentalization schemes are shown. NMR
visible species X 1 coexists in two non-communicating compartments while species
X,, is ubiqtitous (a situation encountered in cells with selectively permeable
membranes) in the top figure and separated into two pools in the lower figure.
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The transient NMR experiment gives as initial slopes following inversion of M,
= - ( :21
(M 2 - Ml)
O
[A+ 21B )/M 2A B
and following inversion of M l
= (@1 
A-
+ tB2)/Mlo
(1 - M)
In both cases the transient derived fluxes reflect correctly the actual chemical
exchange.
The transient method can be generalized for the selective inversion of species
j in an n compartment system. Equation 1.9 becomes:
(2.40b)
AM2/At
'AM /zJt
JM3/at
aM)/nt
IX A
0
0
0
M.
Jo
0
All non-inverted species, Mi (i not equal to j), will have initial slopes,
(2.39)
o
(').40)
nr1lI/At
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(2.40c) .INi/At st (aij - kji)(Mj - M.)
and the inverted resonance will follow
(2.40d) AMNlj/.At (Rj + kji)(Mj - Mj)
The important result is that observation of the non-inverted species gives
information that is independent of T and reflects exclusively exchange processes
(chemical and, when present, dipolar) with the selectively inverted species.
In cont,rast, the reqlluisite cormpetition between relaxation and exchange
complicates the steady-state solutions. Following saturation of M 1, the equilibrium
transfer of magnetiza,tion from M9 to M1 and M superimpose to act as a single
A B
flux channel,
(2.1) , /M.)o -at 1 + 91A +aB = 1 + kapp/R9
The product, of NMI, and kapparent is the true total flux, 2 1 However, upon
0 O
saturation of M9 the apparent flux, I12 is
app
(2.42) 'i2 kapp *M2
app o
which differs from the true flux, 12 with a fractional error
O
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(2.413) ('12 -'12 )/'It/'l
o app o
(l+YlIB/(fA+( fA)alB//lA))(1 + alA(-fA) + fAa1B )1 ]
Where fA=M2 /Mtotal = X 2 /(X 1+X 9 ). The plot of fractional error in the flux
0
versus relative pool size, f, is shown in Figure 2.14. The apparent flux is always less
than the true flux, causing a perceived net flux from X 29 to X 1. Note that the error
can ble quite large for large differences in a's as might be expected in physiological
compartnlentation where R's are strongly dependent on the ionic composition and
presence of paramagnetic species. Also k will ctepend on enzyme concentration
which illay vary', thr'lgho)llt the system.
'I'he simple model in the lower diagram o Figure 2.13 has a solution identical
to the system shown in the upper diagram where X, was contained in a single pool,
Equation 2.43. This model could easily be applied in the situation where PCr
<-->^-ATP exchange through CK was large in one region of the tissue, due to a
high conecentrationl of enzyme. while a separate type of muscle cell nearby has a low
enzyme concentration.
Consider the example where two regions of equal size contain identical
PCr/ATP ratios and have kf*Ta-=.50 and kf*Tlb=O. =50*1 while Tb=0; the
actual net PCr to ATP flux is 50 if T 's are taken as 1. Saturation of ATP,
however, reduces Mper to approximately 0 while Mpcr is unchanged. The
pr prb
apparent flux is ac= 1/(1/2) - 1 = 1, a significant reduction and predicted from
Equation 2.43 by using f=.5, a(la= 5 0 and lb=0
2.7 Summary
The limitations of the spin transfer experiment have been examined. SNR is
certainly the major concern, and it is always productive to obtain the largest SNR
within the time constraints of the experiment. Nonetheless, noise will always be
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present, and it was demonstrated that the non-linear curve fitting required for the
most common spin transfer experiments has a relatively low efficiency compared to
the linear approximations used for a transient inversion transfer experiment. If
time is not an issue both, steady-state and transient magnetization transfer
experiments will give reliable flux information when the correct model is known.
However, if there is any doubt that all chemical and dipolar interactions have been
completely accounted for, the transient experiment is the technique-of-choice
exhibiting only a homonuclear dipolar sensitivity. The transient technique was also
shown to be relatively insensitive to the undesirable effects of inhomogeneities in
the H field when a short selective inversiol I>llse is u[se. Wheiin fling a steady-
state satllration techniqule care. nlust be exercised to insure that, true steady-state is
achieved in all regions contributing significantly to the total signal. For the
experiments of Chapter 4 the transient method was used in the experimental
protocol described in C(hapter 3.
::
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2.8 Figure Legends
Figure 2.1: Inductive coupling of receiving coil and a conductive sample. The
sample can be modeled as a series circuit with a signal source, S(t), and noise
source, N(t), and an effective complex impedance, Z. The probe circlit is tuned
(Ct) and matched (Cm) with variable capacitors to have a total impedence equal to
the input impedence of the preamplifier.
Figure 2.2: a) 3 1p time domain signal from a perfuse( soleuls demoio strating
tyl)ical signal-to-noise otainale fromn in vivo exl)eriillents (SNR((t)=10()). ) Direct
Fourier transformation of time domain signal (SNIt(w)-=10)()). c) Spectra otailled
following multiplication of the time domain signal by a nmatched exponential filter
(SNR=160).
Figure 2.3: Calcullation. :of chemical flux, A-->B, fr-om the initial slope of
magnetization response to:transient inversion of N1 . The initial timne lderivatives of
the resonance peak areas of the inverted species, (na), and noninverted, (b),
species are divided by the difference between the equilibrium value of the inverted
resonance Ma and its value immediately following inversion la . The NMR
oo 0
derived rate constant, k a , and the relaxation time of Ma, T1 can then bea a, I
calculated. k is the ratio of the chemical flux between A and B and the chemical
a
concentration of A.
Figure 2.4: Comparison of three implementations of magnetization transfer
experiments. Random noise was added to simulated data from ideal experiments. In
two cases, an inversion was applied and the data fit 1) to the complete transient
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solution, or 2) to an initial slope approximation. The third experiment was the SSA
steady-state experiment. The standard error in the NMR derived rate constant is
plotted versus relative experimental time. Simulated lata was generated for
ka=kb=0.5 sec-l , T 1 =T 1 = 2 seconds with added random noise (Gaussian). The
a b
magnitude of the noise was varied and data fit to the tech nique dependent
solutions.
Figure 2.5: Characteristics of steady-state saturation transfer in an -X-->X.)
exchange. The monotonically decreasing curve is the ratio of M1 following stea(ly-
state saturation of M., to the equilibrium lmagnetiztioiI M' Ilottedl velrsls =
k*T 1 (Equation 1.13). The secon( curve indicates the fr(actiollal el'ror ill k*T 1,
(,/c), as a function of (v. The insert is an expansion near the origin demonstrating
the minimum.
Figure 2.6: Proton lineshape for increasing pulse length from a water sample
in a mainfield with inhomogeneities that (lominate the line wid(lth. Power was
adjusted to achieve a maximum amplitude, approximately a 90 ° pllse, for each
duration. Power spectrum is seen to narrow with increasing pulse length.
Figure 2.7: Calculated behavior of Z magnetization during approach to
saturation in an X1<-->X2 system. Calculated z magnetization (Appendix) is
plotted versus saturation time. [X 1 ]/[XJ]=2, and a 1 gauss B 1 field is applied. Top:
k12=10 see- '. Bottom: k =1 sec t . This figure demonstrates that for increasing
fluxes the assumption of instanteous saturation is invalid.
Figure 2.8: Schematic of probe assembly for measurements of T1 in the
presence of an inhomogeneous B 1 field. Sample holder was constructed to allow
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rotation from outside the magnet. A hole was machined off-center, withinl the
holder a radius R from the axis of rotation. Liquid samples are 1)lace(] within the
hole, allowing their distance, r, and axis angle phi relative to the cireiliar currelt
loop to be altered. These geometric variations allow measuremenlt of relaxatio in
different Bl(0)'s.
Figure 2.9: Magnitude of Z magnetization in an inversion recovery expleriinlit
performed within an inhomogeneous receiver field. The 1tH signal amlpllitllde froil
water, as measured from various sample positions (Figllre 2.8), is lotte(l versiis te
time between the 2*d and 3 pulses. The agle theta refers to the axi il ro)tatioll ()f'
the sample holder, Figure 2.8. The pulse power was set sichl that, fo'r a d l)lllse tlhe
signal was maximum when a semi-infinite water phantom was sll)stitullte( for the
sample holder. Data was collected and 11-i resonance areas (elermille(l with
identical phase corrections for each spectrum. (Apr2986191BN).
Figure 2.10: Transfer of magnetization between valium isoilers (1()()0 l ill (1-
chloroform). A) At 400 C the dominant exchange mechanism is chemical. B) At ()"C
chemical exchange is essentially eliminated and an INCREASE in magnetization is
noted due to homonuclear NOE between the two isomeric forms.
Figure 2.11: Estimated fractional error in =k*T1, (/), for an, Xi-->X"
exchange in the presence of homonuclear NOE (Equation 2.22). In all cases an
underestimate of the flux results from neglect of the dipolar exchange lnechanism.
NOE factor = a*T, [X1 ]=[X].
Figure 2.12: Temperature dependence of 31p relaxation times nleasured in
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vitro. Also indicated are data obtained in vivo at 23 0 C and 300 C from the cat
soleus. Solutions contained 5mM Pi, 5mM ATP, 6mM MgCl, 2OmM PCr, 100maM
KCI, 20mM MOP's buffer at pH 7.0. (jun0886,jun0886).
Figure 2.13: Two simple forms of compartmentalization of a reaction
X 1 <-->X2 . Top: large central pool of X 1 communicating with two pools (-f X9
through independent pathways. Bottom: two physically isolated reacting systems.
Figure 2.14: Calculated fractional error in the experimentally determined
chemical flux, Xf-->X,2, in a two compartment model (Figure 2.13. tol)) lisiug the
SSA steady-state saturation method. The calculated error is plotted verslis the
relative size of compartment A for 3 different values of a.
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Table 2.1
T1 by inversion recovery in presence of H1 distortions
31P 90 degree pulse set with at the 180 degree position
Angle(theta)
...............
180
120
-120
60
-60
0
Relative Intensity
1
0.73
0.73
0.12
0.12
0.08
T1 (std. error)
0.64 (.06)
0.61 (.08)
0.51 (.08)
0.52 (.50)
0.50 (.50)
0.12 (.79)
weighted mean 0.57 +/-.10
1H 90 deg pulse set for optimum signal in semi-infinite
plane, all phase corrections identical.
Angle(theta)
...............
180
135
90
45
-45
0
...........weighted mean...
weighted mean
Relative Intensity T1 (std error)
eeeee .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . e e ..
1.0 3.60 (.65)
0.74 3.34 (.49)
0.55 3.15 (.03)
0.60 3.11 (.16)
0.18 3.29 (.48)
0.09 1.42 (.67)
eeev..veve... ... e.. e ee 3.29 (.89).eee
3.29 (.89)
T1 from semi-infinite sample 3.40 (.26)
Experiment #Apr2919
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CHAPTER 3:
OPTIMIZED PROTOCOL FOR
MOLECULAR FLUX DETERMINATION
Several theoretical descriptions of NMR magnetization transfer have been
published (90,116). Unfortunately, a practical, calibrated, experimental
implementation of the technique is lacking. As described in Chapter 2, the
susceptability to misinterpretation of all steady-state saturation methods preclllles
their reliable application in l.to. A transient spin-tranlsfer techhnique is the
optimum choice for ill-defined physiological systems, as explained in Chapter 2.
The transient inversion transfer method prescribed by Dahlquist et al (30) was
implemented by Brown and Ogawa to study the adenylate kinase reaction in
E. Coli (21). A limited number of relatively slow reactions can be studied using the
long pulse selective inversion methods described. With more rapid exchanges, the
long low power pulses used for selective inversion will introduce significant errors
(23). An improved experimental technique was developed and calibrated for use in
living tissue to give quantitative molecular flux data in a minimum time from
samples characterized by low signal-to-noise ratios.
3.1 The Transient Experiment
A transient technique was developed to avoid the theoretical and practical
problems associated with the steady state spin transfer experiment. Essential to
the transient kinetic experiment is establishment of the initial conditions in a time
short compared to the characteristic time of exchange. Traditionally, this was
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accomplished with a frequency selective inversion of a single resonance using an
approximately 50-200 msec low power pulse (23,4).
Frequency selectivity can also be achieved using a series of short high power
("hard") pulses. Several pulse sequences, including the Dante sequence, have used
long trains of hard pulses for selective solvent suppression. Recently, these schemes
have been proposed for use in magnetization transfer experiments(113). These
sequences are similarly long in duration (38), they are thus undesirable for the
study of moderately rapid exchange where significant transfer of magnetization will
occur during the establishment of the initial spin state.
Recently, a simple selective excitation sequence was proposed for suppression
of unwanted water signals in proton spectroscopy (57). The "binomial pulse"
consists of a series of short high power pulses where the flip angle of each element
of the series is proportional to coefficients in the binomial series (1-1, 1-3-3-1, .... ).
An excitation power spectrum of the form (cos(2T*d*f)**n) can be obtained where;
d is the delay between the pulses, f is the frequency offset relative to the r.f.
transmitter frequency, and n is the number of terms used in the expansion. Nuclei
that resonate at the transmitter frequency receive total flips equal to the sum of
the individual pulses. For example, a 90-i-90 pulse is an n=2 pulse producing a
1800 pulse in nuclei at the transmitter frequency. The frequency response of a
n=4 1-3-3-1 pulse is shown in Figure 3.lb. For selective inversion transfer, the
delay d between each hard pulse element is determined by the frequency difference
between the two exchanging resonances. For example, the PCr-ATP separation is
360 Hz at 8.5 T. A 90-d-90 pulse centered on PCr with d =(2*360)- =.0014
seconds will invert the PCr resonance and have no effect on the ATP resonance
that sits on a null of the sine power spectrum.
Binomial pulses were incorporated into a transient spin transfer sequence,
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Figure 3.2. These and other hard pulse based sequences do not have restrictive
timing or waveform requirements and are relatively simple to implement on
commercial spectrometers and imagers. In addition to their simplicity, the duration
of the binomial sequence is ((n-1))/(2*Aw) where n is the number of binomial
coefficients and Aw is the chemical shift difference between the two exchanging
resonances. In the example above the 1-1 selective inversion of PCr required only
1.4 milliseconds and can be reliably applied for reaction rate constants as high as
500 sec -1 without allowing significant transfer during the inversion. Achieving
inversion essentially instantaneously is critical if the assumed initial conditions of
the NcC(onnell equllatious are to be adequlately approximated and use of the
simplified initial slope calculations justified.
3.2 Analysis Using the Complete Solutions.
A complete description of the time dependency of the perturbed equilibrium
magnetization in any NMR experiment generally requires exponential analysis. In
all but the most simple cases, this quickly becomes an intractable problem as
combinations of relaxation and chemical exchange add multiple exponential
behavior to the evolution of magnetization described by Equation 1.9. Even under
the most ideal circumstances fitting transient or steady-state NMR spin transfer
data to complicated analytical forms is unreliable. Analytical techniques for fitting
iin vitro exchange data have been presented and methods for optimizing the fits
suggested (45). In living systems where signal-to-noise ratios are typically quite low
(10-100 in the frequency domain), the exchange system is often ill-defined, and
compartmentation of metabolites and non-exchange interactions may be present.
For in uvivo applications an optimized analysis of transient inversion transfer data
was investigated which minimizes these effects.
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The transient spin transfer data for two-site exchange can be "fit" to the
complete solution, Equation 1.12 of the system Equation 1.9 assuming that all
exchanges are included and that all sites are NMR observable. To fit the data
requires nonlinear curve fitting with a minimum of 5 parameters. Methods of
efficiently performing this task have been suggested (81); however, at best, these
procedures are useful for i vitro data with high SNR's. The problem of fitting
noisy data unambiguously to multiparameter models is difficult and easily
misinterpreted.
The problem of non-linear least squares fitting of multiexponentials has been
examnined as a funlldlamental probleml in multivariant analysis. A voluminous
literature base exists. Unfortunately, the practical questions, such as how accurate
are the best fit parameters, and how many points for a given noise level are
necessary to obtain parameters with an error less than e, are answered only
indirectly. The difficultv arises in the formation and inversion of the error matrix.
In all but the simplest cases. it is not possible.
As in all maximulm likelihood or least-squares problems, the analysis begins
with the expression for the sum of the squares of the differences between the best
model and the data, Yi. For two-site exchange we have from Equation 1.12:
N
(3.1) A= ( AYi i) (Yi-A-Bexp(-CXi) - Dexp(-FX)) 2
i i=l
Minimizing differences of squares and maximizing likelihood requires formation of
the hyperspace A in the .5 parameters A,B,C,D,F. The curvature matrix, d,
formed from the partial derivatives of the hyperplane, gives the sensitivity of the
square deviation to the parameters, al=A, a=B, a3=C, a=D, a5-=F.
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(3.2) d= .5(62 A/6ajak)
Table 3.1 is the matrix d obtained after tedious manipulation of Equation 3.1.
Inversion of dA is the fundamental problem of non-linear least squares analysis. In
many applications this symmetric matrix can be diagonalized. However, the
dependencies of the NMR model equations do not provide independence of d.A/daj.
Thus, derivation of simplified analytical expressions for the error dependencies is
thwarted by a non-invertible matrix.
The problem can be recast and simplified as a linear least squares analysis by
nmaking the assumption that, around the miniinlmr , the (leviation l etween the
approximation and the true function are small and that an expansion of the
exponentials in their Taylor series is justifiable (32).
(3.3) Y(x) = YO(x) + Z(6Y/aj)(a -a)
0 j
Now linear in the parameters, Equation 3.3 will have an invertible linear leaSt
squares error matrix that depends on the values of a's. These are "best" guesses of
the parameters around which the expansion took place and would most likely be
taken from the non-linear convergence. Their dependencies can only be determined
by inversion of d. Thus, linearization allows calculation of errors for a particular
fit, giving error estimates of the parameters. However, derivation of explicit
analytical expressions for the variance of the coefficients in terms of experimental
variables is not possible for the complete inversion transfer dynamical equations.
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3.3 SIMULATIONS
To empirically examine the problem of non-linear least squares fitting to
NMR derived data, an algorithm was developed to simulate inversion transfer data
(Appendix). Random noise was introduced using the conversion factor 5.0 for the
ratio of peak-to-peak noise to rms noise. The data was fit to the exact solutions
using a non-linear Marquardt-Levenberg combined Gauss-Newton/Steepest Descent
routine (86). Initial values were taken as +/-10%( of the exact solutions. The
parameters were chosen to approximate those found in typical 3 1 p NMR in ltvo0
spectroscopy with T 1=2.0 see, k=0.5 see- '. The ratio of species was chosen as 1.0
to normalize the ideal coefflcients. Table 3.2a shows the results of thile fit to the
exact double exponential solution for the non-inverte resonance at different levels
of noise. The parameter value at convergence is given with its standard error. The
inverted magnetization data were fit to the correct model, Equation 1.12, and the
incorrect model, Y= G+H*exp(-R*t), and the results given in Tables 3.2b and 3.2c
respectively. Clearly, the standard errors in all the fit parameters are often greater
when fitting the correct model. Minimization of the standard errors of the fit does
not in itself guarantee correctness of the model. These standard errors are often
used, improperly, as the standard error in the rate constants. The significance
levels listed are the maximum of any single parameter. Large values ( > 0.05)
reflect a fit that was insensitive to changes in at least one parameter. Additionally,
at least for the mono-exponential fits, an approximate relationship between the
standard error (SE) in the coefficients and the number of data points appears to
exist following, not unexpectedly, as SE-(N)- 1/ 2. N is directly proportional to the
experimental time. This relation only holds for N>2*(number of coefficients).
TUnfortunately, convergence on double exponential solutions, for SNR values
P-P
below 10, was not possible when there were less than 8 points; this is the regime
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where in vivo data often fall.
3.4 AUTOCORRELATION
Since the minimum standard error can be obtained for the fit to an improper
model, it is necessary to have further criteria with which to judlge model validity.
In non-NMR applications where noisy data is used for confirmation of
multiexponential models, autocorrelation of the model to the data has been ulsed to
analyze goodness-of-fit, (48). The applicability of this method for distinguishing
NMR models was investigated using the simulated data. The autocorrelation
function, C(t), can be written for n experimental points, Y(t.)ex p aS
m n
(3.4) C(tj)=(n d(ti)d(ti+j))[m (d(ti))2]l-1
where d(t) = Yexp (t) - Ymodel(ti)
Figure 3.3 shows C(t) for noiseless data fit to 1) an incorrect Imodlel, Figure 3.3a
and 2) the exact solution, Figure 3.3b. The random variation in Figure 3.3b arises
from division of small numbers (10-14) by numbers of the same magnitude. This is
the expected behavior of data subject solely to stochastic fluctuations. Non-
random deviations of data from the model produce autocorrelation functions
exhibiting non-random behavior as in Figure 3.3a.
Data simulating inversion transfer with a peak-to-peak SNR of 10 was
generated and fit to both double and single exponential solutions, (n=64 points).
Both fits converged, however, the standard errors in the fits were lower by a factor
of 20 for the incorrect single exponential than those for the correct fit.
Autocorrelation of the two best fits to the actual data, however, shows that there is
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clearly a non-random trend in the incorrect single exponential model, Figure 3.4a.
Figure 3.4b shows the expected stochastic fluctuations about the accurate model.
The autocorrelation has provided evidence that the single exponential model is
inappropriate, in spite of the smaller standard parameter errors. Autocorrelation
analysis also confirms, that the deviation of the experimental data from the actual
model is consistent with random fluctuations in the data due to experimental noise.
Unfortunately, the fit to the true model has significant errors associated with each
of the coefficients, especially, when less than 18 points are used with low SNR's.
This situation is typical of in vivo spectroscopy. Primarily due to limited tissue
viability, data accumulation time is short and the number of signal averages
limited. Though autocorrelation has shown the "better" modlel is indeed the
biexponential a method of improving the accuracy of the kinetic parameters is still
needed.
3.5 Initial Slope Approximations
From the discussion above and the practical limits on SNR for i vivo studies
the complete solutions are clearly of limited value in determining quantitative in
vivo kinetic information. Linearization of systems of non-homogeneous differential
equations is often used to obtain estimates of coefficients. Campbell et al suggested
NMR magnetization transfer data can be analyzed in this way, (23). The question
is, does it make sense to even try to use the exact solution forms or, given a fixed
data collection time, will the errors due to linearization be small compared to the
errors associated with a multiparameter fit? The results of Chapter 2 indicated that
three point linearization gives kinetic parameters with the minimum error for short
acquisition times. It is desirable to further optimize the linearization to improve the
necessary finite error without sacrificing efficiency.
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The analysis relies on linearization of the time derivative for "early" points.
The systematic error introduced by the linearization procedure was analyzed
quantitatively. In Chapter 1, the initial slopes of the inverted and non-inverted
resonance were shown to be approximated by
(3.5) dZ;M./zt ·- (M. - M.)(kij + R)
0
for the inverted peak, and
(.6) AMj/At -(Mi - M.)kij
for the non-inverted exchange partner. Selective inversion of resonance M. with
boundary conditions Mi(t=O) = Mi and M.(t=O) = M. was assumed. AM/At are
the slopes of the linear least squares fit of the transfer data for early points, and
M. - M. is the difference between M. in the relaxed spectrum (t>4*T1) and the: y
O
intercept of the linear least squares fit of the Mi(t) magnetization. Note that knmr
(the ratio of the flux, M -- >Mj, to the equilibrium magnetization, Mio) is
completely determined (independent of relaxation!) by the initial slope of the non-
inverted resonance and M. - M..1 1
The error, , associated with linearization over the finite time interval, t,
can be obtained by calculating k from the slope of the magnetization relation
determined from the exact solutions at times t o and t, M(t=to) and M(t=t1 ).
The calculated initial slope is obtained by expanding the exponential terms for M(t)
in the appropriate Taylor series.
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the systematic error due to linearization can be reduced by assuming a model for
the exchange system. k' is always smaller than k and can be corrected using a
factor calculated by substituting k', T 1', and kl'=k'+l/T l ' in the linearized
solution of the assumed model, calculating k" and k" from these solutions, and
finally calculating the errors, (k',k 1') as (k'-k")/k' and el(k',kl') as (kl'-kl")/kl'.
It is assumed that these errors are approximately equal to (k-k')/k and (kl-kl')/k1 .
The final error after correction of k' by (k'-k")/k' is
(3.10) Efinal = [k -
Figure 3.7 shows simulated data (SNR=5) for k=0.5 sec- and T 1=2 sec.
Tile initial slopes calculated from points t=0.05sec and tl=0.5 sec are 1.45 and
-().575 for the inverted and non-inverted resonances respectively. The rate constants
k' and k = k'+l/T 1' are calculated by dividing the slopes by the change in the
inverted peak (1-(-1) = 2), which gives values of k = 0.724 and k' = 0.288.
These are underestimates by approximately 28% and 42% of the actual values of 1.
and 0.5 respectively. Using these experimental rate constants the fractional errors
are calculated from Equations 3.8 and 3.9 as 0.195 and 0.322. The experimental
values are corrected by dividing by (l-e), giving kl-=0.90 and k=0.42. These values
only differ by 10% and 15% deviations from the true values. Further improvement
can be obtained by iteration. Using k =0.90 and k=.42 in Equations 3.8 and 3.9
gives second iteration values to within 3% and 8%. Iteration quickly reduces the
linearization error to negligible values.
In the presence of noise the error in the slope determination must also be
considered. When a simple Y=mX+b linear least-squares fit is used for calculating
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(3.7) dMi/dt (Mi(tl)-Mi(t0 ))/(tl-to) = (tl-to)-l[B[(1-Ctl+C 2 t1 2/2! +...)
-(1-Cto+C 2 t 0 2 /2! + .. .)] +D[(1-Ftl+F 2 t12/2! + . .)
-(1-Fto+F 2t0 2 /2! +. .)]]
A similar expression is obtained for M.. Equation 3.7 can be simplified by writing it
J
in terms of normalized units, a=k*T1, r-tl/to, and making the simplification that
I J
(3.8) . [(k+R)- (k+R)exp]/(k+R) = el .25(t/T)(r+l)(1l +(2a+l)))(+l) -1'
-(1/12)(to/T) 2 (r 3 -1)/(-1)(1+(2ca+l)3 )(a+ ) 1 + ......
(3.9) [k -kexp]/k = e - .25(to/Tl)(r +1)((2a+1)2-1)a-1
-(1/12)(t/T) 2(r 3 -1)/(T1)((2a+1)3- 1)a -1 +
The error is plotted in Figure 3.5 for a fixed to. As expected the error increases
with larger linearization intervals and with increased time between the inversion
and the first data point. Error is reduced if to is taken earlier. The limitation on
to is largely due to the necessary delay following the inversion pulse within which
transverse magnetization must be allowed to diminish prior to application of the
900 readout pulse. This delay can be minimized to approximately 2-4 msec's by use
of a homospoil gradient pulse applied immediately after the inversion. The error
increases approximately linearly in k, and decreases inversely with T 1, Figure 3.6.
Molecular reactions with small exchange fluxes and long Tl's will have the lowest
linearization error.
Once the experimental k = k' and T 1 = T 1' are obtained from the linear fit,
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the initial slope, the standard error in m is
(3.11) a - ay(Z (XiX)2)1/2
and the standard error for b is
(3.12) a ay Xi2/(n (Xi-X)2)]1/ 2
where is the noise per point. Clearly, the lowest errors result from the largest
point spacing and the largest SNR. For n measurements we want n/2 at each of
the extreme ends of the interval, not equally spaced(! If n/2 points are lo(ated at to
and n/2 points at t the standard error from Equation 3.12 is
(3.13) am 2a *N/*(tl -to)l
The error in k can be computed from the expression for k, Equation 2.8. For SNR
> 10, ak~am/(2*Yo) vhere Yo is the equilibrium peak height or area value. Error
estimates for k can thus be made using the standard errors in the fits.
To estimate the total error in terms of parameters under the control of the
experimenter the standard propagation expression is used
(3.14) oak 2 k 2(°1)-2 + kexp (1-e)-4[(Okb/6k) 2 + (ak&/6k) 2]
total exp
with kl=1/Tl+k. Using only the first term of Equation 3.9 the total error is
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(3.15) . *. ak 2 y. [((t l + t o)/ 2 -to)-2((1-e)' 2
+ .(1-e)-4 ((kl(tl+to)-) 2 +((t l + t 0) (k l +2k)-e ))2 )] /4N
This expression can be optimized to give the conditions for minimum error. Figure
3.8 shows an estimate of the total error for T 1= 2 sec and k=.5 and 1.0 sec-1. In
both cases to= 50 msec. Clearly, different optimum values of the point spacing are
found for the two different k values. An increased reaction rate requires a shorter
linearization interval for optimal accuracy. For small linearization intervals the
error in the slope determination dominates the total error while longer intervals are
poorer approximations of the non-linear equations and the linearization error
dominates.
3.6 Calibration
Validation of chemical flux values measured by any NNIR method must be
performed in vitro before meaning can be ascribed to measurements nmadle in living
systems. Unlike lineshape analysis, where numerous reports comparing NMR
derived exchange rates to non-NMR methods have been published (85,64,52), the
saturation and inversion transfer techniques have not had adequate calibration.
Following the early theoretical formulations of the magnetization transfer,
phenomena biomedical investigators have applied the method without the requisite
controls. The principle reason for this neglect is the paucity of suitable reactions.
NMR methods were developed to measure rates that were difficult to measure by
other methods.
For calibration the familiar carbon dioxide hydration reaction was chosen as
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the "gold standard" with which to confirm the accuracy of the NMR spin transfer
technique, Figure 3.9. In aqueous solution CO, reacts to form HCO3- directly. or by
way of the short-lived intermediate H2C03' Most studies have measured rate
constants only for the direct conversion, k 31. This reaction has been frequently
studied by non-NIMVR techniques, and the published rates appear to be in
reasonable agreement (115,71,34). Interestingly, other procedures used to study the
carbon dioxide reaction have difficulty in determining individually the rate
constants k 13, k 1 k1, 23, and k3 2 (34). In the course of the calibration
measurements, it was discovered, quite unintentionally, that in addition to the
desired overall rate of carbon dioxide formation and (disappearance, the NIR
method could give separately the values of k 13 and k31 and the sum of k3 2 +k 3 1
and k13 +kl. Further work on determining the activation energies of these
important steps could be pursued.
Measurements were obtained in solutions near pH 6.5 where the
concentrations of bicarbonate and carbon dioxide are approximately equal. The
precise pH was calculated from the measured ratios of the CO, and HCO3
resonances and the temperature corrected equilibrium relationship
[HCO3-][H+/[CO2] = 5 x10-7 at 370 C and 2.6 x10-7 at 0°C (54). Figure 3.9 shows
13C spectra of solutions prepared by bubbling 13 C CO, into 25 mM NaOH,
previously purged of oxygen. 13C NMR selective inversion transfer experiments
were performed over a range of temperatures (80 C to 550 C) and the rate constants
obtained from the initial slopes of the magnetization curves.
The extremely long T 1's of 13C in carbon dioxide and bicarbonate ( 14 and 25
seconds respectively) allow linearization of the data to approximately 1 second with
a negligible systematic error, described in the previous section. In Figure 3.10 an
Arrhenius plot of the NMR derived rate constants is shown together with a linear
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fit of well accepted data taken from Sanyal and Maren (115) who used stopped
flow spectrophotometric techniques. The data was obtained for k 31 following
inversion of the CO, resonance. At higher temperatures the decreased solubility of
CO2 reduces the SNR and increases the measurement error. Nonetheless, the NMR
derived rate constants are quantitatively in good agreement with the accepted
values. Additionally, the activation energy of the reaction CO,-->HCO3
determined from the slope of the linear least-squares fit of the data in Figure 3.10
is 63 +/- 8 KJ/mole, which compares to within 16% of the frequently sited value
74.9 KJ/mole (17.9 kcal/mole) (115). From this data it can be concluded that the
NMIR d(erived rate constant olbtained using a binomial selective inversion in a
transient experiment reflects quantitatively the true molecular kinetics.
The rate constant, k 2, was also derived from the NMR data, Figure 3.9.
This reaction is difficult to observe by non-NMR methods, and the rate is poorly
characterized. Following inversion, the HCO 3s resonance relaxes due to T 1, k 13, and
kl1 exchange. k 3 is calculated from the reduction in the CO.) resonance. Using a
T 1 (from initial slope data) of 24.6 seconds, a value for k of 1.2 x 1012 M-1sec -1
was obtained at 20 0 C, HCO.3/CO = 0.72. This preliminary result is approximately
2
100 times larger than the single unconfirmed value located in the literature (35).
3.7 Applications to Multiple-Site Exchange
The question of multiple-site exchange often arises in poorly defined systems.
Binomial selective inversion transfer can be further extended to allow quantitative
monitoring of such exchanges. Several methods for studying three-site exchange
have been proposed; however, all rely on selective saturation (120,121,104,39).
These methods require multi-channel transmission or amplitude modulation of a
low power excitation pulse to achieve multi-site irradiations, thereby suffering from
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the limitations described in Chapter 2. A transient selective inversion can provide
multi-site exchange information with a single excitation. For the three-site
exchange of acetlyacetone, Figure 3.1, a single species, Mi, can be inverted. The z
magnetization of all non-inverted sites, Mj, follows from Equation 2.10 as
(3.16) AMj/At = -(Mi - Mi)kij
Each non-inverted resonance will be reduced in magnitude solely from the exchange
processes with Mi. Figure 3.11 shows experiments performed with catalytic
amounts of triethylamine ad(led to acetylacetone Clemonstrating the behavior of the
three-site system. From the initial slopes of both nonl-inverted resonances the
fluxes from the inverted resonance to each of the other two sites can be calculated
independently. The catalyzed rate constants were found to be kab=.04+/-.03 sec 1,
kac=.2 1 +/-.03 sec- 1 at 23 0 C. This reaction was studied previously by Forsen et al
using saturation techniques (6). It was reported that the direct exchange between
the olefinic proton (b) and the enolic form (a) was undetectable (kab=0) and that
all exchange must occur via the keto form. The transient method can similarly be
applied to other three or n-site systems.
3.8 Summary
A numerical fit of spin transfer data to the complete solutions of the modified
Bloch equations is desirable. However, in experimental situations where noise is the
principle limitation, a multiparameter non-linear fit is not practical. Additionally,
the proper model of the reacting system is frequently inadequately defined. Often
one is approaching a relatively unknown system where the investigation begins
with the proposition of a biochemical model. If NMR is to be used to test the
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model, autocorrelation of the inversion transfer data with the best fit of the model
may support the hypothesis or detect non-random deviations from the best fit
paranmeters, suggesting an error in the description. Once the system model is
verified and the form of the modified Bloch equations determined, inversion
transfer is the preferred method to quantitatively characterize the kinetics. Data
can be obtained optimally by linearizing the equations for early periods following
inversion. It is prior knowledge of the model equations that allows this
simplification and optimization in data collection. In view of the low sensitivity of
the in vivo NMR experiment the simpler linear approximations can often give a
meaningful, albeit limited, result when insufficient sampling and sign al-to-inoise is
present for convergence on exact solution forms. Fewer data points are re(luired
for use of the initial slope technique which provides economy in total experimental
time and, under certain circumstances, gives more accurate rate constant values.
In both two and three-site exchange the initial time derivatives will be
preferable to the theoretically more precise, though practically difficult,
multiparameter fits of the complete analytic solutions. Data obtained in vivo
rarely have accuracy to better than 20%, and the systematic error introduced by
linearization is certainly of acceptable magnitude. If necessary, the data can be
further corrected for the predictable deviation using the assumed chemical model.
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3.9 Figure Legends
Figure 3.1: Binomial selective 1331 pulse applied to the 3-site exchange of
acetylacetone. a) Fully relaxed 1H control spectrum, ( NA=4, LB=I hz, 360 Mhz).
b) Pulse power spectrum for the binomial pulse generated at a frequency centered
2400 hz upfield from resonance B. The location of the center frequency was chosen
to optimally invert only resonance B. c) Selective inversion of B is accomplished
without perturbation of other exchanging resonances.
Figiire 3.2: Generalized )llse se(uelce for fre(lluency selective Ilnagnetization
transfer experiments (see also Figure 1.2). RF pulse power can l)e delivered at two
independently controlled frequencies, obs and dec. Selective saturation can be
accomplished uIsing low power obs2 or dec2 channels to saturate at the hard pulse
(obsl) frequency or an independently selected frequency. a) 1331 binomial pulse
inversion recovery sequence without saturation. D is set for (2*(wl - w,))- seconds
for a XS<-->X,) exchange. P=22.5° Ipulse width. P=3*P1. Do is the variable
delay time between the 1800 and 900 pulses. P is the 90 ° readout pulse, = 4*P 1.
b) 11 binomial pulse sequence without saturation.
Figure 3.3: Autocorrelation of simulated noise-free NMR kinetic data. a)
Autocorrelation function, c(t), of simulated inversion transfer data to an incorrect
model. Non-random behavior of c(t) is indicative of deviations between the data
and the model not attributable to noise. b) Random behavior of c(t) is observed
when the correct model is correlated to the data.
Figure 3.4: Autocorrelation of simulate(d NMR kinetic data (identical to that
used in Figure 3.3) with the addition of' random noise. a) Gaussian noise
(SNRp p=8) is added to the ideal simulated l data and c(t) determined for an
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incorrect model. Non-random behavior of c(t) is observed. b) Autocorrelation to
the correct model exhibits random fluctuations.
Figure 3.5: Error in NMR derived rate constant due to linearization over a
finite period (totl). Error (Equation 3.9) is plotted versus tl/to for a fixed t set to
T 1/100. With increasing reaction rates, ,k=k*T 1, the error increases dramatically
as the linearization becomes a poorer approximation of the rapidly varying
function.
Figure 3.6: Fractional error in k (Equation 3.9) and k+l/T1 (Equation 3.8) as
a fllnction of k*T for a fixe(d linearization iterval, tl/to = 5 with to/T=().().
Figure 3.7: Correction of calculated rate constants for linearization errors.
Simulated data was generated with SNR=5, k=0.5 secl, T 1=2.0 sec. Using the
linearization interval t =.05 sec and t=.5 sec, the calculated k is .29 see- an(l T 1
is 2.3 sec. After iterative correction the final values are 0.'42 sec - l aild 2.1 see
respectively.
Figure 3.8: Error in the calculated rate constant, k, clue to the combined
effects of both linearization and random noise. Curves are the error (independent of
the number of avei:ages, N, and SNR per point, alM) as a function of the length of
the linearization interval. Total error is calculated by multiplication of the factor
by ( 1r2/4N) and taking the square root. For short linearization intervals the error
is dominated by large errors in fitting a linear function to a closely groupedl set of
noisy data. It is assumed that half the points are taken at each end of the interval.
As the pointspacing is increased, the linear fit is an inadequlate approximation to
the trile relaxation function and the error increases significantly. A clear minimum
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exists for optimal point selection. Decreased reaction rates allow larger linearization
intervals.
Figure 3.9: Hydration of CO9 by 13C NMR. In water, CO., is in slow
exchange with bicarbonate. Carbonic acid is present in only negligible quantities.
The rate constant k31 can be determined using NMR spin transfer by inversion of
the CO, resonance and observing the initial slope of the 1HC03- resonance. Bottolm:
13C spectra of an aqueous solution of CO, and HCO 3- obtailled at 20 0C('. pH was
determined from the ratio of the peak areas and adjusted with HCIC. Shown are
spectra from solutions at two different pH values. lnselrt: ' lle I(odlie(1 lloch
equations for the CO, hydration.
Figure 3.10: Arrhenius plot of NMR derived rate constant k 31. Data is
plotted and compared to the well accepted data fromn Sanyal et al (3.8), which was
determined photometrically (solid line).:: Activation energy. E fo)r t he C'O,
hydration is calculated from the least squares fit of the p)lot to l)e =63 +/- 8
KJ/ mole. (janl886,2886,3086,3186,j un0786,0886)
Figure 3.11: Three-site 1H exchange in acetylacetone at 200 C. Binomial
selective inversion transfer data following addition of 'catalytic amounts of
triethylamine. Inversion of resonance A (figure 3.1) was accomplished with a 1331
binomial pulse set 2000 hz upfield from resonance B. From the initial slopes of the
magnetization recovery plots, the values for k B=.04+/-.03 see- and
kAc-.21+/-.0 3 see -1 were obtained. (jan288663*.dat).
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TABLE 3.2C
SNR n(sig. lev)
Fit of Spin Transfer to Y=-G + H*exp(-R*x)
Best-Fit Parameters (Std. Error)
G H R
inf 20
10
5
28 32(
18(
14(
12(
10(
8(
6(
0.90(.013)
0.92(.020)
0.94(.030)
all to sig lev <
.0001)
.0001)
.0001)
.0001)
.0001)
.0001)
.001)
17 32(.0001)
20(.0001)
16(.0001)
14(.0001)
10( .0001)
8(.0001)
5(.0001)
0.90(
0.90(
0.89(
0.89(
0.88(
0.87(
0.87(
0. 90(
0. 90(
0.89(
0.89(
0. 91(
0.92(
0.92(
.01)
.02)
.02)
.02)
.02)
.02)
.02)
.01)
.01)
.02)
.02)
.02)
.03)
.05)
-1.86(
-1.86(
-1.83(
.0001
-1.
-1.
-1.
-1.
-1.
-1.
-1.
-1.
-1.
-1.
-1.
-1.
-1.
-1.
87(
87(
87(
87(
86(
86(
86(
87(
87(
87(
87(
87(
87(
88(
.017)
.027)
.050)
.01)
.02)
.02)
.02)
.02)
.02)
.03)
.01)
.02)
.02)
.02)
.03)
.03)
.06)
0.93( .022)
0.90(.034)
0.84(.060)
0.92(.02)
0.92(.03)
0.94(.03)
0.94(.03)
0.96(.03)
0.96(.03)
0.98(.04)
0.93(.02)
0.92( .02)
0.93(.03)
0.93(.03)
0.91(.03)
0.89(.04)
0.89(.08)
32(.0001)
16(.0001)
8(.0001)
0.89(.01)
0.89(.02)
0.92(.03)
-1.87(.02)
-1.87(.03)
-1.89(.04)
0.94(.02)
0.93(.03)
0.89(.05)
32(.0001)
16(.0001)
8(.0001)
0.87(.03)
0.88(.04)
0.94(.07)
-1.88(.04) 0.97(.05)
-1.89(.05) 0.92(.07)
-1.96(.09) 0.87(.11)
8
3
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3-Site Proton Exchange in Acetylacetone
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CHAPTER 4:
[ADP] AND THE ROLE OF CREATINE KINASE
IN SLOW-TWITCH MAMMALIAN MUSCLE
4.1 ADP Determination and the Controversial Role of Creatine
Kinase in Muscle
31 p NMR has made possible the (lirect qlluantitative (ietermination of the
milli molalr concentrations of intl racehlllur ATP. P(' ' . :ml( Pi. Ill, ico. Previ(osly,.
labile phosphate compounds were assayedl by rapid freezing methods which over-
estimated [Pi] and [ADP] and under-estimated [PCr] in living tissue (111). The
acid extraction processes utilized for ADP assays are thoulght to release the
nucleotide from actin binding sites and are unable to instantaneously halt ATP
hydrolysis (82). Intracellular ADP concentratioins greater than ().6m(ln were
measured by these methods (11). Direct 31p NNIM (leterminationl of [ADP] is not
practical in vivo because the two ADP resonances are of negligible magnitude in
comparison to the -j and a ATP peaks which overlap them. However, [ADP] can be
indirectly determined using the NM'IR measured quantities of other 3 1p metabolites.
Muscle contains the enzyme creatine kinase, (CK), catalyzing the 31 p transfer
reaction PCr + ADP + H + <--> ATP + Cr. At equilibrium, the concentration of
intracellular [ADP] may be estimated using the relationship:
[ATP]*[Ctota - PCi']
(4.1) iek ---
[H+]* [PCr-]* [ADP]
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It is assumed that total tissue creatine remains constant and [Crfree]= [Cr total
PCr]. The equilibrium constant, Kck, of the purified enzyme has been shown to be
strongly dependent on pH and [Mg+ +] and falls in the range of 1.0-3.0 x 109M-1 in
skeletal, smooth, and cardiac muscle (80).
Estimates of intracellular [ADP] levels determined using Eqliation 1.1 a( the
31p NMR measured [ATP], [PCr], and pH are consideraly lower than previo)usly
established. NMR studies in resting skeletal muscle (93,43) and ornoxic heart
(14,88) have determined [ADP] to be in the range of .5-50r(ii. Sch low
concentrations have inp)ortalt, regillatory inipllic(tioiis for glyolsiss. oxi(liative
phosphorylation, and other pathways of intermediate metail)olisn. T'he rvali(litv of
these estimates relies on the applicability of Equation 4.1 to the i['n vivo system; the
necessary conditions for use of the equation will be discussedl below.
ADP is thought to be a key regulator of the glycolytic enzyme p)yrlivate
dehydrogenase, 3- phosphoglycerate kinase, and the Klreb's cycle enzvyme isocitrate
dehydrogenase (8,101). Assimin;r that the myokinise (a(lenylate kinase, A)
reaction is near equilibrium, [AMP] can be calculated from the ADP level and the
equilibrium constant for AK. It is thought that, together with ADP, AP
regulates glycogenphosphorylase and phosphofructokinase (101). The regulatory
functions of ADP and AMP were determined largely from in vitro studies of
purified enzymes that are of unproven relevance in the living cell.
In isolated mitochondria, the K for ADP in oxidative metabolismi was foulnd
to be approximately 20um (27). The notion that cellular respiratory control is
based on [ADP] is convenient for matching ATPase activity and ATP synthesis
(24). Others have suggested the more important variable in oxygen consumption is
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redox state as determined by NAD/NADH (70). Several factors probably colltribllte
as discussed by Groen (49) and Chance (26).
Essential to precise definition of the relationship between [AIP] andl the
mechanism of control is an accurate method for determining intracellular [U)P] as
a function of ATPase activity or oxygen consumption, Vo.,. If the A.TP to PCr
phosphate transfer can be shown to be an equilibriullm, (lead end reaction, and if
CK is freely accessible to all the substrates, then [D)P] can be determinedt from the
NMR-determined pH, [ATP], [Mg++], and [PCr'] using Equation 4.1.
[PCr] in resting muscle is higher than that of any other phosphate containing
co(mpound, yet its role in muscle [unctioll contintiles to e (ontr(vrcsial. Iollowiln
the discovery in 1927 of the rapid conversion of PCr to (Cr in Inmuscle (37), two
different functional roles have been postulated for PCir in lmuscle andt other
excitable tissue. The traditional view is that PCr acts through the Lollhmann
reaction (Equation 4.1) as an energy storage molecule necessary t'or nlaintenance of
constant levels of ATP (83) and, perhaps mnore im l)olrtant. the nic(ronomlar
concentration of ADP.
The high rate of phosphoryl group transfer is due to catalysis by creatine
kinase (adenosine 5'-Triphosphate-creatine phosphotransferase, CK, EC 2.7.3.2).
The properties of CK have been carefully studied n vitro (124). Enzyme assays
and 3 1 p NMR measurements of CK flux in resting fast-twitch muscle have shown
that this flux is several times the rate of maximum ATP utilization, supporting the
energy buffer function of PCr (94). UTse of PCr analogues that replace PCr in
mulscle without major changes in function have led some to believe that the storage
role is non-essential for adequate muscle function (95). Recent data, however, has
shown that the presence of these analogues is ssociate(l with adaptive changes that
will complicate the interpretation of these studies (106).
-124-
Recently another view of PCr has been put forth, based on stucdies in isolated
mitochondria (12,63) and on preliminary 3 1p NMR data from heart (97,13).
According to this view PCr may be an essential link between the sites of
production and use of ATP. This model of functional coupling between
mitochondrial produced ATP and the myofibrillar ATPases through a PC'r
"shuttle" was inspired by the identification of localized dcistinguishable isozymes of
creatine kinase in the mitochondria membrane, on the myofibrils. and( in the
sarcoplasm (62,119,9). The three isoforms are distributed primarily in the cytosol
(80%) and approximately 20% distributed in the mitochondrial iner membrane
and the myofilanlents. Together with the results froml microstrcllct iiral stll(lies this
comnpartmentalization of C'IR has been used as evi(tence to sll)port elal)ate Cl
shuttle models (122).
The two current views of CK function in muscle described above are
schematically illustrated in Figure 4.1. In the classical view, 4.la, PCr exists in
rapid equilibrium with ATP, maintaining an approximately constant [ATP]
following transient changes in ATP production or utilization. Such an "energy
buffer" assures adequate chemical potential for cellular homeostasis. In this model
the CK flux is independent of ATP utilization or production and depends only
upon the steady-state kinetics of CK and its substrates as if contained in a well-
mixed solution. Substrate and product concentrations will assume their equilibrium
values in the steady-state. The CK shuttle notion as illustrated in 4.lb attaches an
obligatory transport role to PCr, thereby linking CI flux to ATP utilization.
A necessary property of muscle employing a PCr shuttle, as pictured in
Figure 4.1, is that flux through the enzyme would vary with myofibrillar ATPase
activity. This behavior can be tested directly in living tissue using 3 1 p NMR spin
transfer techniques. in vivo spin transfer studies of heart and skeletal muscle CR
-125-
flux have been reported by a number of investigators. The focus has been on two
issues 1) Near equilibrium of the CK catalyzed transfer as measured by the equality
of the forward and reverse fluxes and 2) Dependence of the flux on ATPase
activity. Conflicting results have led to significant disagreement in both areas.
Studies in cardiac and skeletal muscle have appeared a) supporting equality of the
fluxes (44), b) showing no link between CK flux and ATPase activity (117), c)
showing no difference in the forward and reverse fluxes, however, demonstrating a
relationship between CK flux and ATPase activity (89,120), and (d)showing both an
imbalance in the fluxes and a link between ATPase and flux (103,43,13,14,97).
Without established equilibrium in the CK catalyzed reaction, tile calclllate(l [AJ)P]
Illlst le qluestioned together with any subsequent connections between [DI] andl
control of oxi(clative metabolism.
The specific aims of this 31 P NMR study of stimulated mammalian muscle
were: 1) To determine the intracellular pH and quantify the levels of the NMR
detectable 3 1p-containing compounds PCr, ATP, and Pi over large steady-state
changes in ATPase activity within the normal physiological range. 2) To use a
transient spin transfer technique to measure the C flux and test the hypothesis
that in vivo CK kinetics are predictable from the well-known properties of enzymes
in homogeneous solutions. These results allow confirmation of CK equilibrium and
examination of dependencies of CK flux on the ATPase activity. 3) From the
measured metabolite levels, and prior knowledge of total creatine, calculate [A)P]
at rest and during steady-state stimulations and compare these values and the
other NMR derived quantities to tissue oxygen consumption measured
independently.
-126-
4.2 Model System
The isolated perfused cat soleus muscle was chosen as a model system for its
viability over long periods of chronic stimulation and for its unique cellular
homogeneity. Whereas most mammalian skeletal muscles are composed of mixed
fiber types, the feline soleus has been characterized histochernically as consisting of
over 950c7 slow oxidative fibers (18,94). Using electrical stimulation the muscle
oxygen consumption can be increased over 20-fold and maintained at a constant
rate for several hours. This allows a range of ATPase activities to e studied that
is from two to ten times greater than those used in previous studies of heart (10.5).
Thle soleils hlas the a -dditional attractive feature that tile imitochondrial (lensi t
(I()-15%) is somewhat less than that of heart (34-12%'), (68,69). A greater cliffiision
(list;lnce from sites of ATP production to the sites of utilization emphasizes
llvsiological conditions whereby a requisite energy shuttle would e most useful.
Thus, if a fnctional relationship between C flux and ATPase rate were to be
imp(ortant, the feline soleus would allow large excursions in ATPase activity to be
inailltainel d for significant periods of time during which the flux can be accurately
(laltifi'iedl.
4.3 Methods
ENZYMIE ASSAYS: C activity was measured using a standard assay kit
(Sigma Co. St. Louis, MO.) for comparison with the NMR results. Activity,
determined by the magnitude of change in the NADPH absorbance (extinction
coefficient 6.22 cm 2 /lumole), was determined in standlard enzyme units (IT). 1 U is
define(d as the (iquantity of enzyme that will transfer one Iumole of phosphate from
I'('r t,o AI)P per minulte. Assays were performed( on soleuls from two animals on the
same (lda y as the NMR experiment. Muscle was stored at 0° C prior to
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homogenization [4-C, 5() m Na-PIPES(pH 7 at 20), 50mT Na-acetate, 4mM
DTT, 10uuM EDTA, mg/ml BSA]. Both samples had similar mass adjusted
activities with a mean of 1271 +/-25 umoles/gm wet wt/min. This is a Vmax
activity corresponding to approximately 1694 UTnits/ml intracellular water.
Conversion factors used to calculate intracellular water from wet weight are given
in Figure 4.1.
NMR DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS: Experiments were performed
on a homebuilt NMR spectrometer interfaced to a VAX 750 computer (MIT
Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory). The 31p resonance frequency was
1-15.6 N1hz in the 8.5 T sllpercond(lucting Illagn.et use(l for the stludies. Prior to each
experimnent the mlainfield was shimmed for maximum homogeneity. The water
plroton FID frontm soleus was sufficiently intense from the 31 p tuned probe to be
used for shinmming. Typically H linewidths of 50 hz were achieved.
Control spectra were obtained from 16 or 32 averaged single pulse
experiment,s using a 9(0 degree plse and an interpulse delay of 12 seconds. The
Cilk flux was measurled u!sing the NMR transient spin transfer technique as
described in C',hapter 3 and illustrated in Figure 2.3. The ratio of the chemical flux
to the NMR measurable reactant concentration is defined as a pseudo first-order
rate constant, knm r . Reaction mechanisms should not be inferred from this ratio
alone. Selective inversion of either the --ATP or the PCr resonance was
accomplished using a -r-1 binomial pulse where r = 0.5/a = 1.4msec. a is the
chemical shift difference between -rATP and PCr (361 Hz at pH=7). Eight
inversion-readout delays, D2, were chosen. Twelve seconds were allowed between
averages for relaxation to occur. This (delay is sufficient for the ATP (T t = 2.97
sec.) and PCr (T 1 = 3.84 sec.) resonances to have negligible saturation effects.
Each data set consisted of a relaxed control inversions at D2=12000 msecs followed
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by six inversions at alternating values of D2 (355-45-360-55-350-50 msecs)
subsequently followed by a second D2=12000 control. At each of eight D2 values a
spectrum of either 16 or 32 averages was obtained. One complete data set
consisting of eight spectra requlired 32 or 64 minutes to obtain. Stability was
insured by comparing the first and last spectra of each set.
For selective saturation transfer studies a second synthesizer channel and r.f.
amplifier were ulsed (Figure 4.5). This allowed separate control over the saturation
and receiver reference frelluenlcies. By attenuating the saturating pulse after it
passes through the isolation diodes, there is minimal distortion of low power
flre(ltlecy selective signials. The io(les are ldriven well above their cutoff levels,
preventing significant noll-linear attenuation effects.
The tinme dloinain signal was detected in quadrature and 1024 points digitized
at l()kHz. The dtigitized signal was multiplied by a matched exponential filter and
zero-filled to 4)096 points prior to Fourier transformation. Integrals of the phase
correcte(l spectra were obtained and iIsed as measures of the relative metabolite
concentrations. Typically, (lirect integration of the resonances was used; however,
in several dlata sets correction for baseline offsets was necessary. Offsets were
calculated from the integrals over spectral regions eight half-widths away from the
resonance center on both sides of the peak. The frequency spans of the regions
varied from 50 to 150 hz depending upon adjacent peaks and the condition of the
baseline. The offset integrals were added together and scaled to represent
equivalent integration limits by multiplication by the ratio of the resonance peak
integration span to the sum of the two offset spans. The scaled offset was
subtracted from the original peak integral to obtain the corrected resonance area.
For data analysis, the initial slopes were obtained by a, least-squares fit of the
plots of the resonance peak areas versus D2. The initial slope from the non-
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inverted resonance was used in Ecuationl 2.27. The y-intercept of the plot of the
inverted species was used as M1I in Equation 2.27; Mlo was obtained from the
average of the two D2 = 12000 msec values. The error in knnr was estimated from
the standard error in the fit which was always the dominant factor in the complete
error expression. The knm, determine(l from Equation 2.27 was used to obtain the
flux as the product of knm r and the lmetabolite colcentration. Figure 4.7 shows a
typical data set and the linearization of the agnetization for short D2 values.
itn 'vitro SPECTROSCOPY: NMR spin transfer studies were performed on
purifie C ( Sigma Co. St. Louis, MO., Rabbit Muscle,160( Units/mg, cat#
(--3755) f'or c(inlarison withi resililts ol)ta, ine(l rlo(l) intat, tissue. ('1 flulx was
ineaslure(l a a function of sbstrate and ezyme collcentrations. 600() Units/ml of
purified enzyme was added to stock solution containing 25nllN1 PCIr, 5m1 Na-ATP,
8.3nM IKPi. 6mM MgC, 12mM KCI, 10 mNl Creatine, and( 1, ovine serum
albulmin. The buffer capacity and ionic conditions of the solution were designed to
mimlic intracellulai conditions. The pH increase(d following addition of the enzyme
anl( was adjusted to 6.8 with HCI. The enzyme conclentration was varied by
sequential dilutions with stock solution. CK flux was monitored at 30°C for enzyme
concentrations of 6000, 4000, 2000, and 1000 Units/ml.
To examine the substrate limited kinetics of C at low concentrations of
PCr, a solution was prepared as above without Cr and with 6.7mM PCr. Following
addition of C the [PCr] fell to an equilibrium value less than 2mr. The
PCr-->ATP flux was measured as a function of [PCI-]. [PCr] was cletermined by
comnparing the resonance area of the PCr peak to that of the Pi which had a
known concentration of 8.3mM.
Intracellular pH can be calculatecl from the chemical shift of the Pi resonance
(99). A plot of the resonance frequency versus [H+] is a signloical titration curve;
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however, at low pH the PC'r resonance also shifts. The relative PCr-Pi chemical
shift is a convenient in vi'vo measure of pH; however, since -both coml)ounds have
titratable protons the difference frequency will not follow a simple sigmoidal
relationship. A calibration curve was constructed sing solutions of PCr (10 mM)
and Pi (10mM as KHPO4 ) of known pH. The ionic strength of the solutions was
fixed with added KCI (140mNI) and MgSO 4 (1 nlM). NMeasurements were performed
of the relative PCr-Pi shift at 145.6 iMhz (I t4.6hz= l ppm) and the curve in Figure
4.2 obtained. Figure 4.2 was used for intracellular p-) determinationls in the soleus.
In vivo NMR PROBE: For in ri'vo spectroscopy of perfused nmuscles a probe
was designed an(l const, ructe t f'or se i an 8.5'r. 8) lllll bore si percosl('(lll(ting
magnet, Figure 4.3. The nonfinal otsid(e diameter is 8 cm with an aluminumn r..
shield covering the entire probe body. The probe temperature is controlled by
circulating humidified room air through a glass 0.8 cm ID cond-luit with a resistive
heating element inline. Temperature is monitored with a copper-constantan
thermocouple located at the base: of the muscle. Force was measllured with a
cantilever beam strain gauge (BLH model SP83-06-12) to which the proximlal end
of the muscle was fastened. Electrical stimulation ( to 160 twitches per minute,
tpm) was achieved using platinum electrodes wrapped securely around the insertion
and origin of the mounted muscle. The thermocouple, stimulating, and force
transducer leads were individually filtered to prevent noise transmission using series
inductors (100uH) and capacitors (10000iuF) to ground.
The r.f. coil was connected in a balanced configuration, Figure 4.4, to
minimize dielectric losses (100). The variable capacitors, C 1, C,, and C 3, were
adjustable over a range 1-30pF (Johannson Corp. New Jersy, #5641). The fixed
non-magnetic capacitor, unlabeled,. was 33pF (Am. Tech. Ceramics, New York,
ATC330K). The r.f. coil was wolund in a saddle configuration using 10 gauge high
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purity copper wire. The coil had a length of 3 cm's andl a iameter of 1.3 cnm's.
The unloaded Q of the coil at 14.5 Mhz was approximately 200 and with the muscle
in place, the loaded Q was less than 100. For 3 1 p the 90 degree pulse widlth was
23-30 usec at approximately 50 watts.
ANIMAL PREPARATION: Soleus muscles (4-6 gms) were remorved from
adult cats (2-3Kg) under general anesthesia with sodiumn pentoblarbit/al (3() mg/lg,
IP for induction, supplemental closes for maintenance). ro expose the sole]is. the
Achilles tendon was severed and the gastrocnemius-planltais Imuscle group
retracted toward the popliteal space. The popliteal artery into the solelus was
canulated following ligation of all other brancllhes. Drillg cam llumItiol tlle 1nits(le
is unavoidably ischeinic for approximately two minittes.
The soleus was removed by cutting the proximal heads of the ftibllla ad
tibia, leaving the insertions intact. The muscle was pertfuse(l with a 5t'- v/v
suspension of washed human red cells in Kreb's bicarbonate Ringer (pH 7.3)
containing 4.4%,C w/v bovine serum albumin, 5lm glucose. ().15lmM I1 Irllvate,
30ug/L papaverine HCL, 10 g/ml gentamicin sulfate and -4mNL lactate fro m
erythrocyte glycolysis. A peristaltic pump delivered the perfusate at a constant flow
rate (0.2-1.0 ml/min) that produced a perfusion pressure ranging from 30-10() torr.
The perfusate was equilibrated with 95% 09:5% CO, v/v. Further details of the
preparation and its use have been published (94). A total of 13 preparations were
studied, four were immediately unstable and not used for analysis. Six preparations
were sufficiently viable for stimulation studies.
in vivo SPECTROSCOPY: The isolated muscle was suspended insi(de the r.f.
coil, Figure 4.3, which was matched to 50 ohms and tuned to the proper NIMR
frequency (145.6 Mhz 3 1p). Prior to data collection the tissue was allowed to reach
thermal equilibrium and metabolic steady-state for approximately 30 minutes.
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Control spectra and magnetization transfer data were obtained under resting
conditions. Stimulations with 5-8 volts for 2 msec durations were started at rates
between 15 and 120 twitches per minute. Data was collected after allowing for
steady-state to be achieved as determined by constant force generation and
constant PCr/ATP (Figure 4.6). The initial reduction of force stabilizes after
approximately 5 minutes tracking the decrease in PCr/Pi ratio. Tissue perfusion
pressure was observed to increase over the course of several hours, often dlropping
back to original values following stimulation as previously observed (4). Tnder
steady-state conditions spectra and magnetization transfer data were obtaine(l.
Satulration transfer studies were perfor-med to investigate thlle )(possilility ()1 anll
observable ATPase flux between -ATP and Pi. The satulration power was
adjusted for complete suppression of the saturated resonance in :3(00msec. For
steady-state to be achieved in the exchanging system, the low >power plse mulst be
applied for t>T1 +l/k. A 12 second saturation pulse was Iised based on the
measured T 1 of Pi >4 seconds and 1/k > 6 secon(ls. Following s'atluration of the
r-ATP resonance (at -2.49 ppm relative to PCr), a control specttrum was obtained
by setting the saturation frequency to +2.49 to correct for any significant power
deposition in the PCr resonance due to the finite width of the saturating pulse.
These experiments gave the values of Mlsat and Mlo in Equation 2.36 from which
k*T 1 was calculated.
Metabolite concentrations were calculated using data for intracellular ATP
and total creatine obtained by Meyer et al (94) from extracts of resting cat soleus.
Total creatine was assumed constant at 22.4 mM (17.8 uMole/gm wet wt. +/- 0.9)
and [ATP] = 5.03 mM (3.67 umole/gm wet wt +/- .26). It was assumed that 1
gm wet wt = .73 gm intracellar water (94). CIK equilibrium constants were
corrected for pH and Mg+ + using the data of Lawson and Veech (80).
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4.4 in vitro Results
CK FLUX: The NMR derived rate constant, k mr, was measured over a range
of enzyme concentrations. The results of two independent experiments are shown in
Figure 4.8 together with the best linear fit. Both solutTons contained 25mM PC(r
and 5mM ATP. The solutions were studied at 300 C for comparison with the intact
muscle results. The CK flux was calculated from the expression,
PCr-ATP=knmr*[PCr]. Over the range of enzyme concentrations studied, (100() to
6()(-)0 Units/ml), the CK flux was found to vary approximately in proportion to tle
enzyme concentration. A dlecrease in T for PCr from 3.2 seconds to 2.1 sec('on(Is
was observed with increasing enzyme concentration.
The NMR-determined CK flux as a function of [PCr] is shown in Figure -1.9
at 300 C and 4000 Units CK/ml. PCr was added directly to the solutions to effect
the changes, and therefore the substrate concentrations (lid not remain constant.
[PCr] was determined from the ratio of the PCr and Pi resonance areas. Buffer
solution was used with a calibrated Pi concentration of 8.3mrM; the PC, r/Pi value
times 8.3mM gave the PCr concentration. Least-squares analysis (86) of the data
gave a value of Km =8.3+/-4.2 mM and V max = 3.7+/-1.4 mM/sec. This
compares well to the Km of 8.6 mM given by Watts (124).
4.5 in vivo RESULTS
STABILITY: In Figure 4.10 the relative concentrations of the 3 1p metabolites
are plotted versus time for two soleuis preparations. These experiments are
representative of good (Figure 4.10a) and poor (Figure 4.lOb) extremes of temporal
stability for the soleus preparations. In Figure 4.1Oa metabolite levels are
normalized to the area of an external standar(l, phenylphosphonic acid (PPA),
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contained within a capillary tube alongside the muscle. The ATP resonance is seen
to remain constant over a wide range of metabolic excursions. In the absence of a
PPA reference, PCr and Pi levels in Figure 4.10b were normalized to the ATP
resonance area. The abscissa of both plots is the data record number. The data
record number is not strictly linear in time; however, records .5-150 were acquired
sequentially in both cases over approximately 16 hours. Poor preparations have a
gradual increase in Pi and decrease in PCr in time; however, most preparations had
sufficient stability over the acquisition period (approximately 60 minutes) that the
metabolite levels were constant to within 15%o. In all preparations stimulation
dlecreased the P(Ir resonance and increased, approximately stoichiometricallyv, the
F'i resonance. Recovery to baseline following 30 minutes of stimulation re(tllilred
from 10 to 30 minutes, a period which was found to increase as the mnuxscle
degraded. In several preparations, a slight irreversible acidification of
approximately 0.1 pH units was observed.
NMR SPECTRA: 31p spectra were obtained from resting soleus at 22 and
300°C. Figure 4.11 shows typical spectra from control and stimulated soleus. In
contrast to heart, bladder, and amphibian muscle there are no resolvable
resonances in the phosphodiester (0-lppm) region. The soleus spectra have
significant resonances only for a,;, and -y 3 1p's of ATP, PCr and Pi. Intracellular
concentrations of the 31 p metabolites are listed in Table 4.1. Resting pH was found
to average 6.8 units and 7.0 units at the high and low temperatures respectively.
Generally, the pH remained constant throughout the experiment. The narrow
linewidth of Pi in single spectra is evidence for homogeneity in intracellular pH.
The PCr 31 p linewidth depends primarily on the shimming and variedl between .1
and .3 ppm (20 - 50 Hz at 8.5T). The Pi linewidth was typically eclual to that of
the PCr resonance to within +/- .03 ppm. Free [g + +] was estimated at 2.OmrM
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at 300 C and 0.74lmN at 22"C using the -ATP chemical shift calibration curves
pubhlished by Iushmerick et al (75).
Graded electrical stimulation of the soleus caused a reduction in the PCr
peak area and corresponding increase in the Pi area. Figure 4.11 shows typical
effects on the 31 p spectrum of an increasing stimulation rate. Under steady-state
conditions the intracellular pH, as measured by the Pi chemical shift, was
llnchanged with stimulation rates as high as 90 twitches/min.
BI-DIRECTIONAL CIK FLUXES: In n=5 preparations data was collected
fromn stable preparations to specifically examine the forward and reverse CK fluxes.
fil (one Ire.llratiol (lata was a(clluire(l over approximately 5 hours in resting muscle
at ;30(('. Table 4.2 lists the results of spin transfer in both the forward and reverse
dlirection. The mean and standard deviation of the ratio of the forward to reverse
f'lux f'rom Table 4.2 is 1.01 +/-0.8. The resting flux between PCr and -r-ATP was
foulld to be 1.8 +/0.4 umole/gm/sec.
Stead:ly-state saturation of r-ATP was performed to investigate the possibility
orf measurable ATP <--> Pi exchange through ATPase and ATP synthetase
activity. Figure 4.12 shows spectra before and after saturation. No detectable
transfer of magnetization was found to occur between the ATP and Pi resonances.
ATP -- >Pi transfer would be reflected in a positive Pi peak in the difference
spectrulm.
GRADED STIMULATION: In Figure 4.13 the stimulation rate is denoted on
the ordinate with the observed ATP/PCr ratio plotted as the abscissa. An
approximately linear relationship exists over the range of rates studied. This plot
allows a Iqualitative comparison to be made between oxvgen consumption and the
ATP/PCr ratio. Oxygen consumption data from Meyer (77) demonstrate that in an
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identical solels preparation at 30 0C, the Vo,,) also varies nearly linearly with
stimulation rate at 1.2 umoles/min/100gm/twitch/min over this range of
stimulations. Vou is indicated qualitatively on the right hand y-axis. Together these
results suggest that oxygen consumption, and thus ATPase activity vary nearly
linearly with PCr/ATP. The 0 2 consumption data was used in constructing Figure
4.14, illustrating the variation in ATPase alp flux with increasing ATP/PCr
(increasing stimulation). ITsing a P/O ratio (phosphate atoms/oxygen atoms) of 3
and 2 grams wet tissue weight to 1 gram intracellular water, the resting soleus 0,
consumption ( 0.07 Moles/gim-min) is equivalent to a resting 31p flux of 0.014
Illnl/see ill('reasilg to greater thllan .3 ollN /eC at high stimulation rates.
With increased stimulation PCr is utilized to maintain nearly constant ATP
levels. The 3LP frolm PCr is conserved in the Pi resonance as a product of ATP
hydrolysis. The stoichiometric variation of Pi as a function of the PCr/ATP ratio
is demonstrated in Figure 4.1.5 where Pi/ATP is plotted versus PCr/ATP. The
slope otaine(l from a least-s(luares fit of the data from all 9 stable preparations is
-.8 +/- .'2. Clearly, the dleviation from the ideal value of -1.0 is strongly influenced
by the variable amounts of Pi in any non-viable tissue within each of the various
preparations. Data from a single experiment are shown; Figure 4.15 (upper right)
shows nearly ideal behavior. The [ATP] as monitored by the resonance area was
observed to be constant over the range of stimulations and is assumed to be
numerically equal to the assayed concentration of 5.03 mM obtained by MIeyer et al
(94).
In Figure 4.16 knmr (the ratio of CIK flux to [PCr]) is plotted versus
ATP/PCr following graded stimulations over the range 0 to 60 twitches/min. The
increase in knmr reflects the decrease in [PCir]. Data from a single preparation at
two temperatures are shown in Figure 4.2). At both 22 and 300C knmr varies
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approximately linearly with ATP/P(r, which for constant [ATP] is consistent with
a constant PCr -- >ATP flux.
The CK flux, TpCr_ -,ATP was calculated from T= knmr*(PCr/ATP)*[ATP]
using [ATP]=5.03 mM. The results from n=9 viable preparations are shown in the
upper right of Figure .17. The center plot shows data from 6 of the more stable
preparations. The majority of the data were obtained at rest, and at low
stimulation rates (low ATP/PCr), an(l only the most stable preparations were
stimulated above 30 twitches/min. Both sets of data have a least-squares slope of
-.26 mM/sec; however, the errors are +/- .34 and .50 mM/sec for the n=6 and
nr=9 sets respec(tiively. 'Illlere is no evi(tlel(e fr all increase in the ('K flux at even
the highest A'fPase rate.
Activation Energy: An Arrhenius plot of ln(knmr) vs 1/T(°01) is shown in
Figure 4.18 for both the soleus in vivo and purified enzyme (2.3 KU/ml) in
solution (Pi =5nllM, ATP =5mrM, MgSO4 = 6mM, PCr= 20ml, CI= 100mM,
MOP's buffer = 20()mM, pH=7). The data obtained from the soleuls at 22°C and
30°C are well below tile knee (1/T - .0032 0°K-l), demonstrated in vitro where
protein denaturation redclices the catalytic activity and hence the value of knmr.
An apparent activation energy, E a , can be calculated from the plots. For
temperatures below 37°C the value of Ea for the in vitro enzyme is 35 +/- 7
KJ/mole and 76 +/- 26 in intact soleus.
ADP: rTsing the value of total creatine for soleus of 24.4 +/- 1.4 mMl from
Meyer et al (94), the free [ADP] can be calculated from the CK equilibrium as a
function of ATP/PC'r. Values of Kck*[H+] = 177 and 203 were obtained from
Veech (80) for use at 300 C (pH=6.8) and 20°C (pH=7.0) respectively. Figure 4.19
is a plot of [ADP] calculated from the CK equilibrium using Equation 4.1. Over the
range of stimulations used, the [ADP] is seen to vary (Figure 4.19) between
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approximately 15 uMI at rest to over 140 uMl at high ATPase activity. A slightly
lower value was obtained flom the 20 0°C preparations, 5luM.
4.6 Discussion
To draw conclusions valid at the cellullar level from stu(ies of whole tissue
preparations, homogeneity of cell type is essential. The arterial perfused cat soleius
is an ideal preparation for stuady by NMR spectroscopy because of its unique
composition of slow-twitch fibers. Heart (13,10:3) andt rat hindlimb (117), used
comnionly for the study of phosphate metabolism and( CI fllux, are mixtures of cell
tyles. I thes(e mllodels challges ill et abolic I)rl'rmf'nll llce t'ollo)wilg ('hrolic challges
of physiological condlitions or training nimlst be separated from fiber type
transformation (84). Smith et al found significant differences in CK flux in two
avian skeletal muscle fiber types with nearly identical NMR visible 31p metabolite
levels and nearly identical assayed enzyme activities; [AD)P] differenlces between the
types was sitedl as an explanation (118). Probllemls of tilssue heterogeneity were
effectively eliminated by 1use of the solels preparation, and the following
conclusions are specifically applicable to slow-twitch mammalian muscle.
1) In the resting soleus at 30 0 C the measured 31p metabolite levels allow
,GATP to be calculated from Equation 1.1 as -59 K.J/mol. This value is in
excellent agreement with the value of -58 given by Meyer et al (94) for soleus.
From Matthews et al (88) AG ATP can be calcllated for IC arrested heart as -62
KIJ/tool. at 37°C which is comparable to the soleus value. The slow oxidative soleus
mnitst, like the heart, perform work for long periods without fatigue. The maximum
rate of ATP hydrolysis, and thus force production, by the contractile protein
ATPases will be limited by GATP. The relatively high mitochondrial densities of
the heart and soleus allow AGATP to be maintained at these modest levels and
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provide constant force generation. The significantly higher CAGTP reported for the
fast-twitch biceps, -72 KIJ/mole, is consistent with its relatively higher force
generating potential. Without a sufficient mitochondrial reserve the Pi and AD)P
levels in stimulated biceps quickly rise, saturating the mitochondrial adenine
nucleotide translocase and generating constant force only as long as glycolysis an(l
glycogenolysis (stimulated by Pi and ADP) can provide ATP. Mitochondria in the
slow-twitch soleus and heart are able to balance ATP pr-odclletiom with utilization at
modest stimulation rates, thus avoiding fatigue.
2) An estimate of the effective CK activity for soleuts can be made by plotting
the k obtained ill the resting soleiils at 3()"C ' to Figlire -1.8 (oltailledI rol
purified enzyme. A value of 3.2 +/- 1.1 lliinits/ml is obtainel l'roi EFigllre -. 8.
This activity is comparable, but higher than the value derived from soleus extracts,
1.7 Kunits/ml (73). Estimates by NMR for CK activity in fast-twitch muscle, with
higher measured C fluxes, are significantly larger, 5.0 IU3nits/ml (93). The C
flux in bladder smooth muscle is lower than either type of skeletal muscle by nearly
a factor of 10 (73). These findings are consistent with C'Iv assays of muscle extracts
where the specific activity has been shown to decrease in the order a) fast-twitch
muscle b) slow-twitch muscle c) heart muscle d) smooth muscle (73). Only NMR
determined fluxes obtained from cardiac preparations are inconsistent with the
extract data (13,14).
3) During ATP synthesis and utilization a 3 1 p exchange between Pi and ATP
occurs. Several investigators have thought this exchange to be an important
component of the observed magnetization transfer (121). In this study significant Pi
<--> ATP was not detected. Additionally, the forward and reverse C fluxes, as
measured using a transient spin transfer method were found to l)e equal, further
eliminating an ATP -- > Pi exchange as a significant 31p transfer pathway. That
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the ATPase flux is not detectable is consistent with its relative mlagnitl(le
compared to that of CK exchange, Figure 414. Oxygen consllmption data from
soleus at rest and during high rates of stimulation allow calculation of ATPase 31p
flux ranging from 0.01 to 0.30 mM/sec. This flux is negligably small compared to
the measured CK flux of 2.7 +/- 1.0 mM/sec. It is unlikely that sfficient
accuracy in the CK flux determination can be achieved in vilo to allow separation
of the two fluxes or accurate characterization of the ATPase exchange. F a of
Pi of approximately 4.2 see and [Pi] = 8.5 M, = T*(AT'Pse flux)/[Pi] =
0.005. Figure 2.5 showed that the fractional error for such a small is extremely
high.
Interpretation of the data as evidence for CKI eluilibrill anll indleplendlence
of the CK flux from ATP production and utilization is in conflict with previous
results from heart where a difference in the forward and reverse flulxes was
reported and a significant ATP -- > Pi exchange postulated. The dominance of the
CK flux, however, should hold true not only for soleils , but for all malnalnallan
muscle types, based on the same argument. In Table 4.3 the data from this study
are compiled along with data from the literature for the CK fluxes deterlinine by
NMR and ATPase 31 p fluxes calculated from tissue oxygen consumption.
Compared to the CK flux, relatively small ATPase fluxes are found for fast-twitch
biceps, slow-twitch soleus, and bladder smooth muscle. The magnitudes of the CI
fluxes drop from biceps to bladder in agreement with relative decreases in the Cl
activity as determined by assay (73). In the fast-twitch biceps a large reserve
against rapid, short-term reductions in [ATP] is provided by the large ratio of CK
flux to ATPase flux. Less dramatic physiological reductions in [ATP] would be
expected in the soleus, which requires less of an "energy buffer" and has a
correspondingly lower flux ratio. Finally, bladder faces only mild physiological
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[ATP] challenges and requires less of an energy reserve; its flux ratio is predlictab)l
small.
In skeletal and smooth muscles the observed kinetics are consistent with t,he
classical role of PCr as an energy storage molecule. Its essential role is to maintain
relatively constant [ATP] levels and the LAG necessary for ATP hydrolysis during
large transient changes in ATP utilization prior to stimulation of oxidative
metabolism. Figure 4.21 is the calculated Gibb's function for variations in the
PCr/ATP ratio in soleus and biceps using the metabolite concentrations
determined in this study and data from Meyer et al for biceps (94). Over the
physiological range of stimulations PCr/ATP falls from :3.2 at rest tfor the soletls to
approximately 0.5. The presence of PCr allows for large changes in PCr/ATP
without significant changes in AG.
The results from NMR studies of CK and ATPase fluxes in cardiac muscle
vary considerably and report several unexplained inconsistencies with previous
results from non-NMR sources. In particular, enzymatic assays of CK fron car(liac
muscle estimate the CK activity as less than that for soleus (73) as mentioned
above. Oxygen consumption data from cardiac muscle, used to estimate ATPase
activities, vary by a factor of approximately tenfold in reports made by several
groups not involved in NMR (6). Nevertheless, the upper end of these data still
support a factor of 10 greater CK flux than ATPase flux in agreement with the
classical view. Compilations of physiological data, from muscle of all types show
little variation between skeletal and cardiac muscle (6). Oxygen consumption data
reported in conjunction with NMR studies of CIR flux tend to be factors of 10 to 50
times higher than the highest values obtained in non-NMR studies (89,120,13). It
remains to be explained why such a large difference between cardiac muscle oxygen
consumption and skeletal muscle might exist. If such large ATP utilization rates
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dicl exist, one possible mechanism to support the energy transport might be the
parallel diffusion interpretation of the PCr shuttle (96).
4) In the soleus, the measured equality in fluxes together with the observation
of resonance area stability in time confirm that the reaction is in steady-state.
Reports denying steady-state were all based on data obtained using the model-
dependent steady-state magnetization transfer technique. Though large ATPase
exchanges may be neglected based on the arguments presented above, there are
several reports of homonuclear and heteronuclear NOE's existing for the PCr and
ATP resonances (103,89). The effects described in Chapter 2 show that such effects
can lead to incorrect conclusions regarding the ratio of forward to reverse flux.
5) In the stimulated muscle, [ATP] was found to remain constant with respect
to an external standard (phenylphosphonic acid). The value of 5.0:3 mM was
assigned based on chemical assay (94). The observed increase in ATP/PCr and
decrease in ATP/Pi found to accompany the stimulation are well-known and in
agreement with reports in other muscle preparations during increased energy
demand (76).
6) With increasing stimulation the NMR measured magnetization transfer
rate constant (knmr) for PCr to gamma-ATP exchange was found to increase,
tracking the increased ATPase activity (as measured by Vo9 ) and the observed
decrease in PCr content. However, the 31 p flux between PCr and ATP,
knmr*[PCr ], was constant over a greater than tenfold increase in ATPase activity,
Figure 4.17. The CK flux is clearly not dependent on the rate of ATP utilization
or on the concentrations of substrates which were found to vary considerably over
the range of stimulation rates. At the highest stimulation rates (90-120 hz), [PCr]
falls to nearly 5 mM, a level where a reduction of CK flux might be expected due
to substrate limitations. With improved signal-to-noise a decrease in the flux
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mnight be expected as PCr falls below its Km for CK. This finding agrees with
results obtained from an intact rat leg model using steady-state saturation methods
(117). However, these results are contrary to data obtained in heart where the CK
flux was found to vary significantly with changes in heart work rate of only
twofold. The latter finding excludes a requisite "PCr Shuttle" linking
mitochondrial ATP production to utilization. If a "PCr Shuttle" existed as
originially described, a variation in CK flux would be observed following such a
large change in ATPase activity. The findings from this study (do not exclude a
possible role for PCr in energy transport, as described by Meyer et al (96), whereby
a Ininimal PC r flux participates in energy transport independent from its prinmary
t ll('tiol a an energy storage molecule.
The results from studies in heart have two important limitations. First, the
majority of the work has been performed in preparations over relatively small
ranges of ATPase activity. KCI arrested hearts have been used in several studies to
achieve a larger oxygen consumption range. Interpretation of a KCI induced
physiological state is poorly investigated. Intact heart is an inhomogeneous
Ilixture of cell types that is difficult to control metabolically and has ill-defined
intrinsic endocrine properties. Second, in all studies where CK exchange was found
to be in apparent non-equilibrium, and in studies where an apparent link between
ATPase activity and CK flux was identified, a steady-state magnetization transfer
technique was used that is sensitive to incomplete biochemical models and to
physiological compartmentation as shown in chapter 2. The results from such
studies are quantitatively incorrect, and conclusions regarding qualitative
connections between flux and ATPase activity are invalid.
7) The large reduction in [PC'r] and large increase in [ADP] following
significant increases in ATPase activity produced no change in flux. This suggests
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that for CIK both ADP and PCr are above their KI's or that the relationships
m
between reaction velocity and KlnADp/[ADP] and KImpCr/[PCrl achieve a balance
and maintain a constant enzyme catalyzed flux. The more likely explanation is that
both PCr and ADP are above their in vivo Km 's, thereby setting their values in
vivo below approximately 3mM and 17 uM respectively.
8) The calculated ADP concentrations at rest and for moderate changes in
ATPase activity are lower than previously measured and in the range of the K m for
mitochondrial adenylate transport, Figure 4.19. At these ADP levels, the important
concllsibn is that mitochondrial transport limited oxidative metabolism is entirely
contsistent with the lear linear relationship l)etween ATP/P('r and both Vo,, and
[:xDP]. The validity of the calculation rests on the homogeneity of the tissue, the
absence o( significant intracellular concentration gradlients, and accurate knowledge
of ck.' The presence of intracellular compartmentation of the adenosines has
recently been suggested and mitochondrial [ADP] reported as approximately two
times higher than the extramitochondrial space (56,98). An NNIR imaging method
for investigating physical compartmentation is described in chapter 5; however, at
present the resolution of such methods is insufficient to address this intracellular
issue.
The value of Kck depends on calculated levels of free Mg+ + , pH, and [ADP].
[ADP] calculated from Equation 4.1 is the total ADP content including both free
ADP and ADP bound to Mg++. Other studies have shown intracellular [Mg+ +] in
skeletal muscle to be in the range of 10 - 6 to 10- 3M (75). Though greater than
97%, of the intracellular ATP will be Mg++ bound, the Mg++ binding constant for
ADP is lower than that for ATP by a factor of 10 (1320 M-1 for 370°C). The
boulnd/free ADP ratio will near unity which will serve to further reduce the ADP
availability for reactions requiring Mg-ADP, such as CK and several ATPases, and
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further support adenylate transport control of oxidative metabolism.
The concentration of AMIP can be estimated if the adenylate kinase reaction
is assumed to be near equilibrium (92). The equilibrium constant is approximately
unity, thereby setting [AMP] at the exceptionally low value of 0.057 uM in the
resting soleus. Figure 4.22 shows the [ADP] and [AMlP] changes over the range of
stimulations studied. As the [ADP] changes between 15uM and 140uM, the AMP
ranges non-linearly between 0.057iiM and 2.4uM. The levels of both [ADP] and
[AI1vP] are well below the Km of several key enzymatic reactions (92).
9) Variations in temperature produced changes in the internal environment
l)reli(tal)le ftroml inrl itro eizvymology. At thlle lower tem)perat,iire the pH was folnd
to be 0.2 units higher and the Mg ++, determined from the 3-ATP chemical shift,
clecreased. Both changes reflect increased proton and Mg++ binding constants.
These values were independent of steady-state stimulation. The reduced slope of
Figure 4.20 at 220 (:C and the resting fluxes plotted on Figure 4.18 are expected from
a Ql0 of 2.1 calcullated from the data of Table 4.1.
Variations of muscle temperature provided a means for changing the
metabolite concentrations and ATPase activity without stimulation. In contrast to
previous studies in heart (88) which suggested that PCr/ATP levels remain
constant with temperature, the results in soleus, together with preliminary studies
in fish fast-twitch muscle, show a decrease in PCr (and increase in Pi) with
increased temperature while [ATP] remains constant. The necessary ADP
concentration increase with decreased [PCr]/[ATP] was approximately a factor of
3, Table 4.1. Note that this increase correlates with, though is not necessarily
related to, the increased oxygen consumption at increased temperatures.
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4.7 Summary
Transient NNMR spin transfer methods described in chapter 3 were applied to
resting and stimulated slow-twitch soleus muscle to verify that the creatine kinase
catalyzed molecular flux between PCr and ATP was in equilibrium and
independent of ATPase activity in ivo. The observed equilibritul behavior is
identical to that expected from an enzyme in a homogeneous solution and
consistent with the classical model of PCr as anl energy storage molecule. Total
intracellular [ADP] was dtetermined from the known equilibrium constant for CK
and found to increase from a resting value of 15 ulM to approximately 140uM at
ililiiilm stimllllation. 1Free [AI)P], which will be the iiillporta.it leterminate for
alenyllate transport in the mitochonllri a, is lower a(1. ver Im)(lerate rates of
stimllllation, near the KM for mitochondrial AI)P transport. This finding is
consistent with ADP control of cellular respiration.
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4.8 Figure Legends
Figure 4.1: Schematic representations of PCr's role in muscle. a) Classical
energy buffer model. b) The "Phosphocreatine Shuttle" model whereby PCr acts to
couple the mitochondrial sites of ATP pIr(o(lction to ATPase sites of utilization at
the myofibrils. ATP synthesized in the mitochonlria transfers phosphoryl bond
energy to PCr at mitochondrial (it) C sites. PCir transports energy to
mnyofibrillar (mf) (lK sites, where it, is coniverte(l )a(ck to ATP.
Figure 4.2: pH calibration cllrve for dleterlninlillg intracelllllar pH. The
chemical shift difference between PCr and 'i resonances is plotted as a function of
solution pH. Calibration was performed at 300(°C in sollltions of 20mM PCr, 10amM
Pi, 140mM KCI, and mM MgSO 4. Chemical shift in Hz determined at 8.5 Tesla
(resonance frequency of 3 1 P=145.6Mhz, ppm = 145.6hz). Solid line is the least-
squares fit of the measured chemical shifts.
Figure 4.3: Probe Assembly for in vivuo spectroscopy of perfused muscle.
Figure 4.4: In vivo probe circuit. The coil, L, is connected in a balanced
configuration to minimize dielectric coupling to ground. A single turn saddle
geometry was used for L (length= 3 cm, diameter= 1.3 cmt). All tunable capacitors
were 1-30pF, and the unlabeled fixed capacitor was 33pF.
Figure 4.5: RF transmit/receive probe interface to spectrometer for i'tn 'vivo
spectroscopy. The 360 Mhz spectrometer is a prototype system designed and
constructed at the Francis Bitter National Magnet ,aboratory.
Figure 4.6: Transient response of stimulated soleus. Prior to acquisition of
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kinetic data, steady-state was determined by constant force generation, below, anl
stable 3 1P-NMR resonance amplitudes, above. Approximately 1) minutes were
required to reach steady-state once stimulation began. Spectra are sequential
acquisitions (NA=32) following stimulation at 15 twitches/minute. Twitch force
was monitored by strain gauge and bridge network, Figure 1.3 (exp. Nlay26).
Figure 4.7: Two sets of data representing the range of data quality. Plots are
of the PCr and -ATP resonance areas at early times (x-axis) fllowing iversion of(
the PCr peak. From the linear fit of these initial points the flux is determined.
Both sets were 32 signal averages from two different soleus preparations. On the
right the linear fits are in good agreemlent with all the (lata p)olits. ()1 the left less
agreement was found between the individual points and the fit dlue in part to the
reduced size, and thus signal, of the second preparation. Tables list the parameters
from the least-squares fit of the data.
Figure 4.8: Rate constant, k, for creatine kinase verslus enzyme concentration
measured in vitro at 30 0 C. (25mM PCr, 5 mM NaATP, 1.2namM IKPi, 6imNM MgC,
12mM KCI, 1% BSA, 7.5mi KHPO4, 10mM Cr). The value obtained for resting
soleus is shown on the plot setting an approximate in vivo activity of 3.2 KU/ml,
pH=6.8. (experiments octl736E(filled) ,oct1936BE(open))
Figure 4.9: Creatine Kinase Flux versus [PCr] measured in vitro. Data was
obtained at 300 C. Initial solution contained 6.7mM PCr, 5mM ATP, 8.3ImM Pi,
6mM MgCl, 12mM KCI, .025mg/ml BSA. PCr was added to vary [PCrI].
Concentration was determined from Pi resonance area which remained constant.
The pH, determined from the Pi -- PCr chemical shift was constant 7.2 +/-0.1
(exp. Octl937e).
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Figure 4.10: NMR determined metabolite concentrations over the course of
two experiments representative of a highly stable preparation and a minimally
stable preparation. a) Data are normalized to an external reference
phenylphosphonic acid (PPA) to correct for any change in the probe sensitivity.
ATP is seen, as in all preparations, to remain remarkably constant (exp. may26). b)
A less viable preparation with data normalized to [ATP] which was observed to
remain constant (exp. oct03).
Figulre 4.11: Changes in the 3 1 p spectrlIll following st, ea(ly-st.at(e electrical
stimulation. Metabolite concentrations are taken as proportional to the resonance
areas. [ATP] is found to remain constant while [PCR] decreases and- [Pi] increases.
Figure 4.12: Steady-state saturation of -t-ATP phosphate delmonstrlating
absence of significant ATP-->Pi exchange. Shown are control spectra fl;om resting
soleus (a), spectra obtained following -ATP saturation ()), and the spectra
obtained by subtracting the saturated from the unsaturated data, (a-b). The
difference spectrum demonstrates magnetization transfer. The difference spectrum
from a stimulated soleus (30 twitches/min) is also shown (a'-b'); gain is increased
to emphasize the absence of exchange to Pi.
Figure 4.13: Soleus data from a single preparation clemonstrating a
dependence of ATP/PCr ratio on stimulation rate. Also plotted are data from
Meyer et al (94) for oxygen consumption versus stimulation rate. These
independent relationships suggest a connection between ATP/PCr and oxygen
consumption in the soleus (exp. may2686.dat).
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Figure 4.14: Estimated 3 1p flux through soleus ATPase versus ATP/PCr
ratio. ATPase flux was calculated from oxygen consumption data of Meyer with
P:O taken as 3. Note the CK flux as measured by NMR is greater than 10 times
higher at all ATP/PCr values.
Figure 4.15: Stoichiometric relationship between Pi and PC'r during stea(ly-
state stimulation in the soleus. Pi/ATP is plotted versus PCr/ATP for the perfused
soleus at 300 C at rest and during steady-state stimulation up to 120 twitches/min.
Data for 9 preparations is shown. Scatter is dulle to the prelaratioIl-to-pre)alatiofl
viability differences whereby small regions of non-viable tissue contribute a
constant Pi signal. Top Right: Data from a single preparation (exp. oct(03)
dlemonstrating nearly ideal conservation. The linear least-_quares fits are shown.
Figure 4.16: NMR derived rate constant in N=6 soleus preparations
determined by transient selective inversion transfer, PCr-->ATP, k= (chemical
flux/chemical concentration). Data were obtained at rest and following graded
electrical stimulation in the soleus to 60 twitches/minute. Muscles were maintained
at 300C.
Figure 4.17: Creatine kinase flux (mM/sec) versus ATP/PCr in cat soleuls at
300 C following graded electrical stimulation. At rest the average ATP/PCr ratio
was approximately 0.3 increasing to nearly 1.6 at stimulation rates as high as 60
twitches per minute. 24 data sets from 6 stable soleus preparations are shown. Best
linear least-squares fit gives a slope of -0.26 +/- (0.34) mM/sec. Upper Right: Data
from all 9 preparations (including those with limited stablity). Slope = -0.26 +/-
(0.50).
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Figure 4.18: Arrhenius plot of the logarithm of the NMR derived rate
constant, k, versus 1/T(°K) for the creatine kinase catalyzed 31p exchange
PCr-- >ATP. Indicated are data obtained in vitro from purified enzyme, open
circles, and data obtained in vivo from resting soleus muscle, Table 4.1. Linear
least-squares fit to the 'in vitro data for T<380 C gives a slope of -4172 +/- 818 °K,
which reflects an equivalent activation energy of 35 KJ/mole.
Figure 4.19: [ADP] as calculated from the creatine kinase equilibrium based
ona (lata obtainel i ,ivo from the perfused soleus at 20 0 C and 30C, Tabl-le --1..
'l'he tashed line represents the K m for adenylate transport in mitochondria (24).
Figure 4.20: NMR derived rate constant, k, versus stimulation rate from a
single soletus preparation. k is the ratio of the chemical flux PCr-->ATP to the
PCr concentration. The slope change reflects the Arrhenius relationship, Figure
4.18. (exp. Nlay26).
Figure 4.21: Calculated Gibb's function for ATP hydrolysis in muscle. The
creatine kinase equilibrium maintains :AG over large fluctuations in [PCr]/[ATP],
thereby allowing large metabolic perturbations to occur without dramatically
altering the free energy required for maintainance of ATPase activity. Curves were
calculated from Equation 1.1 using the creatine kinase equilibrium, Equation 4.1, to
obtain ADP. The sum of PCr and Pi was assumed constant.
Figure 4.22: Calculated [AMP] and [ADP] for soleus at rest and stimulated up
to 90 twitches-per-minute. Equation 4.1 was used for ADP, and the adenylate
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kinase equilibrium was assumed with [AMP]=.4[ADP 2/[ATP] (4.9). NMR derived
[ADP] and [IP] are significantly less than those measured by other, invasive,
techniques. The adenylate levels are well below their Km 's for several enzymes in
key metabolic pathways. Indicated on the figure are the Km's of ADP for
miitochondrial adlenine transport, nucleoside diphosphate kinase, and pyruvate
dehy(rogenase. AIDP levels are well below the Km of phosphoglycerol kinase ( 0.26
mM). ADP has a dominant inhibitory effect on isocitrate dehydrogenase at
approximately 140 mM. AMP will not have inhibitory effects on fructose
diphosphatase in concentrations less than approximately 0.03mM and is not
tlllo)ulgllt to sti In l llate Phl(osp)rllruct,okinase at concentrations less than 0.1 mal.
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TABLE 4.1
Summary of Results in Resting Soleus
*** [ATP]
T1( ATP)
[PCr]/[ATP]
[PCr] cal.
T1 (PCr)
[Pi]/[ATP]
[Pi] cal.
T1 (Pi)
pH
[Mg++]
ATP*Cr
** Keq--
ADP*PCr
*** [ADP](cal)
k(PCr->ATP)
Flux
(PCr->ATP)
30 C
5.03 +/- .04
3.0 +/- 0.5
3.2 +/- 0.6
16 +/- 3
3.8 +/- 0.7
1.7 +/- 1.1
8.5 +/- 5.5
4.2 +/- 0.3
6.8 +/- 0.1
2.0 +/- 0.3
177
15
0.17
2.7
+/-
+/-
+/-
22 C
5.03 +/- .04
1.3 +/- 0.5
4.0 +/- 0.3
20 +/- 2
3.4 +/- 0.8
1.2 +/- 0.2
6.0 +/- 1.0
4.4 +/- 0.8
7.0 +/- 0.1
0.7 +/- 0.3
203
9
0.06
1.1
5
0.08
1.6
+/-
+/-
+/-
2
0.02
0.4
** corrected for temperature by /\G=-9.4 KJ/mole (80).
*** ATP = 5.03 +/- .04 mM, Total Creatine = (PCr + Cr)= 24.4 mM
From Meyer et al (94)
mM
sec
mM
sec
mM
sec
units
mM
uM
sec-i
mM/sec
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Table 4.2 : Balance of Creatine Kinase Flux
PCr/ATP Kr/Kf (PCr/ATP)/(Kr/Kf)
T-30 degrees C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
T-30 degrees C
May02 4.9
3.9
Ju121 2.7
1.2
Sep19
OotO3
2.9
3.1
5.1 .96
3.7 1.05
2.2
1.7
1.21
0.71
2.5 1.16
3.2 0.95
mean +/- sd 1.01 +/- 0.18
FLUX FORWARD 1
FLUX REVERSE ~ ;
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CALCULATED ADP FROM CREATINE KINASE EQUILIBRIUM
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CHAPTER 5: MICROSCOPIC MAPPING OF CHEMICAL
EXCHANGE-INDUCED MAGNETIZATION TRANSFER
5.1 Introduction
NMR spectroscopy provides nuclear spin information averaged over the entire
salln)le vliume. In nmany appllications, especially biological ones, the sample is
spatially Ileterogeneous with respect to chemical coniposition, hemrical reaction
velocities, and( other properties influencing magnetic resonance parameters (67).
('oin lpartle talization of chemical reactions will complicate understanding of NMR
data representing globally averaged behavior in terms of quantitative reaction
proc(esses. Spatially localized flux information is necessary if these reaction
divynai('es are to e acc'urately characterized.
tsing high-field magnets and strong gradients, several investigators have
demonstrated submillimeter spatial resolution in proton magnetic resonance images
(78,55,53,33,3,65). Signal-to-noise and diffusion considerations are the practical
and ultimate limiting factors, respectively. The ability to resolve volumes on the
scale of single living cells (typical diameters of -50 nim) allows the possibility of
NMR, studies o(f microscopic heterogeneity in non-living and living systems. This
chapter describles the ulse of an NMR microscope to 1) investigate the limits of
detectability of tissue heterogeneity, and 2) implement an NMR method for
spa.tially encodling chemical flux information.
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5.2 Chemical Exchange Magnetic Resonance Imaging (CHEMI)
CHEMICAL EXCHANGE MAPPING: As described in chapters 1 and '2 the
magnetization dynamics of an exchanging system of NMR visible nuclei can be
characterized by transfer of longitudinal magnetization via physical mechanisms
(lattice relaxation, R i, and dipolar coupling, a.i) and chemical mechanisms (intra-
and inter-molecular exchanges, kij). For an X i <-> Xj chemical exchange, with z
components of magnetization M i and Mj, a pseudo-first order unidirectional rate
constant, kij, is often defined as the ratio of the spin flux, %,j to the substrate
magnetization at equilibrium, M, which is taken as a measure of the true
chemnical flux, T. per unit of sbstrate concentration:
(5.1) kij = ij/Mi = r
The unidirectional magnetization flux from M. to M. is given by ..--=Mk... In
I J ij 1 J
the case of slow exchange (kij << (wi-wj)), the longitudinal magnetization can be
used to monitoF' transfer of magnetization via chemical exchange.
The modified Bloch equations were extended in chapter 2 to include
heteronuclear and homonuclear dipolar coupling with nucleus Mk and Mj
respectively and rewritten in terms of flux. In a steady-state magnetization
transfer experiment, saturation of Mj (with the assumption of complete saturation,
M.=-O) reduces the system of equations 1.7 to
(5.2) dMi/dt =0 = Ri(Mio - M. )- kijMi + jiiMjo+ ki(Mko-Mk at)
sat J 1satL j o o sati
k [
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If all dipolar interactions can be neglected, =0. this expression reduces to the
familiar steady-state result (40):
(5.3) Mi /Mi = 1 + (Vij
o sat
Use of this equation in spectroscopy assumes that k*T 1 is constant throughout the
sample. In non-ulniform samples relaxation and/or exchange vary spatially and a
becomes a(r). The errors in the NMR derived flux from a multicompartment
system were described in chapter 2. These errors will invalidate chemical flux
(leterminations otained from bllk samples. To characterize accurately the kinetics
of the system. it is necessary to dletermine the fnction a(r) at every position within
the sample.
It is possible to measure the spatially dependent chemical flux accurately by
combining an NMR imaging technique with the steady-state magnetization transfer
experiment. This approach allows separation of the entire sample into individual
physical compartments limited in size by the spatial resolution of the image.
Chemical flux information can be preserved for each resolvable image element,
voxel.
An image sensitive to chemical exchange can be produced by preceding a spin
density imaging sequence with a spin preparation period during which chemical
exchange can be selectively encoded, Figure 5.1. To image a(r) quantitatively in a
Xi<-->Xjisystem existing as a simple spectrum with two resonances at w. and J
the following procedure is followed. First, a chemical shift selective image (114) of
M i is obtained, Figure 5.1a. During the spin preparation period any one of several
methods can be used to suppress M. to eliminate the chemical shift artifact. A M.
J J
selective 900 pulse is sufficient. M. must not be saturated for this first image.
J
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Spatial encoding can be accomplished using a spin echo imaging sequence with a
short echo time (TE << T,) and a long recycle time (RD > 3*T 1 ) to minimize
relaxation effects and produce primarily a spin density image. Second, slow
exchange is encoded into the spin density distribution by application of a
presaturation pulse for a time tsat followed by spatial encoding using switched
gradients (figure 5.1). Following steady-state saturation (tsa > {T1 + 1/k}) of
resonance M. in the X i <-> Xj system, the effective image spin dtensity at each
voxel, Dsat(r), is reduced relative to the value obtained in the absence of saturation,
Do(r) by the amount given by:
(5.4) Do(r)/Dsat = 1 + (jj(r)
which is identical in form to the one dimensional expression 5.3. aij(r) represents
the product of kij*T1 within a specific voxel element of the image.
In practice two images are acquired with and without selective saturation and
stored as arrays containing the spin distributions D(r) and Dsat(r). a(r) is
calculated directly at every r using equation 5.4 and the values of Dsat(r) and D(r).
A CHEMI image can be displayed as the difference between the saturated and
unsaturated images, or by displaying the ai(r) magnitudes values directly.
Without knowledge of Ri(r), quantitative values of the molecular flux cannot
be obtained. The assumption that R is constant throughout the system can be
tested using a T l sensitive image ( short TE and a short pulse repeat time, RD). In
systems where R varies, one of several imaging methods proposed to calculate R
directly from the relaxation sensitive image can be used (107). The images
displaying a(r) alone, however, will themselves be informative even in the absence
of the relaxation data.
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The steady-state saturation method of flux determination suffers from the
limitations described in chapter 2, namely sensitivity to NOE and
compartmentation. By use of the CHEMI the compartmentation related errors will
be reduced to dimensions equal to the spatial resolution of the image. As will be
shown, this dimension can be made microscopic. The steady-state saturation image
will be sensitive to both homonuclear and heteronuclear ipolar coupling when
present. This non-chemical route of magnetization transfer can be similarly
mapped to produce an NOE image.
IMAGE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE: Quantification of a((r) from a CHEMI image is
limited by SNR and a correct description of the ex(hangilg sstetni. I a IENII
image the SNR in the difference image is a filn(tioln of k*T l and is redullced fromn
the value in the unsaturated image to give a fractional error in ,v=k*TI of:
(5.5) c/a = SNRo'[a+2(a3+a2 +a + 1)1
where SNRo is the image SNR per pixel. Note that the reduction in signal
intensity due to exchange described by equation 5.4 will have the minimum
fractional error for a approximately equal to 0.5. Both very large and very small
a's will not be efficiently measured by steady-state CHEMI.
The (SNR) is a limitation of N/IR in any imaging regime, microscopic or
otherwise. At frequencies greater than approximately 100Mhz, studies of biological
tissue and other conductive objects of approximately I cm 3 will be limited by the
sample noise as described by Hoult et al (60). There is no need for sophisticated
r.f. hardware designs (e.g. cooled r.f. coils and preamplifiers). What is required is a
low noise preamplifier (noise figure < 0.7 dB) and a coil producing a uniform H1
field for transmit with a high filling factor, (coil radius)/(sample radius) > 0.8 for
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the receiving coil. When imaging conductive samples of radius r in a coil of radills
rc, the image SNR at a pixel AX by Y from a slice thickness of Z will be
proportional to:
(5.6) SNRO [Ho P(AX 4AYAZ)p]*[rc(0 + i3(Ho7)32(ro5/cll))l2]- l
The quantities 0 and 3 are factors given by Hoult and Lauterbur with magnitu(ies
on the order of 10**-2 and 10 respectively, and p is the spin density per unit
volume, (60). Considerable debate surrounds the value of p. The value, however,
certainly depends on frequency and probably lies between 0.5 andl 1.5 at fre(quencies
of 100-400Mhz. As the sample size is redclced, coil losses will preloluiinate andl coil
unloaded Q will be an important design parameter. For small sample volumes
super-cooled r.f. coils and preamplifiers will provide improvements in SNR.
For multinuclear microscopic imaging of small samples it is useful to include
gradient strength, G, and the gyromagnetic ratio, , in the SNR expression. From
equation 2.lb the SNR can be rewritten as
(5.7) SNRo [wP(XAYAZ)p(B/i),] *[Aw(Rc+R')] -1/ 2
The bandwidth, sAw, will be dependent on the strength of the frequency encoding
gradient, G, and the size of the object in the frequency encoding direction, d. If
the number. of points in the frequency encoding dimension is nf and X is the pixel
size, df=nf*A2X and Auw = nf*/AX* *G. Ideally the minimum gradient is chosen
based upon the criteria that the gradient is larger than any main field
inhomogeneities, AHo.
(5.8) Gf > [T,* aX]-1 ( I'yX)'[1/T + Ho-y/2]
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The gradient strength and object dimension, df, will then set the minimum
bandwidth (w = nf*,AX* *G) as
(5.9) Aw > nf(/T, + Ho/2)/1"
Thus, the optimal bandwidth is taken as the linewidth in the absence of gradients
times the number of frequency encoding points.
It is important to note that the finite length of the sampling window sets a
practical limit onl the minimum gradient strength in homogeneouls magnets. Fol
efficient data collection the repetition rate for signal averaging, RD, will be
approximately T 1. The data sampling time, t s, must be less than RD t= nf/A =
(5.10) Aw > nf/(T 1 )
Truncation of signal in the acquisition window effectively convolves the image
point function with a sine function of half-width 1/t s and will limit the resolution
to 100hz for a 10 msec value of t. The sampling time restriction will be most
applicable to nuclei with extremely short T's (notably 2 3Na) and in multi-slice
imaging where AXwmultislice = nslices min,I slice
More frequently AHo and 1/T 2 will determine the minimum bandwidth for a
single slice, AWmi n . A gradient chosen from Equation 5.9 will be optimal for SNR;
however, the rectilinear image array will not necessarily have a scaler relationship
with the actual object; the image will be geometrically distorted. The problem of
transforming the distorted image from a curvilinear coordinate system to an
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undistorted rectilinear grid has been solved by Lai (79) who showed that a
generalized transformation matrix can be constructed from a precise map of the
main field inhomogeneities. This scheme should be used to allow the use of the
minimum gradients.
With the optimal'bandwidth and the recognition that for a fixed object size,
df, the pixel dimension will be Ax=df/nf, with w=-YHo the SNR becomes:
(5.11) SNR [HoP(lAX 3/ 2AYAZ)p(B/i)qP+1] *[(1/T 2 +AHo v/2)(RC+R')df/l'- 2
It is important to realize that the SNR will be higher, at, the same spatial
resolution, in a small sample compared to a large one.
In comparing the SNR for the same sample at different spatial resolutions in
different field strengths, assume that AHO dominates the linewidth. Expressing
AH, as f*Ho the SNR, Equation 5.11, can be reduced to
(5.12) SNR , [Ho3/2(AX 3/ 2aYaZ)p 5/ 2 ] *[f(Rc+R')] 1/
or
(5.13) [SNR 1/SNR] = [Hol/H 13/2 x [Yl/LAX2 ]3 / 2 x[AiY1AZlZ/Y2Z2]
X [/P2] X[_1/72]5/2 X [f2/f ]1 / 2 x[(Rc+R')2/(Rc+R') ]1 / 2
Equations 5.12 and 5.13. are only valid when the optimal gradient
(bandwidth) is used as prescribed by Equation 5.8. Several expressions have been
published that neglect the bandwidth advantage that can be achieved by
optimizing the gradient for different nuclei. The factor f will be dependent upon
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the magnet design. The coil and sample resistances, R c and Rs, will both increase
nearly linearly with field strength. Together with the linearity of H with Ho, the
effective probe resistance will limit the increase in SNR with field to approximately
the first power unless coil and preamplifier cooling is implemented.
5.3 Materials and Methods
An 8.5 Tesla high-resolution spectrometer was adapted for microscopic
imaging by adding current switches and a probe equipped with magnetic field
gradients (Figure 5.2). The gradients were designed to produce maximum slice-
selection fields greater than 80 Gauss/cm an(l generated fields of approximately
0.8, 1.0, and 0.6 G/cm-amp for the X, Y, and Z orientations respectively.
Standard Helmholtz and Golay geometries were wound with #16 copper wire
around a 4.5-cm diameter cylinder (59). The gradients could be switched at a rate
of 0.4 Gauss/(cm-msec) at 5 V. The imaging volume was approximately ellipsoidal,
with a major axis of 25 mm and a minor axis of 20 mm. A copper gradient eddy
current shield was tested in early versions of the probe, with the aim of reducing
gradient interactions with the Oxford room temperature shim coils, and found to
be unnecessary.
The spectrometer system instrument consists of an 8.5 T Oxford magnet
(bore 89 mm) and a broadband, multinuclear spectrometer designed and assembled
by the staff at the Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (Figure 5.3). The software system (RNMR) was designed
and written by Dr. David Rubin in FORTRAN and is installed on a VAXY 750.
The pulse sequence shown in Figure 5.1 was designed to employ phase
encoding before and after the 1800 pulse to achieve frill +/-180° of phase.
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Gradient current was switched by high current power transistors in a Darlington
configuration (Figure 5.4), driven by TTL pulses generated in the pulse
programmer. Gradients used for frequency and phase encoding were unipolar
pulses of variable duration and constant magnitude and sign. Waveform
generators were not available, so bipolar or shaped gradient waveforms and
gradient refocused echoes were not possible. Precision resistors in line with the
gradient coils provided a measure of gradient strength. Calibration curves for the
x,y, and z gradlients are shown in Figure 5.5.
The r.f. sub-assembly consisted of a solenoidal r.f. coil surrounding a glass
salm:)le tllbe (5 mm for lp, 2 or 10 nm for 1H). The coil is connected in a
standard b)alanced configuration, Figure 4.4, and tuned to 360 MHz for 1H or 146
MHz for 3lp imaging. The r.f. sub-assembly is sealed in an aluminum shield (0.4
mm thick) prior to installation within the gradient coils. For biological samples in
the 5 and 10 mm solenoids, the ratio of Q loaded to unloaded was approximately
0.5, indicating that the noise is dominated by the sample itself. In the smaller
coils, sample loading was less than 15%. In the absence of gradients, the 2 mm
proton sample could be shimmed to a linewidth of 10 Hz (0.03 ppm).
5.4 Results
High Resolution Proton Imaging: Standard spin echo images were obtained
to demonstrate that the system used here was capable of achieving microscopic
resolution. An image of a phantom consisting of five tubes is shown in Figure 5.6.
The phantom was made from a water-filled 4.6 mm I.D. tube with four water-filled
pipettes, 1.4 mm I.D.; the fifth tube was air-filled. Slice thickness was
approximately 500 um. A smaller phantom was imaged to demonstrate thin slice
selection, Figure 5.7. The contour plot shows two water-filled capillary tubes inside
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a glass cylinder of 2.5 mm I.D. 16 averages were used, with 128 phase-encoding
steps, in a spin echo sequence with RD = 500 msec, TE = 30 msec. 256 points
were acquired in the time domain to give an approximate spatial resolution of
50um x 50um x 40urnm.
Figure 5.8 shows a higher resolution image of several Rana pipiens egg cells.
The cells, in normal amphibian saline, were placed inside a 2.5 mm I.D. tube. The
slice thickness was approximately 50 uM. Note that in the contour plots (Figures
5.8a,b), as used for two dimensional spectroscopy, the lines are drawn for
logarithmic changes in intensity set within an arbitrary limiting range. Significant
iml)rlovemlent in apl)arent image clilality is gained by displaying the image with a
gray scale, Figure 5.8c. The contour maps may be difficult to interpret and
accentuate fluctuations in peak signal because of the relatively large number of
contours drawn at high signal levels. In Figure 5.9 the contour plot of a single
Rana pipiens egg cell in DO is displayed. Image resolution is approximately 25um
x 25 urim x 40 urn. 64 signal averages were acquired.
To predict the image quality expected in dilute samples, signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) analysis was performed on images obtained from a 4.6 mm I.D. phantom
containing 110 M [H] (pure water), 2.4 M [1H] and 0.4 M 1H], prepared by adding
appropriate amounts of 99.8% D 2 0. All images were obtained with identical image
parameters (1 average, RD = 6 sec, TE = 14 msec). The spatial resolution was 36
um x 50 uim x 7.9 mm. The thick slice was used to reduce complications from non-
ideal slice selection, performed at present with square r.f. waveforms. The SNR
values used were chosen to reflect the ratio of the average pixel intensity within the
phantom to the RMS deviation of the pixel intensities in image regions outside the
phantom. A minimum of 20 values in the image array were used in the SNR
calculation. The experiment was repeated four times for each image. The SNR
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values for the images were 476 +/- 50 (S.D.), 100 +/- 25 (S.D.), and 54 +/- 25
(S.D.) respectively, at [H] concentrations of 110 M, 2.4 M and 0.4 M, Table 5.1.
Normalization of these values to concentrations of [H] with the approximation
that SNR is linear in concentration indicates that SNR is approximately equal to
22 times the molar concentration of [I]. These estimates were used to generate
Table 5.2 for several concentrations of [H] and [31p] predictions of the
approximate imaging times for high resolution 1H and 31 p images.
Imaging of Intermolecular Exchange: [H] CHEMI was first used to study a
well-defined chemical exchange in a capillary tube phantom. Three tubes
containing acetylacetone were lIsed, 1.t mm .n ). The i)roton spectra of the
phantom in the absence of gradients is shown in Figure 5.10a. This compound (
see Chapter 3) has three proton resonances linked by chemical exchange, (A, B, and
C), and a non-exchanging resonance (D). Acetylacetone undergoes a base-catalyzed
proton exchange between an olefinic [H] in the enol configuration, B, to a
hydroxylic proton, A. The exchange requires formation of the keto form of
acetylacetone, C (39). The transfer of magnetization proceeds as (B-->C-->A).
The uncatalyzed reaction rate is negligible. Triethylamine was added as a catalyst
to two of the tubes.
The objective was to make a chemical shift-selective image of resonance B
CHEMI. First, the large non-exchanging peak, D, was suppressed with a low power
homonuclear decoupling pulse at the frequency of the non-exchanging resonance
(Figure 5.10b). rUsing a spin echo (TE = 10 msec), the resonance from A was
eliminated by taking advantage of its short T, (Figure 5.10c). Finally, to eliminate
any residual signal from C, a binomial-selective 900 pulse (45x-t-45_x) was used with
the synthesizer frequency set on wc (Figure 5.10d).
The pulse sequence of Figure .5.1 was applied (SE 6000/.50/1) and images
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obtained with and without saturation at wc (Figures 5.11b and a respectively).
The difference image (unsaturated image array - saturated array) can easily be
obtained and k*Tl(r) determined at each pixel using Equation 5.4. Note that in
this particular three-site chemical exchange system, the CHEMI-derived value of
k*T 1 reflects only the flux from B -- > C because of the absence of significant
B--> A transfer. In general, three-site systems will not be correctly described by
the two-site relations given above. Quantitative results can be obtained, however,
by using a multi-site saturation prior to spatial encoding, analogous to the one-
dimensional steady-state experiment (39).
Inlaging of Intramolecular Exchange: A two-site l'P exchalnge was stu(lie(l by
CHEMI in solutions containing dilute concentrations of the biologically important
3 1p metabolites phosphocreatine (PCr) and adenosine tril)hosphate (ATP), (80 mM
PCr, 20 mM ATP). Figure 5.12 is a chemical shift-selective image for PCr in a
concentric tube phantom. In the central tube, slow 3 1 p exchange between PCr and
the ATP was catalyzed by adding the enzyme creatine kinase (CK). CHEMI
images were obtained with or without saturation of y-ATP. In Figure 5.12, profiles
through the images with and without saturation clearly show the region of enzyme-
catalyzed exchange as a reduction in signal. The value of k*T 1 for [31 p] flux from
PCr to ATP was calculated to be 0.9 from the difference image by the use of
Equation 4. Prior to imaging, the enzyme-containing solution alone was found to
have a k*T 1 = 1.6 by one-dimensional saturation transfer using Equation 5.3. We
attribute the difference in values to random experimental error and some loss of
activity during the long experimental time. For T 1 = 3.2 sec, the fluxes were
calculated as 22 and 40 mM/sec, respectively. This CHEMI image required
approximately 4 hours to obtain and had an image SNR of approximately 25.
Note that the substrate and enzyme concentrations are within a factor of 2-3 of
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those found in many living systems.
5.5 Discussion
The determination of molecular flux by NMR measurements of saturation
transfer rely on accurate determination of relaxation rates, and assume (for
enzyme-catalyzed reactions) uniform concentrations of reactant and catalyst over
the sample being analyzed. In most tissues, organ function relies on local cell type
differences, and many of these differences will include effective enzyme activity
variations. That the T values in many objects are not hlomogeneolus is evi(ldent
from the spectacular contrast demolllnstrated i NIRI, which relies l)rlilallily on
spatial differences in relaxation times for its discriminatory power. This limnitation
is especially serious for heterogeneous biological tissues, but the same kind of'
limitation holds for chemical reactions in any spatially heterogeneous sample.
The spatial heterogeneity over a typical :volume of human or animal tissue
presents special difficulties for interpreting metabolite content and( NMR-measured
values of magnetization transfer in terms of the kinetics of chemical reactions.
Actual cellular metabolic performance will not necessarily be reflected in a
measurement made on bulk tissue. Moreover, since the relationships between
metabolite concentration and enzyme activity are generally non-linear, conclusions
based on analyses of heterogeneous samples may well be misleading if homogeneity
of composition is assumed when it in fact does not exist. To begin to evaluate this
kind of problem, magnetization transfer techniques were combined with
microscopic chemical shift imaging to provide another dimension to NMR imaging
that reflects chemical exchange. The principles and methods used above apply to
any size volume elements; however, only those on the submillimeter or even
micrometer scale will have biological relevance. The SNR is the ultimate limitation
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of NMR in any imaging regime, microscopic or otherwise. At frequencies greater
than approximately 100 MHz, thermal noise in biological tissue and other
conductive objects of approximately 1 cm 3 will be the dominant limitation, as
described by Hoult and Lauterbur (60). For smaller samples, coil losses will
become important and coil unloaded Q will be an important design parameter.
Every effort must be made to maximize SNR in microscopic scale imaging.
The signal amplitude from different nuclei, at constant field strength, increases as
the cube of their gyromagnetic ratios; 31 p (1=1.72 kHz/G) will have only 7 of
the signal of [1H] (=4.26 kHz/G) at the same concentration. Noise, however, also
depends on the square root of the bandwidth, w" For large instillnents, ' is
often limited by the main field homogeneity. Ideally, the gradient strength will be
set approximately 10% greater than the maximum gradient of the static main field
inhomogeneities within the region of interest. This requirement will ensure that
every point in space will be uniquely spatially encoded. The bandwidth in turn is
proportional to the gyromagnetic ratio; thus, the overall image SNR will vary in
proportion to the gyromagnetic to the 5/2 power. At a fixed main field strength
and homogeneity, the SNR of 3 1P image will be 10% of the [1H] image.
The limits of resolution under the optimal exchange conditions will
approximate those of the microscopic nuclear density image. Table 1 gives
estimated imaging times required to attain a SNR of 10 in images with different
spatial resolutions. These times were estimated based on the SNR obtained with
our present system, as described above. The 3 1 p exchange through CK and the
[1H] exchange of pyruvate and lactate through lactate dehydrogenase are the most
practical reactions for study with CHEMI. The imagable substrates are in
concentrations of less than 0.10 M, and the flux and relaxation parameters, k*T,
are in the range of unity. For both reactions, a limit of 100 um in plane and 1 mm
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slices is an optimistic limit with the present technology. Note that the reduction in
signal intensity, due to exchange described by Equation 5.4 will have minimum
functional error, r'/a, for k*T 1 near 0.5. Neither very large nor very small k*T 1
values will be efficiently measured by steady-state CHEMI. Clearly, CHEMI will
be most applicable for characterization of kinetic heterogeneity on scales greater
than the dimension of most single cells; however, intercellular and regional
heterogeneity are accessible spatial domains. These methods may also have wider
application in non-living systems.
5.6 Summary
An NMR microscope was developed that demonstrated spatial resolution of'
less than 25 uM in phantoms and biological samples. A novel technique for
encoding chemical flux information was devised and implemented with the
microscope. Images mapping chemical exchange processes were produced,
demonstrating that a new dimension can be added to NMR images in systems with
a significant chemical flux.
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5.7 Figure Legends
FIGURE 5.1: Pulse sequences used for chemical exchange-encoded imaging
were divided into three segments: spin preparation, spatial encoding and
acquisition. During the preparation period, complex spectra were simplified by
selective saturation of unwanted resonances, leaving only resonances from the
exchanging X <--> Y system; two data sets were obtained. The first contained
information froIn X in the absence of exchange obtained by suppressing signal fronm
YN. The second data set, containing information from X in the presence of exchange
width Y, was acquired following steady-state saturation of Y. Chemical exchange
between X and Y reduced the magnetization of X with respect to that in the first
data set. Spatial encoding in frequency was accomplished by gradient application
(luring the acquisition of the spin echo. Frequency gradient phase compensation
was applied prior to the 1800 pulse such that there was no net change phase at the
center of the spin echo. Symmetrical (+/-180 ° ) phase encoding was accomplished
by the combination of a gradient of fixed duration applied prior to the 1800 pulse
and a gradient of variable duration applied after the 1800 pulse. Selection of plane
slices was achieved with a third orthogonal gradient during the 90° and 180 °
pulses. Acquisition of a spin echo completed the sequence. A CHEMI image was
displayed as the difference between the two data sets. Alternatively, display of the
second data set alone only gave an image of the non-exchanging species, X.
FIGURE 5.2: Diagram of the r.f. probe used.
FIGURE 5.3: Diagram of high-resolution spectrometer adapted for
microscopic imaging.
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FIGURE 5.4: Schematic of one of the three identical gradient switches. TTL
outputs from the pulse programmer are attenuated and directly drive the base of
the Darlington.
FIGURE 5.5: top) X, Y, and Z gradient calibration curves relating the voltage
measured across the sensing resistor, Figure 5.4, to the gradient field strength.
Field value in G/cm is obtained by dividing the value on the ordinate by a' for H,
(4.26 kHz/G). Below: Selection of thin slices. Using a calibration pulse sequence
that turns the slice selection gradient on during signal acquisition, a profile of a
1400 uM capillary tube is displayed in the absence of slice selection. With the slice
selection on a spike representing the plane slice is displayed.
FIGTIRE 5.6. Proton image on a microscopic scale. Contour plot of one air-
filled and four water-filled capillary tubes inside a glass cylinder of 4.6 mm I.D.
Four averages were used, with 128 phase-encoding steps, in a spin echo sequence
with TR = 500 msec, TE = 30 msec [500/30]. 256 points were acquired in the
time domain to give an approximate spatial resolution of 100um x 100 um x .5(00
um.
FIGURE 5.7: Thin Slice Phantom. Contour plot of two water-filled capillary
tubes inside a glass cylinder of 2.5 mm I.D. 16 averages were used, with 128 phase-
encoding steps, in a spin echo sequence with TR = 500 msec, TE = 30 msec
[500/30]. 256 points were acquired in the time domain to give an approximate
spatial resolution of 50um x 50um x 40um.
FIGURE 5.8: Proton image of two Rana pipiens egg cells in amphibian saline
contained within a 2.5 mm I.D. capillary tube. a) and b) are contour maps of the
same data with two different contour ranges. c) Ectachrome 400 photograph of
image displayed on 16 bit grayscale monitor. 32 averages were used with TR = 3
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seconds and T E = 80 msec; slice thickness was approximately 200 urn. The edge
of a third cell is also visible in the center of the field. In plane resolution is
apprloxinately 50ulll x 50um.
FIGURE 5.9: Contour plot of a single Rana pipiens egg cell in DoO. Image
resolution is approximately 25um x 25 um x 40 um. 64 signal averages were
acquired.
FIGURE 5.10: Preparation of a complex spectrum for CHEMI imaging. (a)
High resolution spectra of acetylacetone following a non-selective 900 pulse. Base
catalyzed exchange occurs between resonances B<-->C<-->A (b) Spectra after
l resatllratioti o nlon-exchanging resonance, D, uIsing the low power spectrometer
channel, Figure 5.3. (c) 10() msec spin echo suppresses resonance A. (d) Binomial
1-3-3-1 selective for resonance B, with the primary r.f. transmitter set at the
frequelncy of resonance C to provide selective supression/saturation of C while
signal is acquired exclusively from resonance B.
FIGltRE 5.11: CHEMI chemical shift-selective image of acetylacetone in 2.5
in capillary tubes. Triethylamine was added as a catalyst to the two rightmost
tubes. (A) Image without saturation of resonance 3 (defined in FIGURE 5 6). (B)
Image obtained following saturation of resonance 3. The catalyzed chemical flux
can be resolved and spatially quantified from the difference of these two images.
Identical contour intensities are used in plots (A) and (B).
FIGURE 5.12: 31 p CHEMI image of exchange between PCr and ATP
catalyzed by CK. (A) Chemical shift-selective 3 1p image of PCr in a phantom
containing 80 mM PCr, 20 mM ATP, and 5 mM Pi. Center tube contains CK
(1400 U//ml). (B) Profile through the image in (A), and through the image
obtained following saturation of the ATP resonance. Reduction in the signal is
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due to enzyme-catalyzed spin transfer. Addition of the enzyme allowed equilibrium
between the reactants and products of the CK reaction to be established in the
center tube, resulting in a lower concentration of PCr.
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Table 5.1
[l-H] Image SNR Time Time
freq actual optimal
110 M
2.4 M
0.4 M
476 +/-50 10 min
100 +/-25
54 +/-25
10 min
10 min
5.6 min
5.6 min
5.6 min
Normalizing all SNR's to 1lOM gives an average SNR = 22*[x]
[x] in M
Noise calculated from RMS deviation of pixel data over
image regions without sample
Gain changes and other machine adjustments were made for each
image to optimize SNR.
Water sample was diluted sequentially with D20 (99.8%).
D20 impurity assumed to be H20 contributing .2M.
In plane resolution (freqxphase) 36uM x 50 uM
Sample Volume (ID=4.5mm, 7.9mM slice) 125 mm3
Equivalent Cubic Voxel size (242um)x(242um)x(242um)
Optimal time calculated based on TR=T1
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Table 5.2
Comparison of imaging times to achieve SNR=10
based on 1986 experimental data obtained at
8.5 Tesla (SNR = 22*[x]).
[ X ] 100u x 100u 50u x 50u 25u x 25u
x 1000u x 500u x 250u
H 110 M < 1 min < 1 min 1.4 mins
H 1 M 4 mins 267 mins 12 days
H 0.1 M 7 hours 18 days
P 0.1 M 42 hours 109 days
H 0.05 M 1.2 days 74 days
P 0.05 M 7.3 days 1.2 Years
(time)*([x]**2)*(vol**2)*(gamma)**1.5assumes SNR**2
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C---------------------------------------
C APPENDIX A
C 
C
PROGRAM MAGTRANS.FOR
THIS PROGRAM WILL
2/2/85 REVISED 10/26/85
1) CALCULATE EXACT SOL. OF MO;. BLOCK EQS
2) ADD NOISE
3) WRITE THE X,Y PAIRS TO ASCAII FILES
4) CALCULATE INITIAL SLOPES AND ERRORS
REAL*4 YA(128),YB(128),YACF(128),XACF(128),ERRA(128),ERRB(128)
REAL*4 KA,kb,kla,klb,x(128),Y(4,128)
REAL*4 C(128),RNSE(128)
TYPE*,'
TYPE*,'Ya(inf)=Mag of species A at infinity
TYPE*,'Ya(O)= Mag after pulse (eg after inversion=-l'
TYPE*,' R-1/T1 K-unidirectional rate constant'
TYPE*,' similiar for species b '
TYPE*,'
type*,'enter Ya(inf),Ya(O),ka(sec-1),Ra(l/Tlsec),kb,Rb
accept*,YAi,yao,ka,ra,kb,rb
ybio-yai*ka/kb
TYPE*,'
type*,' assuming equilibrium I calculate Yb(inf)-',ybio
Type*,' if this is correct type 0 otherwise enter correct'
type*,' value, there better be a reason it is not right!'
accept*,ybi
TYPE*,'
type*,'enter initial value of Yb,
TYPE*,' this will be the same as Yb(inf) generally for selective'
TYPE*,'pulse on A
accept*,ybo
if(ybi.eq.O)ybi-ybio
Calculate Constants See Paper by Led, or Campbell Dobson
dell-standard text lamdal*-l. del2-std lamda2*-1
alpha-(kb/ka)/(yai/ybi) !this should be =1. for most apps.
kla-ra+ka
klb-rb+kb
arg- 4.0*ka*kb+(kla - klb)**2
dell- .5-(-1., SQRT(ARG)+(kla+klb))
de12- .5*(L.*sqrt(arg)(kla+klb))
cl=((kla-del2),(yai-yao)-kb*(ybi-ybo)/alpha)/(del2-dell)
c2-(-l.*(kla-dell)'(yai-ydo)+kb*(ybi-ybo)/alpha)/(del2-dell)
c3=alpha,(-kat(ai-yao)-(kla-dell)*(ybi-ybo)/alpha)/(del2-dell
c4=alpha*(kak(yai-yao)+(kla-del2)*(ybi-ybo)/alpha)/(del2-dell)
type,,' my lamtda is a positive value =-l*others lambdal =',fell
C
C
c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
c
C
C
c
c
c
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type*,
type*,' lambda2 -',del2
type*,'
type*,' C1 ',cl
type*,'
type*,' C2 -',c2
type*,'
type*,' C3 -',c3
type*,
type*,' C4 -',c4
type*,'
c
c
type*,' number of points to plot(max 128) and time(sec) of last point'
type*,' as n,t
accept*,np,tmax
63 type*,' Gaussian noise will be generated noise(p-p)=5*noise(rms)'
type*,' enter p-pNoise/Signal based on Ya(inf) 0 for ideal'
accept*,xNSR
type*,' enter random number seed near 10235
accept*,int
c iNT-10235 !Random number seed for noise
t-0.0
f-(l.-2.*exp(-tmax*ra))
sela-ka+ra
do 100 i-l,np
rtwq-float(2*np)
c tinc- -alog(l.-(l.+f)*exp(t*ra)/(rtwq))/ra !for ideal point spacing
tinc- tmax*2/rtwq
ta--l.*t*dell
tb--l.*t*del2
tsel-exp(-t*sela)
C GENERATE PSUEDO GAUSSIAN ADD 12 RAN'S SUBTRACT 6
c Will give numbers between -6 and 6 mean-0
c gives distribution with sd-1
ynoise-0.
do 90 jx-1,12
ynoise-ran(int)+ynoise
90 continue
ynoise-ynoise- 6.0
ynoise-ynoise/6.0 !to normalize peak to -1 to +1
RNOISE-xnsr*yai*ynoise !peak to peak noise is XNSR*yai
ya(i)-yai+cl*exp(ta)+c2*exp(tb)+rnoise
Y(1,i)-ya(i)
yb(i)-ybi+c3*exp(ta)+c4*exp(tb)+rnoise
y(2,i)-yb(i)
c two selsat cases
y(3,i) = yai*(ka*tsel+ra)/sela + rnoise
y(4,i) - yai*(l-2*tsel) + rnoise 'assume ideal flip
x(i)=t
RNSE(t)=RNO[SE
t=t+tinc
100 continue
type*,' Choose ) Screen display'
type',' 2) output file qraph.t'
type*,' 3) Both '
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accept*,iq
if((iq.eq.1).or.(iq.eq.3))Call VTDIS(x,y,2,np)
if((iq.eq.2).or.(iq.eq.3))call rslnout(x,y,4,np)
TYPE*,'do you want noise in graph.t ?, y=l,n=0'
accept*,iyn
if(iyn.eq.l)call rslout(x,RNSE,RNSE,np)
type*,'another snr for same data? y-l'
accept*,iyn
if(iyn.eq.l)go to 63
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
102 type*,'to check autocorrelation function rename graph.t file'
type*,'containing data x, y to autocor.t then $Run Autocor '
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c initial slope
c
c initial slope errors
c
type*,'
type*,' if you do not want initial slope errors type O'
accept*,io
if(io.eq.0)go to 600
200 type*,'enter tl and t2 from which to calculate initial slope'
accept*,tsl,ts2
c
sl-cl*exp(-l.*dell*tsl)+c2*exp(-l*del2*tsl)
sl-(sl-cl*exp(-l.*dell*ts2)-c2*exp(-l*del2*ts2))/(tsl-ts2)
s2-c3*exp(-l.*dell*tsl)+c4*exp(-l*del2*tsl)
s2-(s2-c3*exp(-1.*dell*ts2)-c4*exp(-l*del2*ts2))/(tsl-ts2)
wqt-yai-yao
type*,' delta y-yai-yaO -',wqt
xkr-sl/wqt
xyr--s2/wqt
type*,'initial slope of selected species-',sl,'k+R-',xkr
type*,'initial slope of non-selected species=',s2,'k=',xyr
calR-xkr-xyr
type*,'calculated R-1/T1 is-',calR
type*,'actual k-',ka,' actual R-l/tl -',ra
routo-(ka-xyr)/ka
type*,'fractional error-(K-kexp)/K-',routo
routo-(ka+ra-xkr)/(ka+ra)
type*,'fractional error-(kla-klaexp)/kla- ',routo
c Apply correction obtained from experimental k,tl
type*,'
type*,' apply correction using experimental k,Tl'
routo-Ea(tsl,ts2,calr,xyr)
rkfix-xyr/(l.-routo)
type*,'ea-',routo,' recalculated ka-',rkfix
routo-Ela(tsl,ts2,calr,xyr)
rklfix-xkr/(l.-routo)
type*,'ela-',routo,' recalculated kla=',rklfix
c
routo-(ka-rkfix)/ka
type*,'fractional error-(K-kexp)/K-',routo
routo-(ka+ra-rklfix)/(ka+ra)
typek,'fractional error-(kla-klaexp)/kla= ',routo
type*,'
type*,' second iteration'
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c2r-rklfix-rkfix
routo-Ea(tsl,ts2,c2r,rkfix)
rkfix-xyr/(l.-routo)
type*, 'ea-',routo,' recalculated ka-',rkfix
routo=Ela(tsl,ts2,c2r,rkfix)
rklfix-xkr/(l.-routo)
type*,'ela-',routo,' recalculated kla-',rklfix
c
perea-ea(tsl,ts2,ra,ka)
perela-ela(tsl,ts2,ra,ka)
type*,'ideal ea-',perea,' ela-',perela
routo-(ka-rkfix)/ka
type*,'fractional error-(K-kexp)/K-',routo
routo-(ka+ra-rklfix)/(ka+ra)
type*,'fractional error-(kla-klaexp)/kla-',routo
type*,'
type*,' Another go type 1'
accept*,yans
if(yans.eq.l)go to 200
type*,'
type*,' plot errors '
type*,' assuming slope is calculated from two early points
type*,' enter earliest of the two( in seconds)
accept*,tl
type*,'enter the maximum spacing between t2 and tl to be plotted (sec)'
accept*,tmax
fix-.0000001 ! kludge to keep from blowing up at 0
tinc-tmax/float(np)
c error will be plotted versus tau-t2-tl , the point spacing
yd-yai-yao
do 300 j-l,np
tau-(j-l)*tinc + fix
t2-tau+tl
Al-(t2**2-tl**2)/(2.*tau*yd)
yal=al*(cl*dell**2+c2*del2**2)/kla
ybl-al*(c3*dell**2+c4*del2**2)/(alpha*ka)
a2-(t2**3-tl**3)/(6.*tau*yd)
ya2-a2*(cl*dell**3+c2*del2**3)/kla
yb2-a2*(c3*dell**3+c4*del2**3)/(alpha*ka)
a3=(t2**4-tl**4)/(24.*tau*yd)
ya3=a3,(cl*dell**4+c2*del2**4)/kla
yb3=a3*(c3*dell**4+c4*del2**4)/(alpha*ka)
a4=(t2**5-tl**5)/(120.*tau*yd)
ya4=a4*(cl*dell**5+c2*del2**5)/kla
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yb4-a4*(c3*dell**5+c4*del2**5)/(alpha*ka)
ya(j)-l.+yal-ya2+ya3-ya4 !fractional error measured/actual
yb(j)--1.*(1..-ybl+yb2-yb3+yb4)
y(l,j)-(l.0-sqrt(ya(j)**2))*100. !to give percent error
y(2,j)(1l.0-sqrt(yb(j)**2))*100.
x(j)=tau
rl-sqrt(yal*yal)
r2-sqrt(ya2*ya2)
r3-sqrt(ya3*ya3)
r4-sqrt(ya4*ya4)
r5-sqrt(ybl*ybl)
r6-sqrt(yb2*yb2)
r7-sqrt(yb3*yb3)
r8-sqrt(yb4*yb4)
if((r4.gt.r3).or.(r3.gt.r2).or.(r2.gt.rl))type*,'check convergence'
if((r8.gt.r7).or.(r7.gt.r6).or.(r6.gt.r5))type*,'check convergence'
300 continue
type*,' Choose 1) Screen display'
type*,' 2) output file
type*,' 3) Both
accept*,iq
if((iq.eq.l).or.(iq.eq.3))Call VTDIS(x,y,2,np)
if((iq.eq.2).or.(iq.eq.3))call rslnout(x,y,2,np)
c
c final error after correction w-(k - Kexp/(l-ea(kexp,klaexp))/k
c where kexp-k(l-ea(k,kla)
type*,' output file graph.t wiht final errors after correction'
tsl-tl
tsmin-1.05*tl
tinc-(tmax-tsmin)/float(np)
do 500 ip-l,np
ts2-tsmin+(ip-l)*tinc
c calculate what estimated k,kl would be
rexk-ea(tsl,ts2,ra,ka)
rexkla-ela(tsl,ts2,ra,ka)
exk-ka*(l.-rexk) ! k from initial slope
exkl-(ka+ra)*(l.-rexkla) !kla from initial slope
exr-exkl-exk ! r-l/tl from initial slope
fea-ea(tsl,ts2,exr,exk)
fela-ela(tsl,ts2,exr,exk)
Frerk-(rexk-fea)/(l.-fea)
frerkl-(rexkla-fela)/(1.-fela)
y(l,ip)-frerk
y(2,ip)-frerkl
x(ip)-ts2
500 continue
call rslnout(x,y,2,np)
do 550 it-l,np
ts2-tsmin+(it-l)Itinc
c calculate what estimated k,kl would be
rexk-ea(tsl,ts2,ra,ka)
rexkla-ela(tsl,ts2,ra,ka)
exk-ka*(1.-rexk) ' k from initial slope
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C ---------- A---= ======================
C APPENDIX B
C
Welcome to CALLVOXMAG the NMR exchange reaction simulation
Program. To visualize the Magnetizations of two exchanging nuclear
Species (MA and MB) after logging into the VAX type $ Run CALLVOXMAG
W's are frequencies (in hertz) and H's are field strengths in Gauss.
Rate constants and relaxations are in sec-1, and secs. The results
are stored in files GRAPH.T. To visualize the plots you can use RS1
or crudely look at the output on a VT100 with VTDIS.for.
REAL*4 MA(3),MB(3),MO(2),K(2),RA(2),RB(2),W(3)
REAL*4 X(128),Y(4,128),TA(8),Hla(8)
integer*4 P(3)
TYPE*,'ENTER RATIO A TO B (EG. 2)'
ACCEPT*,AB
TYPE*,'ENTER GAMMA IN HERTZ/GAUSS (EG 4200)'
ACCEPT*,GAM
TYPE*,'ENTER WA AND WB AND SPECTROMETER FREQ IN HERTZ
TYPE*,' (EG 4.2E6,4.2005E6,4.2005E6) TO SAT PEAK B
ACCEPT*,W(1),W(2),W(3)
TYPE*,'ENTER HO IN GAUSS (EG 1000) FOR ABOVE EG'
ACCEPT*,HO
WA, WB, W'I
10 type*,'enter number of increments where hl has different values'
TYPE*,' EG. 2 '
accept*,P(1)
do 12 jl,p(l)
type*,'enter value of Hl(g
TYPE*,' (EG .1,1 FOR SAT
accept*,Hla(j),TA(j)
12 continue
P(2)-409600
TYPE*,'ENTER T1,T2,KAB OF
ACCEPT*,RA(1),RA(2),K(1)
RA(1)-1./RA(1)
RA(2)-1./RA(2)
TYPE*,'ENTER T1,T2,KBA OF
ACCEPT*,RB(1),RB(2),K(2)
RB(1)-1./RB(1)
RB(2)-1./RB(2)
C
C
and length(secs) of increment#',j
0,5 TO WATCH RELAXATION)'
NUC A IN SEC,SEC,1/SEC (EG 1,.01,1)'
NUC B IN SEC,SEC,1/SEC (EG 1,.01,2)'
MO(l)-1.
MO(2)-1./AB
ASSUME INITIALLY RELAXED
MA(1)-0.
MB(1)-0.
MA(2)-0.
MB(2)=0.
MA(3)-MO(1)
MB(3)-MO(2)
BETA0O.
np-64
P(3)-np
CALL VOXMAG(HO,GAM,Hla,BETA,MO,MA,MB,RA,RB,K,W,Ta,P,np,X,Y)
type*,'another go? yes-l,no=0'
accept*,ians
if(ians.eq.1)go to 10
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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STOP
END
CCCCCcccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
SUBROUTINE VOXMAG(HO,GAM,H1A,BETA,Mo,MA,MB,RA,RB,k,W,ta,P,np,X,Y)
cccccccccccccCCCCCcccccccccCCCCcccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c Eric McFarland 7/6/85
c This is a rework of KINSIM.FOR to model exchange reactions
c during arbitrary pulses in arbitrary hl fields. A modified
c 2nd order R-K method is used to calculate the behavior of the system
c of coupled equations.
c
c HO,H1A =Magnitude of static, and RF fields, H1lA(i)-hl during time Ta(i)
C GAM- GYROMAGNETIC RATIO IN HERTZ/GAUSS
c BETA- angle H1 makes with x axis in main reference ROTATING frame
c Mo(2)-equilibrium magnetizations of species A(Mo(l)), B(Mo(2))
c MA(3)-intial value of A magnetization IN THE ROTATING FRAME.
C if relaxed-(0,0,Mo(l)),MA(1)-in phase,u vector, MA(2)-v
c the final value of MA(3) is put in here and returned
c MB(3)-initial B magnetization.....
c RA(2),RB(2)- 1/Tl ((1)) and /T2 (2) 's of species A and B
c K(2)- KAB as K(1) and KBA as K(2)
c W(3)- WA, WB, and, W of excitation pulse, where W is freq in hertz
c wa and wb are resonance freqs of a and b
c T(i)- length of ith increment during which hl is on with value HlA(i)
c P - parameter array with integers P(I)-ntinc,P(2)-nt,P(3)-np
c ntinc- number of hl intervals
c nt- maximum number of time steps to examine. Program will try
c to be efficient and start by looking at 64 points
c np-number of points to plot with rslout
c freak-precentage change in mag to trigger smaller time step
C Y- OUTPUT ARRAY
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
real*4 Mo(2),MA(3),xma(3),xmb(3),MB(3),RA(2),RB(2),K(2),W(3)
REAL*4 X(np),Y(4,NP),HlA(8),TA(8)
Integer*4 P(3),nsuc(8),ntry(8)
RPIE-3.14159265
GAM-GAM*2.*RPIE !CONVERT TO RADS
GAMA-W(1)/HO
GAMB-W(2)/HO
np-P(3)
nt-P(2)
ntinc-P(1)
npl-np-1
rnp-float(np-1)
TIME-O.
freak-(0.10)**2 !for 10% change
regtime-0.
C
C
C Here is where we step through each of the ntinc time divisions
c where during each H1 remains constant.
C
C
do 200 jm-l,ntinc
c
c Set up time increments for jm interval
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c
ntry(jm)-0
nsuc(jm)-0 !counters to check efficiency
t-ta(jm)
REGTIME-TA(JM)+REGTIME
hl-hla(jm)
pltsc-t/rnp
stsc-pltsc
rplot-0
inp-1l
iacq-0
tsc-stsc
c
'c
c
c
c
C
do 100, i-l,nt
dmza-(MO(1)-MA(3))*RA(1)+GAM*Hl*MA(2)-K(1)*MA(3)+k(2)*MB(3)
dmzb-(MO(2)-MB(3))*RB(1)+GAM*Hl*MB(2)-K(2)*MB(3)+K(1)*MA(3)
DMXA--(W(3)-W(1))*MA(2)-MA(1)*(RA(2)+K(1))+MB(1)*K(2)
DMXB--(W(3)-W(2))*MB(2)-MB(1)*(RB(2)+K(2))+MA(1)*K(1)
DMYA-(W(3)-W(1))*MA()-MA(2)*(RA(2)+K(l))+MB(2)*K(2)-GAM*HI*MA(3
DMYB-(W(3)-W(2))*MB(1)-MB(2)*(RB(2)+K(2))+MA(2)*K(1)-GAM*H1*MB(3
c check stability
45 xMA(1)-MA(1)MA()+DMXA*TSC
xl-((xma(1)-ma(1))/mo(1))**2
xMB(1)-MB( 1)+DMXB*TSC
x2-((xmb(1)-mb(1))/mo(2))**2
xMA(2)-MA(2)+DMYA*TSC
x3-((xma(2)-ma(2))/mo(1))**2
xMB(2)-MB(2)+DMYB*TSC
x4-((xmb(2)-mb(2))/mo(2))**2
xMA(3)-MA(3)+DMZA*TSC
x5-((xma(3)-ma(3))/mo(1))**2
xMB(3)-MB(3)+DMZB*TSC
x6-((xmb(3)-mb(3))/mo(2))**2
ntry(jm)-ntry(jm)+l
if((xl.gt.freak).or.(x2.gt.freak))go to 60
if((x3.gt.freak).or.(x4.gt.freak))go to 60
if((x5.gt.freak).or.(x6.gt.freak))go to 60
go to 70
60 continue
tsc-tsc*.l
go to 45 !UNSTABLE DECREASE TIME INC.
c finish second part of R-K
70 continue
nsuc(jm)-nsuc(jm)+l
xdmza-(MO(1)-xMA(3))*RA(1)+GAM*Hl*xMA(2)-K(1)*xMA(3)+k(2)*xMB(3)
xdmzb-(MO(2)-xMB(3))*RB(1)+GAM*Hl*xMB(2)-K(2)*xMB(3)K(I)kxMA(3)
xDMXA--(W(3)-W(1))*xMA(2)-xMA(1)*(RA(2)+K())+xMB(l)*K(2)
xDMXB--(W(3)-W(2))*xMB(2)-xMB(1)*(RB(2)+K(2))+xMA(1)*K(1)
xDMYA-(W(3)-W(1))*xMA(1)-xMA(2)*(RA(2)+K(1))+xMB(2)K(2)
xdmya-xdmya-GAM*Hl*xMA(3)
xDMYB-(W(3)-W(1))*xMB(l)-xMB(2)*(RB(2)+K(2))+xMA(2)*K(I)
xdmyb-xdmyb-GAM*Hl*xMB(3)
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qpl-time-rplot*pltsc
if(qpl.lt.0.)go to 73
if(inp.gt.np)go to 73
rplot-rplot+l.
X(Inp)-TIME
Y(1,Inp)-MA(3)
Y(2,Inp)-MB(3)
Y(3,INP)-MA(1)
Y(4,INP)-MB(1)
iacq-inp
inp-inp+l
c second order Runga-Kutta Solutions
73 MA(1)-MA(1)+0.5*tsc*(dmxa+xdmxa)
MB(1)-MB(1)+0.5*tsc*(dmxb+xdmxb)
MA(2)-MA(2)+0.5*tsc*(dmya+xdmya)
MB(2)-MB(2)+0.5*tsc*(dmyb+xdmyb)
MA(3)-MA(3)+0.5*tsc*(dmza+xdmza)
MB(3)-MB(3)+0.5*tsc*(dmzb+xdmzb)
TIME-TIME+TSC
if(time.gt.REGTIME)go to 105
tsc-stsc
100 CONTINUE
105 CALL RS1NOUT(X,Y,4,iacq)
DO 106 JK-1,NP !ZERO DISPLAY MATRICES
X(JK)-0.
Y(1,JK)-0.
Y(2,JK)-0.
Y(3,JK)-0.
Y(4,JK)-0.
106 CONTINUE
type*,'number of attempted time steps-',ntry(jm),'in loop#',jm
type*,'number of successful time steps-',nsuc(jm)
200 continue
RETURN
END
C AUTHOR:Eric McFarland
c THIS SUBROUTINE PREPARES POINTS X,Y1,Y2 TO BE PLOTTED BY RS1
C TO USE 1) GET INTO RS1 AND USE #CALL $READ_FREE OR FREE("FN","TAB")
C 2) HAVE LAYOUT GIVING LENGTH OF VALUES
SUBROUTINE RS1NOUT(X,Y,L,N)
DIMENSION X(N),Y(L,N)
DATA ICHAR/' '/
OPEN(UNIT-4,NAME-'voxmag.T',TYPE-'NEW',FORM-'FORMATTED')
DO 10 I-1,N
105 FORMAT(F12.6,Al,F12.6,A1,F12.6,A1,F12.6,A1,F12.6)
WRITE(4,105)X(I),ICHAR,Y(1,I ),ICHAR,Y(23,I),ICHAR,Y(4,I)
10 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT-4)
RETURN
END
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exkl-(ka+ra)*(l.-rexkla) !kla from initial slope
exr-exkl-exk ! r=l/tl from initial slope
fea=ea(tsl,ts2,exr,exk)
fela-ela(tsl,ts2,exr,exk)
zqa-ka*(l.-fea)
zql=(ka+ra)*(l.-fela)
trma-l./(l.-fea)**2
tbar-ts2/2.+tsl/2.
trmb-(2.*exkl*tbar-fea)**2
trmc-(tbar*(2.*exkl+4.*exk)-fea)**2
frerk=(trma+trma**2*(trmb+trmc))/(tbar-tsl)
y(l,it)-frerk
y(2,it)=frerk
x(it)=ts2
550 CONTINUE
call rslnout(x,y,2,np)
600 continue
stop
end
Function Ea(qto,qtl,qR,qrK)
q-qtl/qto
qzi-qrk/qr
qb-qto*qR
qt-.25*qb*(q+l.)*((2.*qzi+l.)**2-1.)/qzi
Ea-qt-(qb**2/12.)*((q**3-1.)/(q-l.))*(((2.*qzi+l.)**3)-1.)/qzi
end
Function Ela(to,tl,R,rK)
tau-tl/to
zi-rk/r
b-to*R
t-.25*b*(tau+l.)*((2.*zi+l.)**2+1.)/(zi+l.)
Ela-t-(b**2/12.)*((tau**3-1.)/(tau-1.))*((2.*zi+l.)**3+1.)/(zi+l.)
end
Sample Histoqram from a Set of Random Noise
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